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Abstract 
Acoustic liners employing the Helmholtz resonator concept are commonly used in the 
intake duct of modern Jet engines to reduce radiated noise. In response to reports of core 
failures, the possibility of acoustic loadmg as the source of these liner failures is 
mvestigated. Experimental data are used as input to a model for non-ng1d cavity walls 
and the induced stresses analysed. An alternative, more robust liner des1gn u!ihsmg 
viscous damping is proposed, and an analytical model developed and numerically 
validated agamst published data. A study of the key parameters leads to an improved 
configuration, the attenuatmg properties of which are compared to a typicallmer. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Background 
Nmse is an ever-mcreasmg problem in today's society, with a sigmficant contributiOn 
coming from Jet aircraft. The last few decades have seen factors such as increased fl1ght 
frequency and aircraft size bring about large increases m the nmse problem presented by 
a1rcraft, particularly in the areas surroundmg auports. Wh1lst reductiOns m jet engme 
nmse have helped allev1ate this to some extent, indeed Ffowcs-Williams [1] notes that 
modem engines are often a factor of 100 more qmet than the eqmvalent of 20 years ago, 
they have not been great enough to offset mcreases in operauons. 
Along w1th a sh1ft in a1rcraft usage, there has been a significant change in jet engme 
technology. The 1970s saw a move from the low bypass rauo engine, with a typical 
bypass ratio of 1: 1, towards the modem turbofan, w1th the most recent engmes havmg 
bypass ratios as high as 9: 1. In noise terms, the benefit of a high-bypass ratio is that the 
air veloc1t1es mvolved are considerably reduced, leading to a reductiOn m jet noise, as 
shown m F1gure la. However, the increased power levels m h1gh bypass engmes lead to 
an elevated noise contnbuuon from the fan. 
In an attempt to combat noise pollution, international legislation relating to aircraft nmse 
IS becommg increasmgly stnct, leadmg manufacturers to greater efforts to silence 
engmes. The govemmg legislatiOn, referred to generally as Annex 16, 1s set by the 
InternatiOnal C1vil AviatiOn Organisation (ICAO) and presently mvolves the 
measurement of aircraft noise at 3 pomts: a flyover point 6.5 km from take-off; 450m to 
the side ofthe runway ; and 2km from the landing threshold. ICAO are due to vote on 
more stringent rules, known as Chapter 4, in the near future These will probably be 
mtroduced in 2005, supersedmg Chapter 3, which was introduced m 1977. Chapter 4 will 
require a cumulative reduction of IOdB over the 3 pomts. 
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FIGURE la- Companson of No1se Sources for H1gh and Low Bypass Engmes (from [2]) 
When Chapter 3 was introduced, many planes were fitted with "hushlo.ts" to meet the 
new legislatiOn- in some cases by JUSt 0.1 Effective Perceived Noise dB! (EPNdB). 
These kits tended to mvolve a small number of des1gn changes, and the fittmg of acoustic 
liners. The liners are treatments aimed at attenuating the 1mpmgmg sound field mainly 
through resistive, but sometimes by reactive mechamsms. Often they take the form 
shown m Figure 1 b. 
The perforate liners are typically made with solid aluminium backing plates and 
perforated face plates sandwiching a Nomex® honeycomb core. Nomex is a materiaJ 
manufactured from aram1d fibre sheets, bonded to shape and then dipped m phenolic 
resin (see e g [3]). It is glued to the aluminium plates by melting a layer of glue onto the 
face of the honeycomb, blowing air through the holes and slicing off the resulting 
bubbles, leavmg glue only around the hexagon edges. The cavity open to externaJ 
excitation VIa the holes acts as a Helmholtz resonator. 
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FIGURE Ib- Lmer Types (from [2]\ 
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I 
These hners have proven to be both good attenuators and reasonably cost-effeclive, and 
as a result are commonly fitted to modern engines However, they are not enlirely Without 
problems. One manufacturer has reported failures of intake duct hners in a specific 
quadrant, with an uncertam cause [4]. The frulures wh1ch have been seen in the liners 
have taken the form of a break m the wall of the honeycomb structure 1.e. m a plane 
parallel to the metal facmg sheets. No debonding of either facing sheet from the 
honeycomb was seen 
It had been suggested that the source of the frul ures m1ght be the acoustic loading due to 
the sound field created in the m take duct of the engine, and it IS this questiOn which th1s 
thes1s will iml!ally attempt to answer. Therefore, the first half of the thesis will be guided 
by the hypothesis that the acoustic pressures present in the inlet duct of a typical jet 
engine are not of sufficzent magmtude to cause lmer fazlures. Wh1lst answenng th1s 
hypothesiS IS the molivatmg factor for the mitial direction of this work, 11 will lead onto a 
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slightly different approach to the problem. The theSIS will first descnbe attempts to 
quantify the sound field, and then detatl the method used to assess the possibtlity of 
acoustic loading as a source of frulure In the latter part of the thesis, the problem will be 
approached from a different angle, with a change in liner design being exammed as a 
possible way of avoidmg !mer frulures. 
Because the thesis touches on many different research areas, literature relevant to 
individual sectiOns will be presented and discussed as it is needed, rather than contaimng 
all the necessary literature from different subject areas in one sectiOn. Also, the thesis will 
employ appendices m an attempt to maintain the flow of the text and to help the reader 
keep sight of the overall goals of the modelling, rather than being troubled too greatly by 
details. Therefore, for completeness, much of the mathematics is contained withm 
appendices with only the key results being reported in the thesis. 
Due to commercial privacy issues, the manufacturers mvolved cannot be named, and 
accordingly, any data or results which might Identify the compames are presented in a 
non-dimensional form or onutted. Wherever possible however, specific values will be 
assigned. All acoustic pressure values given in decibels are referenced agrunst 20J1Pa. 
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Generation and Propagation of the Sound Field 
2.1 - Introduction 
In order to mvestigate the question of whether the sound field impmging on the liner 
could be the source of !mer f:ulure, it is necessary to quantify the sound field present in 
the inlet duct of the engine. The most informative techmque for this would be to 
synthesise a typical sound field through an understanding of the generation and 
propagation mechamsms mvolved, and this will be the Initial approach for this chapter. 
2.2 - The Sound Field 
One of the earliest p1eces of aircraft noise research of note was that of Gutm [5] who used 
linear acoustics to predict the sound radiated from an open propeller. This theory was 
shown to accurately pred1ct low harmonics for a supersonic tip speed propeller by 
Hubbard and Lass1ter [6]. Gutin's work acted as the basis for most propeller nmse 
research until the 1950s when attention tended to focus more on the jet aircraft that were 
entering CIVil aviation. Propeller nmse research has become a field m its own right, and 
for a more detailed history and account of developments, the reader IS d1rected to 
Metzger's 1995 paper [7] rev1ewing propeller nmse and Morfey's 1973 review ofrotatmg 
blade nmse [8]. 
The reason for the attention to jet aucraft IS clear ; Lloyd [9] notes that the early jet 
airliners were 10 to 20 dB noiSier on landing approach than equivalent turbo-propeller 
aircraft. However, at th1s time the state of research was qmte random, with a lack of 
understandmg of the fund:unental parameters Ieadmg to seemingly contradictory 
measurements. In 1952, Lighthill published a seminal paper [10] which changed the field 
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of aeroacousucs. He proved, by incorporatmg non-linear effects from turbulence, that in 
the absence of boundanes, airflow produces nmse Simtlar m nature to that of a 
quadrupole, and hence that the power of the noise is proportional to the jet velocity to the 
eighth power. The reader is directed to Ffowcs Williams' 1996 paper [1] for an account 
of the subsequent development of aeroacoustics. 
Dealmg now With fan and compressor nOise, 1t is the aim of this section only to present 
the information necessary for the rest of the thesis. For a complete review of the subject 
area, the reader IS directed to Morfey [8, 11] and Cumpsty [12] 
Whilst the general properties of jet engine fans and compressors may be similar to 
propellers, the introduction of a surroundmg duct considerably changes the acoustic 
behaviOur. One of the first descnptlons of pressure patterns created m ducts was that of 
Tyler and Sofnn [13]. Their analysis showed, through the mtroducuon of the concept of 
"spinning modes", that ducted pressure fields showed a clear "cut-off' condition, below 
which the pattern decayed rapidly down the duct. They concluded that for a rotor Up 
Mach number of less than umty, the pressure pattern will be cut-off. However, subsomc 
rotors do radiate tones at the blade passing frequency (BPF), and this was explamed by 
interactions with stationary blade rows (stators). Whenever a blade passes a stator, a 
pressure disturbance IS mtroduced, and hence, dependmg on the number and positiOn of 
the stators, rotating pressure patterns With a Mach number of greater than umty can be 
produced, as can patterns rotating m the opposite directiOn to the fan rotation ; tills latter 
effect IS akin to the visual aliasing sometimes seen when watching a rotating object such 
as a wheel on television. It follows from this that careful choice of rotor and stator blade 
numbers and spacing can significantly reduce the noise from subsonic rotors (see e.g. 
[2]). Similar work to Tyler and Sofrin's was reported by Morfey [14]. 
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Wh1lst a great deal has been wntten about subsomc tip speed fans, the generation 
propagation and radiation of spmmng modes, and the effects of flow and geometry, 1t will 
prove more useful to concentrate on the nature of the sound field spec1fic to supersonic 
tip speed fans, such as those in operatiOn today. 
SOUND 
PRESSURE 
U:VE~ 
dB 
SUBSONIC 
.~BLADE PASSAGE FREQUENCY 
SUPERSONIC MULTIPLE PURE TONES 
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FIGURE 2a A Tymcal Subsomc and Supersomc Spectrum (from [] Sll 
F1gure 2a shows a typical subsonic and supersonic fan noise spectrum. The supersomc 
spectrum can be separated mto two clear components, broadband nmse and tonal nmse, 
w1th the latter divtded mto interaction tone noise and multiple pure tone noise. 
2.2.1 - Broadband noise 
In general, broadband noise IS set up by pressure fluctuations produced by blades 
generating or interactmg with turbulence. Because of the random nature of turbulence, 
locatmg and isolating the specific sources of the noise has proven d1fficult. 
In 1964, Sharland [16] published work on the various noise sources of fans. As an 
indication of the magmtude of the problem caused by turbulence, he performed 
expenments in which a flat plate was placed first in smooth flow, and then m turbulent 
flow. The d1fference m radiated mtens1ty was about 15 dB. 
With reference to broadband noise, he suggested three poss1ble sources noise from the 
turbulent boundary layer at the duct wall ; the shedding of vortices from the surface of a 
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body m moving flow ; and the interactiOn of a surface With turbulent flow. These sources, 
wh1ch are dipole m nature, are still considered as key generation mechanisms today. 
Sev1k [17] invesllgated the effect of turbulence in the approach stream of a jet engine. 
Experiments performed on an open rotor, with and without a mesh gnd upstream, showed 
a nse m level of the order of 15dB, and good agreement with his stallstical theory. 
Bragg and Bndge [18] reported expenments by Wh1tehead m which the hft of a blade 
was seen to fluctuate by as much as 25% of the steady force, due to the turbulent 
boundary layer around 1t, demonstrallng that turbulence from vortex shedding is a 
s1gmficant factor, and Mugridge and Morfey [ 19] noted the lack of progress in research 
concerning boundary layer induced noise. 
Attempts to reduce broadband noise have included the removal of any obstructions in the 
inlet duct, and the variation of blade aerodynamic effic1ency, w1th a change in acoustic 
level of 1-2 dB per degree of blade mc1dence bemg common [2]. 
Historically, broadband noise has not been so heavily researched due to dominance of the 
pure tones. However, Glegg [20] argues that this will not remain the case given changes 
m engme design and the success of attempts to quieten the tonal noise. Much remains to 
be understood about the broadband noise generated by fans, but at present it does not 
represent a limiting factor in the quiellng of Jet engmes. 
2.2 2 - Interaction Tone Noise 
InteractiOn tone nmse IS another turbulent effect which occurs when the disturbance 
caused by a rotatmg blade interacts with either stationary blades or another rotallng blade 
row. 
A very large body of work exists concerning interaction tone nmse. Tlus has led to a 
number of modifications including removmg mlet guide vanes, mcreasmg rotor-stator 
separallon, and careful choice of blade numbers as menlloned previOusly. Due in part to 
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these modifications the nmse field m the forward arc of supersonic tip speed fans is 
dominated by multiple pure tone noise (see next sectwn). 
There has been a Similarly large amount of work m the field of propagatiOn through blade 
row which has been Important when dealing With the multiple stages of compressors and 
turbines. However, for the reasons mentioned above, modern fans rarely encounter 
upstream blade or stator rows. 
2.2.3- Multiple Pure Tone Noise 
This IS the major source of noise in the forward arc of a supersonic tip speed fan. 
When fans operatmg at supersonic tip speeds were first mtroduced, there were fears that a 
shock wave pattern would be set up which rotated With the fan and thus, being above cut-
off, would propagate freely down the duct and radiate a strong blade passing frequency 
tone. This however was not the case. Spectral analysis of the sound field showed that the 
blade passing tone was actually at a lower amplitude than other lower orders which were 
multiples of the shaft rotatiOnal speed. Since th1s noise was characterised by a large 
number of tones in the spectrum below BPF, It became known as multiple pure tone 
(MPT) noise. Subjectively, It sounds like a chamsaw, and thus It has gamed the nickname 
buzz-saw nmse. 
According to Sofnn and P1ckett [21], one of the earliest notes of buzz-saw noise was 
made in 1960 m an mternal Pratt & Wh1tney report on an experimental engine. By 1964 
more high tip speed fans had been introduced and more reports of unusual inlet noise 
were bemg made. Eventually, tests were conducted on the phenomenon, and the onset of 
multiple pure tones was linked to supersomc tip speeds. 
One of the first papers on the subject was by Kester [22] who reported the results of 
experiments with a model fan of 28in. diameter. He showed by tracing the passage of a 
single shock, that initial small discrepancies in the pressure pattern m front of the fan 
become more exaggerated as the pattern propagates up the duct. Kester also showed good 
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attenuatiOn of MPT noise by usmg a duct wall !mer tuned to BPF, since he noted that 
MPT noise is concentrated m a region near the duct wall 
One of the most Important papers in the field was wntten by Sofnn and Pickett [21]. 
Imtially, by companng measurements taken with and without a cylindncal sleeve placed 
inside the duct they showed that the generation and propagation processes involved with 
MPTs are essentially two-dimenswnal agamst the wall of the duct The series of pressure 
patterns presented by them, clearly showed that strong shocks moved faster than weaker 
ones, and in some cases overtook them, leading to the coalescence of the two shocks. 
This non-hnear propagation process tended to shift energy from the BPF tone to the 
lower MPT tones. They also showed that, away from the fan face, the shock strengths 
decayed slowly initially (at a rate of 1/ .[; where x IS the distance from the fan), and then 
moved to higher rate of decay ( 1/ x ), in agreement with weak shock theory. 
Morfey and Fisher [23] also mvestigated the decay of a tram of ideal shocks using two 
separate approaches m an attempt to predict the rotor pressure field and the sound power 
at BPF. They concluded that once the relative Mach number of the blade hp exceeds 
unity, the pressure pattern is free to propagate up the duct. 
Hawkmgs [24] also studied a train of equal shocks, but went on to deal with trams of 
diffenng strengths in order to simulate the irregularities seen at the fan face. From this, he 
concluded that the greater the variance in shock strength, the slower the resulting decay 
rate of the pattern. Pickett [25] noted that the predicted power spectrum depends cntlcally 
on the variations between the shocks and only slightly on the shock strength vanation. 
Kurosaka [26] addressed the differences m the shocks actually caused by the blade 
variatwns, rather than starting from a set pressure history. By varymg the stagger and 
spacing differences, he showed that m the case of attached shocks, it is the effect of 
stagger variations rather than spacing variations that give rise to the spectrum seen. 
Mather and Savidge [27] showed that the contnbution from the mteraction of a 
supersonic rotor With outlet guide vanes (stationary blades downstream of the fan) was 
negligible in the forward arc. 
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In 1977, Stratford and Newby [28] published a key paper adopting a different approach to 
the problem of buzz-saw noise. Wh1lst they agreed with earlier work suggesting that 
blade stagger largely controls the shock strength variations, and hence the resultmg 
acoustic field, they suggested a different dependence. They proposed that the stagger 
differences between blades cause a variation in swallowing capacity of the passages, and 
hence spillage from one passage to the next, resulting in a variable shock detachment 
distance. They proposed that th1s shock detachment distance then determines the strength 
of the shock upstream They performed experiments on a full test engine, and from the 
shock strength measurements taken, inferred shock detachment distance They concluded 
that the large range of detachment distances suggested were not attributable to blade 
thickness variatwns, but rather to the swallowing capacity of each passage. Th1s was a 
departure from the attached shock theories that had dommated until th1s pomt. Cruc1ally, 
they noted a lmear relationship between shock amplitude and differences in the stagger of 
adJacent blades with an opposite sign to that suggested by previous theories. This 
conclusiOn was supported by measurements taken on a rotor w1th a single blade altered. 
As well as studymg the generation mechamsm, Stratford and Newby also examined the 
propagatiOn mechamsm They proposed that the low shaft order buzz-saw tones are 
determined directly by the pressure waveform at the fan face, rather than by any 
nonhnear propagation process, and hence that there IS no energy transfer from BPF to 
MPTs. They concluded that all tones should tend to stay constant or slowly decay except 
for the BPF tone wh1ch decays rapidly, and they offered experimental data m support of 
this 
Central to the Stratford and Newby concept of blade spillage is the effect of the pressure 
nse across the fan. By changing the throttle settmg, 1t is possible to change the operating 
cond1tion, and thus the nature of the shocks, of the fan. There is only one conditiOn at 
wh1ch the shock waves are attached, the so called "umque mcidence cond1t1on", and 
Stratford and Newby argue that most engines are operated away from that pomt in 
practice giving nse to the detached shock. 
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By about 1980 a number of practical techniques were successfully m operation for 
reducing buzz-saw nmse mcluding changmg blade profiles to reduce the aerodynamic 
effect of blade to blade differences and also to reduce the shock strength (see e.g. [29, 
30]) The work of Stratford and Newby led Rolls Royce to adopt a blade "shuffle" 
program [31]. By exammmg the angle, camber and thickness properties of the blades, it IS 
possible to reduce buzz-saw nmse by pos1tiomng similar blades together, and thus reduce 
blade to blade variations. 
In a similar way to Stratford and Newby, Cargill [32, 33] performed a two part analysis, 
first modelling shock detachment and then propagatiOn. He showed, through purely 
theoretical analysis, that shock amplitudes are proportional to the difference between 
successive blade stagger angles, in agreement w1th Straford and Newby. He also 
concluded that shock strength was dependent upon blade thickness (a conclusion which 
had also been drawn With httle validation by Fink [34]) w1th leading edge thickness bemg 
the most important factor. He suggested that for typical variations the effect of stagger 
was around 4 times that of thickness vanations. Whilst the general dependence of shock 
amplitude on stagger angle was correctly predicted, the rate of change was not Carg1ll 
suggests that this m1ght be due to the sensitivity of the model to errors m operating 
condition data. 
Little has been published m the field of buzz-saw nmse since this work, but interest has 
been renewed in recent years With the advent of larger engmes. Fisher, Tester and 
Schwaller [35] exammed the propagatiOn of regular and irregular wave trains in both 
hardwalled and lmed ducts. 
12 
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2.3 - Expenmental Aspects 
Whilst the conclusiOns of Stratford and Newby and Cargill are convmcmg, there remain a 
large number of questiOns surrounding both the generation and propagatiOn mechanisms 
at the core of buzz-saw noise In order for accurate prediCtiOns to be made, it is demable 
for the dependence of shock strength and detachment on blade stagger and thickness to be 
understood. Also, further mvestigation is required into the lower order tones and their 
growth and decay. 
For these reasons, 1t was proposed to bmld a scale model ducted fan to allow acoustic and 
aerodynamiC measurements to be taken. This would have been powered by some external 
means and would hopefully have given ins1ght into the generation and propagation 
process. However, one of the key problems of measuring very close to the blades, as 
would be required m this case, is the problem of mtrns10n. Typically, the disturbance due 
to an abrupt ending would last for the order of 20 d1ameters and hence even a small pi tot 
tube or microphone extensiOn would sJgmficantly disrupt the flow being measured. 
Therefore, an alternative measurement system was required which would not alter the 
behav1our of the fan, and yet would allow measurements to be taken in three-dimensions 
Many different ideas were suggested, employmg many techniques and different phys1cal 
properties, includmg microphone array ; current I res1stance ; radioactivity ; infra-red ; 
microwaves ; microtransducers ; hot wires ; optical fibres ; m-blade transducers ; runmng 
m liqmd. However, all presented problems wh1ch ruled them out. 
One techmque that showed some potential was the use of lasers. There are two main 
systems avmlable using lasers for the measurement of fluid velocity, Laser Doppler 
Anemometry (LOA) and Part1cal Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
LOA calculates the veloc1ty of the flow at a point by measunng the time taken by a 
particle to traverse laser fringes of an mterference pattern of known spacing. This 
13 
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technique has successfully been used to map the flow velocities m the blade passages of a 
fan [36]. PIV takes an Image of seed particles illuminated by a pulsed sheet laser, and 
deduces the velocity from the distance moved by the particle. PIV has been used 
successfully to make measurements on a wmd turbine [37]. Since PIV measures velocity 
at a number of points simultaneously It IS preferable to LOA which would require 
multiple measurements on a stable field to bmld a complete picture of the velocity. 
Theoretically, it should be possible to use to use synchronised orthogonallasers and 
imaging systems to extract 3D velocity information, but this IS an undeveloped 
technology. 
PIV has recently been used to measure the effects of acoustic streammg [38], and more 
recently acoustic particle velocities in Simple high amplitude fields [39] Measurements 
of shocks using PIV have been undertaken [40], but there were many problems, such as 
accuracy of seed tracmg, and foulmg of the view plate, in obtaimng results for even a 
simple test case. When the problems relating to the specifics of this case, such as the 
curvature of the duct and the associated distortion, are considered It is clear that whilst 
the difficulties are not insurmountable, measurements With th1s system would have been 
extremely problematic. This technology is still developing, and its applicatiOn for this 
purpose is still very much m Its mfancy. The same could be said of the computatiOnal 
approach smce, whilst the field IS Improving (e g [41-43]), it is some way from being 
mature, and IS not able to supply the necessary predictions. 
At this point, a cascade was considered This would have allowed use of LOA, PIV or 
even Schlieren photography to investigate the flow field and examme the required effects 
of stagger etc Alternatively, the cascade would have made It possible to quantify the 
mtruswn effect of a microphone or probe. However, since the probe would not have been 
rotated with the blades, a cascade IS unsmtable for reproducing the effects of rotation with 
reference to a stationary disturbance. Another large drawback of removing the rotatmg 
component of the expenment IS that supersomc air flow IS reqmred. Whilst the design of 
a supersonic tunnel was bnefly mvestigated, anecdotal evidence suggests that both 
supersonic tunnels and supersomc cascades g1ve great difficulties m achieving stability, 
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especially when flow sp1llage IS an effect under invesugation. There are also doubts about 
the benefits to be offered by cascades, since prevwus mvesugauons [ 44, 45] have fmled 
to help find the necessary answers. 
Unfortunately, th1s sectwn of work yielded little of use, and wh1lst this aspect of the study 
prov1ded an attracuve problem, the main thrust of the work still remained to establish 
whether acousuc failure could be the source of !mer fa1lures ; quantifying the acousuc 
field was merely a step towards answenng this questwn. 
2.4 - Measured Data 
The decision not to perform experimental measurements left the problem of 
characterismg the typ1cal sound field present w1thin the intake duct of a Jet engme, and 
wh1lst many papers g1ve typ1cal spectra none give suffic1ent supportmg data to allow 
them to be used. Therefore, a new source for acousuc data was sought 
Fortunately, a manufacturer in the aircraft industry was able to supply expenmental data. 
Measurements had been performed on a model engme with a hard wall, with detmled data 
available from a pressure transducer array mounted in the duct wall. This is shown in 
Figure 2b. 
The duct has a length I diameter rauo of 0.68 wh1ch is slightly longer than a typical inlet 
duct which would be of the order of 0.5. This will allow a slightly higher degree of 
coalescence than would be seen in a typical inlet. 
15 
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FIGURE 2b- Schemattc of Exoenmental Setup 
Figure 2c shows typical data available from the experiments The two graphs on the left 
show a pressure-time history for part of a revolutiOn where the upper plot is a transducer 
just m front of the fan face (0.0 16 diameters) and the lower plot IS for a transducer much 
further down the duct (0.683 diameters) The two graphs on the nght show the 
corresponding frequency spectra. 
Exammmg the time histories, the reader's attentiOn IS first drawn to the change m the 
pressure scale. Obviously there is a large change m the nature of the pressure traces 
between the two points. This change IS illustrated in Appendix 2a where the complete 
propagatiOn pattern is shown. For clanty, a single shock is arrowed throughout the 
progressiOn 
As the shock pattern propagates down the duct the slight irregularities in the reasonably 
regular Jmtial pattern become amplified, resultmg m a very megular pattern by the end 
point The arrowed shock shows a large amount of coalescence w1th the weaker shock 
shown here to the left of the marked shock. 
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FIGURE 2c- Tymcal Data from Wall Mounted Transducers 
Dealing w1th the frequency spectra, 1t is first important to note that these spectra are 
calculated from a non-hnear process, and hence can give information only about the 
frequency content at the pomt of measurement ; no mformatwn can be deduced regardmg 
the frequency content of the signal before or after the measurement pomt. 
The spectrum of the nmse closest to the fan face IS clearly dominated by blade passing 
frequency and 1ts harmomcs. This remains the case until transducer No. 6 where the 
energy at frequencies below BPF begms to dominate, albeit at a level an order of 
magmtude below the imtJal BPF levels. From th1s pomt onwards, the frequency spectrum 
remains close to constant. The peak pressure IS well over 160dB. 
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It had been hoped to extract shock thickness and shock speed mformatwn from th1s data. 
Unfortunately, th1s IS not poss1ble Without knowing the angle at which the shocks are 
propagatmg, and this information is not available. It is poss1ble to deduce an ax1al speed 
for the shocks, but this has httle meaning. Also, 1t IS poss1ble to say that the shock 
thickness would be no greater than that indicated by the graphs if the shocks are taken to 
run axially, but again th1s has little sigmficance. 
Wh1lst this data does not give any new answers to questions concemmg the generation 
and propagation of buzz-saw nmse, it does show many of the characteristics involved, 
and g1ves useful spectra allowmg the peak pressures and typ1cal frequency content to be 
extracted 
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Acoustic Loading as a Source of Liner Failure. 
3.1 - Introduction 
Usmg the knowledge of a typ1cal spectrum gamed m the prevwus chapter, the possibility 
of acousuc pressure as a source of liner frulure can now be exammed. 
It IS not the rum of this chapter to fully explore, or attempt to predict wilh a h1gh level of 
accuracy, the behaviour of a !mer subjected to a typ1cal sound field, but merely to gauge 
the order of magmtude of the stresses the sound field mduces m the walls of a cav1ty. To 
th1s end, a theorellcal model will be used to calculate the pressure nse m a smgle cavily 
of the !mer when subjected to an 1mpmging sound wave, and th1s calculated pressure used 
as an m put m to a plate model of one of the cell walls, allowmg the mduced stresses to be 
esumated. The peak values from the measured spectra m the previous chapter w1ll act as 
input data g1 vmg typ1cal amplitudes and frequencies. 
A number of structural analyses have been earned out on honeycomb sandwich panels, 
mcludmg fallgue tests on enUre panels [4, 46], and modelling of transverse shear forces 
on honeycomb cores [47-49] However, to the author's knowledge, no study has been 
undertaken of cav1ty s1dewall bendmg and the resultmg stresses. 
3 2 - Cav1ty Model 
As descnbed previOusly, the resonator array IS formed by gluemg a perforated plate to the 
top of a plate-backed honeycomb core. The holes in the upper plate are dnlled at a certrun 
p1tch, thus each hole IS the srune distance from the next, g1vmg a pattern formed of 
eqmlateral tnangles. In the particular !mer considered, the ratiO of the p1tch of the holes to 
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the cav1ty diameter is about 1:5 and hence each cav1ty has a number of holes leadmg to 1t 
The manufactunng process 1s such that the facmg sheet IS positioned randomly upon the 
honeycomb, leadmg to a varying number of holes per cavity. Th1s will tend to change the 
resonant frequency and dampmg of each resonator, wh1ch would tend to broaden the 
attenuatiOn offered by the array. 
In order to quantify this effect, a model was wntten to calculate the vanous possible 
outcomes of th1s process by runmng through the possible posltwns of the facmg sheet 
relative to the honeycomb. The repeatmg pattern means that only a lnruted number of 
positiOns need be tned. This gave the llllmmum and max1mum possible number of holes 
per cav1ty. The facmg sheet pos1t1on was then randollllsed, and the code looped a large 
number of times ( 1 x 1 Os) to g1 ve a mean value. A statistical approach to th1s problem IS 
surely possible, but the lack of a nonnal d1stnbut10n due to the upper and lower lillllts 
complicates th1s slightly. The above approach IS adequate for th1s purpose. 
For the particular !mer bemg considered, the range of holes per cavity vanes from a 
llllmmum of 13 up to a maximum of 24, With a mean value of 20. Clearly th1s w1ll g1ve a 
range of resonant frequencies. However, smce the goal1s to fmd the max1mum pressure 
m the cav1ty, 1t will be suff1cient to assume that the peak value of the acoustic spectrum 
1 e. BPF, IS perfectly matched to the max1mum response of the resonator, 1.e. resonance. 
An addltlonal effect of havmg multiple holes per resonator, IS that 1f the shock thickness 
IS less than the p1tch of the holes, 1t IS h1ghly likely that the pressure will vary from hole 
to hole, rather than every hole bemg presented w1th the same pressure. However, 
cons1derat10n of th1s leads to the concluswn that a max1mum pressure nse m the cav1ty 
w1ll be seen when all pomts are subjected to max1mum pressure ; any holes presentmg 
lower pressure w1ll tend to act as pressure relief, lowenng the cav1ty pressure. For th1s 
reason, 1t willimtlally be assumed that all holes are presented w1th peak excitatiOn 
pressure. 
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In order to evaluate the pressure nse m the cavity due to a hannomc excitation at the 
mlet, the most s1mple approach 1s to use a standard Helmholtz resonator model such as 
that developed by Rayleigh (see e g. [50, 51]). Th1s mvolves treatmg the system as a 
damped smgle degree of freedom system, such as a spnng-mass-damper system, and 
employmg analogous mass, stiffness and dampmg values to descnbe the plug of rur m the 
neck, the stiffness of the cav1ty and radiatiOn resistance respectively. Detruls of the 
denvatwn of the analogous values can be found m reference texts (e g. see p225 [51]). 
Here, the outer edge of the neck will be taken as flanged leadmg to an m creased end-
correctiOn and radiatiOn resistance over the unflanged case. 
Assummg a hannonic forcmg functiOn (1mpmgmg sound wave) of amplitude P, the 
model leads to the followmg second-order differential equation 
aze ae -ua 
m at2 + R, at + Ke = SPe 
where m IS the effective mass, R, IS the radiatiOn res1stance, K iS the analogous stiffness, 
e IS the m ward displacement of the flmd m the neck and S 1s the neck area open to the 
exc1tatwn. Assurmng a hannomc response of the form e = ee-'"' g1ves, 
A SP 
e= -iro[ R, -{ a»n- ~)] (I) 
By cons1denng the pressure nse due to a change m volume (see p226 [51]), the followmg 
expressiOn IS obtamed 
p, c2S p=-0-e (2) 
V 
where p IS the pressure nse w1thm the resonator SubstitutiOn of (l) mto (2) g1ves an 
equatiOn for the pressure nse as a functiOn of 1mpmgmg pressure With the hannomc time 
variation understood, 
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p= where 
As would be anticipated, for a flat frequency mput, this expressiOn gives a response 
typical of a damped smgle degree of freedom, as shown m Figure 3a. Stress results usmg 
this approach were presented by Greaves and Petersson [52]. 
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FIGJJRE 3a- Predtcted Pressure Rtse tn Resonator Cavtty wtth Ltnear Mode] 
However, whilst this approach IS reasonable when cons1denng lmear acoustics, the 
pressure amplitudes seen m Jet engme ducts are very large, and will lead to a number of 
non-lmear effects. When the resonator IS excited by a high-amplitude sound wave, h1gh 
velocities will be seen m the resonator onf1ces leadmg to effects such as viscosity and 
heat conductiOn modJfymg their behaviOur significantly 
The literature contams a large body of work concermng the non-hneanty of Helmholtz 
resonators and onf1ces. In 1935, SIVIan [53] noted that at high sound pressures, the 
Impedance of Helmholtz resonators were not constant, but were mstead highly dependent 
upon the impmgmg pressure. He showed expenmentally that the res1stances were 
proportiOnal to the particle velocities. 
Ingard and Labate [54] showed expenmentally that circulatiOn effects and "Jettmg" were 
maJor factors in nonhnear onfice Impedance, and m 1967 Ingard and Ismg presented their 
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semmal paper on onf1ce nonlineanty [55]. They reported that at h1gh sound pressure 
levels, the linear relatmnsh1p between pressure and velocity moved to a square law 
relatmnsh1p. In th1s regmn, the onfice resistance mcreased linearly w1th onfice particle 
veloc1ty, due to the dissipation in the Jets, and donunated over the reactance, which 
decreased to about one half of 1ts linear level. They showed that across an onf1ce 
rad1atmg mto a duct, the acoustiC pressure can drop by as much as 20dB. 
Zmn [56] presented a one-d1mensmnal analytical approach wh1ch showed good 
agreement w1th measured results. Melling [57] prov1ded a useful rev1ew, good 
expenmental data for a range of conf1guratmns and a steady flow theory wh1ch showed 
good agreement, and Panton and Goldman [58] showed that many prevmus results agreed 
when expressed non-d!mensmnally. 
Hersh and Walker [59] produced a hybnd empnncal model for the prediction of 
resonator impedance wh1ch was correlated w1th a number of expenmental studies. More 
recently D1ckey and Selamet [60] have performed expenmental studies on the flow 
through c1rcular onfices for companson w1th their theory, and w1th Novak [61] have 
utilised th1s m the related field of perforated tube silencers. 
Zmn produced the followmg graph wh1ch g1 ves some measure of the effect of h1gh 
amplitudes on resonator response, 
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FIGURE 3b Resonator Response for Varymg Onfice Yeloc!lles (from f56D 
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It IS obvious that the mcreased onflce velocity and the accompanymg mcrease m 
resistance has resulted m the almost complete loss of any resonant behaviOur. For this 
reason, the simple model outlined previOusly IS not adequate. In the same way, a standard 
Impedance test at ordmary sound pressure levels m a Kundt' s tube would be of no use. 
In order to estimate the nonlinear effects of high amplitude excitatiOn, the model of Hersh 
and Walker will be used. However, whilst their results show excellent agreement for 
resistance values at resonance, their values for resistance off-resonance and for reactance 
are erratic. Also, the descnbmg functiOn IS not very wen behaved. Therefore, only a value 
for resistance at resonance will be calculated , by defm1tlon, the reactance will be zero 
This IS not a large restnctwn because the maximum response should occur at resonance, 
and smce a maximum stress IS the overan goal, this IS the pertment value. 
In order to employ this modificatiOn, it IS necessary to use an eqmvalent smgle-holed 
resonator. Because the porosity of the perforated sheet for the !mer bemg considered IS 
low (7%) or alternatively, because the hole pitch IS large m companson to the hole 
diameter (3 5) It IS reasonable to treat each hole as actmg mdependently of the next, albeit 
excited m phase. Therefore, fonowmg the approach of Cremer and Muner (see p190 
[62]), the resonator can be treated as havmg the mass associated With one hole, actmg on 
a fractional stiffness given by the total stiffness diVIded by the number of holes. This will 
retam the resonant behaviOur of the ongmal cavity, smce the mass and stiffness and 
dampmg are an scaled. More Importantly, the viscous effects m the onfice w1n be 
correctly represented smce no aspects have been changed. 
In order to estimate the resistance, Hersh and Walker g1ve the fonowmg serru-empmcal 
formula, 
a 
-+ 
2 
where Ro,,.,) is the resistance at resonance and the remaining terms are defined m 
Appendix 3a It IS Important to remember this IS an acoustic resistance, and thus IS the 
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ratiO of pressure to veloctty which must be scaled by a factor of area before bemg used m 
the "mechamcal" cavtty model. For the !mer constdered, the value for the reststance 
gtven by thts expressiOn represents an mcrease by a factor of more than 100 over that 
predtcted by the linear expressiOn. However, tt should be noted that the only reststlve 
effect considered by the hnear modelts radiatiOn reststance ; no vtscous effects were 
mcluded, and these dommate m the htgh amphtude case. Usmg thts new value of 
reststance gtves a pressure m the cavtty of JUSt under 160dB when exctted wtth an 
tmpingmg wave of 170dB. Thts does not seem excesstve when compared with the 20 dB 
drops across an onfice reported by Ingard at 160 dB, but the figure ts still merely an 
approximatiOn. 
Another effect modtfymg the behaviour of the resonator ts that of grazmg flow whtch 
would be generated due to the forward motiOn of the engme. Research on resonators and 
perforates has shown that the effect of grazmg flow ts to mcrease the onfice reststance 
(e g. [63, 64]), although the underlymg mechamsms are not fully understood. However, 
Hersh and Walker in a compamon paper [65], extended thetr htgh amphtude theory to 
mclude grazing flow m a stmtlar selTII-empmcal way. They note that above a certam 
threshold speed, the reststance becomes linearly proportiOnal to the grazmg flow veloctty, 
and mdependent of pressure amphtude. Unfortunately, the velocttles and onfice stzes 
mvolved take the current case outstde the regiOns vahdated by Hersh and Walker. 
However, comparison of StlTillar cases wtth and wtthout flow suggest that the reststance 
may actually drop m the flow case, due to the pressure amplitude mdependence, although 
thts ts conJecture. Because of thts uncertainty m the cavtty pressure rise, a range of values 
wtll be exalTilned. 
If the walls of the cavtty were constdered to be comphant there ITilght be an effect on the 
response of the resonator. Studtes have been made of thts subject area, with notable 
contnbutwns from Mehl [66], Photiadts [67] and Noms and Wtckham [68]. A shtft in 
resonance frequency and quality factor were reported. However, the cases constdered are 
mdtvtdual thm-shelled resonators m water, because a stgntftcant effect ts only seen when 
the flmd-loadmg ts large ; the effects of wall elasttctty are ummportant m air. 
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It IS interestmg to note at this pomt, that work has been done on the excitatiOn of 
resonators by grazmg flow (e g [69]), and that significant cavity pressures have been 
seen due to flow alone. Whilst It IS outside the scope of this work to mvestJgate this as a 
possible cause of frulures, It IS feasible that this may make a s1gmficant Impact on the 
hners. 
The range of predicted pressure nses m the cavity will now be earned forward to act as 
excitatiOn for the cell wall model. 
3.3 - Cell Wall Model 
A Klrchoff plate model will be used to represent one wall of the cell. This model assumes 
an ISOtropic thm plate, thus an essentially two-dimensiOnal body, capable of supportmg 
bendmg stJffnesses, and hence carrymg bendmg waves, of umform thickness and density 
Only flexural waves will be considered, since flexural waves act as the doiTIInant source 
of acoustic radiatiOn from plates, and thus It follows that an 1mpmging sound wave will 
mamly excite flexural waves. 
It IS possible to express the response of a system to any arbitrary excitatiOn m terms of the 
eigenfunctwns and eigenfrequencies of that system. Therefore, m order to calculate the 
mduced stress in a fimte plate subjected to an arbitrary forcmg functiOn, the plate 
displacement Will be calculated as an mfm1te sum of eigenfunctwns. 
Smce the bending stiffness of the aluiTIImum facmg layers is much greater than that of the 
plate, It IS reasonable to approximate this boundary condition as clamped. Also, because 
the JOint between two walls of the cavity will tend to give zero dJ.splacement and no 
restonng moment, simple supports will provide a realistic representation. These chmces 
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are attract! ve smce a closed form analytical expresswn IS attamable for the response of a 
plate with these boundary condttlons. 
FIGURE 3c- Schema!tc of tymca) plate to be modelled 
The plate IS defmed as shown m Figure 3c With the x-dtrectwn bemg between the two 
clamped edges, and the y-dtrectwn bemg between the stmply supported edges 
3 3.1 - Derivation of Wavenumbers and Eigenfunct1ons 
The etgenfunctwns are solutwns of the homogeneous bendmg wave equatwn which for a 
harmomcally exctted plate (see p323 [70]), IS 
V'41f'.(x,y)-k:q~.(x,y)=O (3) 
where 
and where w. ts the etgenfrequency correspondmg to the etgenfunctlon If'., m" IS the 
mass per umt area (the product of density and thickness) and B' IS the bendmg stiffness 
per umt wtdth of the plate. Thts IS defined as, 
B' 
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where E 1s the Young's modulus, h 1s the plate thickness and J-l is P01sson's ratio. 
Equation (3) can be wntten as, 
(v2 - k;)(v2 + k;)cp. = o (4) 
and hence separated mto, 
Assuming responses of the form 
where 
and 
k = nn 
Y L 
y 
and 
n = 1,2,3 ... 
(5),(6) 
These solutwns compnse two propagatmg waves and two evanescent waves m the x-
dJrectwn, and an mteger number of half sme waves in the y-d1rectwn wh1ch, smce 
s1mple supports generate no nearf1eld waves, sat1sf1es the boundary conilltwns. Insertmg 
the assumed solutwns mto equatwns (5) and (6) g1ves, 
and 
and hence, 
k' = k'-k2 
X b y and 
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v•rp.(x,y )- k:rp. (x,y) = 0 
IS 
where 
k = X and 
3.3.2 - Denvation of Eigenfrequencies 
k = nn 
y L 
y 
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Smce the y-d1rect10n boundary conditiOns are automatically satisfied by the choice of 
solution, It IS only necessary to apply the clamped boundary cond1twns m the x-
dJrectwn Th1s gives zero d1splacement and zero slope at opposite ends of the plate, 
expressed as, 
Jrp.l =0 
(}x x=O 
Insertmg the solutwn g1ven m equation (7) g1ves four equatwns contammg four 
unknowns, wntten m matnx form as, 
1 1 1 1 A 0 
e -tkxLx e'kxLz e -1(/.z eKL· B 0 
= (8) 
-lk ikx -TC 1C c 0 X 
-zk e -tk.,L.., 
X 
ik e'kxL.r 
X 
-Ke-KL., 'KeiCL., D 0 
Th1s matnx allows the calculatiOn of the eJgenfrequencies , for non-tnvJal solutwns the 
determinant of the 1mtial matnx must be zero, thus 
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1 1 1 1 
e-'k"'L" e'kxLx e-"'· e"'· 
-lk 1kx 
=0 
X 
-I( I( 
ikxe-lk;r:Lx zk e'kxL, 
X 
-l(e-KL" Ke"L" 
Evaluatmg this detenrunant (see Appendix 3b) gtves, 
The trend of the absolute value of thts functiOn agamst frequency for a gtven k, ts shown 
m Ftgure 3d. A curve of stmtlar form wtll extst for each reqmred value of n . 
... 
w• 
• 5 • 
Normai3edlrequency 
10 
FlffiJRE 3d Mody!us of Detemnnant agamst Frequency 
In order to fmd the etgenfrequenctes, it is necessary to find the roots of equatiOn (9) I.e. 
where the curve m Ftgure 3d tends to zero Smce thts expresston does not lead eastly to a 
closed form expressiOn for Ol, the roots must be obtamed numencally. For thts purpose a 
Newton-Raphson scheme was employed. Thts method requtres knowledge of both an 
expressiOn for the denvattve of the functiOn wtth respect to frequency, and a reasonable 
tmttal estimate of the root value, both of whtch are avrulable m thts case. 
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3 3 3 - Symmetnc and Anti-symmetnc E1genfunctions 
Equatwn (8) represents a homogenous linear system, w1th 4 unknowns. Smce the rank of 
the 1mt1al matnx is also 4, there ex1sts only the tnv1al solutwn A= B = C = D = 0. For 
non-tnv1al solutwns to ex1st, the rank of the m1t1al matnx would need to be less tban the 
number of unknowns (see e.g. p363 [71]) Therefore an alternative solutwn method IS 
reqmred 
One approach to evaluatmg the wave amplitudes utilises the symmetry of the plate and 
boundary conditions m the x-dJrectlon, by dlVldmg the mode shapes mto two groups: 
symmetnc and antl-symmetnc. Therefore, once a solutwn has been obtamed for half of 
the plate, the solutwn for the other half can be mferred. Smce the separatwn of the plate 
mto two halves IS s1mply a technique to represent the entire plate, equatwn (9) slill 
provides the eJgenfrequencJes An alternative approach is detruled by T1moshenko (see 
p204 [72]) 
In the symmetnc case, the mode shape of one half of the plate IS exactly ffilrrored m the 
other half. Th1s g1ves the boundary condlllons for the half plate as a clamped condition at 
one end, and a smgle comlitwn of zero slope, due to the symmetry, at the other. These are 
wntten as, 
a(/J, I = o 
iJx x=O 
Substltutmg m the assumed solution (7) and wntmg m matnx form g1ves, 
A 
=[:] [ I 
1 1 1 
B 
-ik zkx -I( 1( 
-zkxe -~~ Lx/2 zk e'kxLx/2 -ICe-<L,/2 ICe<L,/2 c 
X D 
It 1s now possible, usmg Cramer's rule (see e.g. p372 [71]), to evaluate three of the 
vanables m terms of the fourth, and obtrun a solutiOn for the half plate contrumng only 
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one unknown, say A, which will be dependent upon the excitatiOn amplitude. This 
expression, denved m Appendix 3c, for the symmetnc case IS, 
2A 
(/l.s = det
5 
+IC[ ICS!ll{ ~x)- ikx cos{ ~x) + lkxe-•k,L,/2 }•k,x 
-1([ ICsm{ ~x) +lkxcos{ ~x) -lk/'•L,/2 }-•k,x 
. [ ...( ik L) ...( ik L) _ 12 } 
-lkx I( COS•\ 2 -lkx sm.\ 2 -l(e K L, KX 
smkyy (10) 
A smular process, but usmg a conditiOn of zero displacement at the plate centre would 
yield a result for the anll-symmetnc case. However, m the case of umform excitatiOn the 
anll-symmetnc modes are not excited. Later, It Will become obviOus from the equatiOns 
that even If the anll-symmetnc modes had been mcluded m the analysis, they would have 
made no contnbut10n Clearly, m situatiOns of non-umform excitation, this would not be 
the case 
3 3 4 - Modal Summation 
In order to calculate the resultant response of the plate, It IS necessary to sum the 
contnbutwns from all of the e1genfunctwns. The expressiOn for the velocity given as a 
sum of modes IS (see p322 [70]), 
where the 'norm' function IS defined as 
A. = J m"f{l;(x,y )dxdy 
s 
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harmomcally respondmg system, g1ves an expressiOn for displacement, 
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It is here we note that the expressiOn for the plate displacement IS dependent upon an 
mtegratwn, over the entire plate, of the product of pressure d1stnbution and mode shape, 
wh1ch for an antl-syrnmetnc mode and umform exc1tatwn 1s zero Thus, the antl-
syrnmetnc modes lend no contnbutwn under the present conditwns. 
In Equation (12), the exc1tat10n pressure, p(x,y), IS dependent upon the response of the 
Helmholtz resonator, both m amplitude and m spatial d1stnbution. It w1ll be assumed that 
the pressure nse 1s umform, 1 e. mdependent of x and y and the amplitude of th1s plane 
exc1tatwn Will be taken to be p. Evaluating the mtegral m equatiOn (12), 
f . r'·'z r" \" p(x,y Wn (x,y )dxdy = 2pJ 0 1Pns(x)dxJ0 1Pns(Y JUY 
s 
where IPn(x,y) IS g1ven by (10) and the factor of 2 comes from the plate symmetry. 
Evaluatmg the mode shape mtegral for the syrnmetnc case g1ves (see Appendix 3d), 
Calculatmg the norm functwn where m" IS constant over x and y, 
Ans =m" J tp;(x,y )dxdy = 2m" J:'12 tp;5(x)dx J:' IP;s(Y )dy 
s 
wh1ch IS evaluated m Appendix 3e expressed m terms of the vanables from Appendix 3c. 
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Therefore, substitutmg gives the expression for the overall response of the plate as, 
(13) 
InspectiOn of the form of the A.s• ({J.s and Xs shows that the wave amplitude A cancels 
leavmg the displacement governed by the pressure amplitude. 
3.4- Modelling of Induced Stresses 
The fluctuatmg cavity pressure gives nse to plate d1splacements, which are governed by 
equation (13). This expressiOn allows the resultmg stress d1stnbutwns to be calculated. 
Smce the peak stresses which accompany the plate displacement occur at the face of the 
plate, the normal stresses m the x- and y-d1rectwn respectively are given by (see p284 
[70] or p228 [73]), 
and the shear stress actmg m the y-d1rectwn on the plane normal to the x-d!rection (the 
only shear stress considered by this model) IS given by, 
ihJ 
-<xy =-oh axay (16) 
where G IS the shear modulus and h 1s the thickness of the plate. 
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Substltutmg equation (13) mto equatiOn (14) gtves, 
Eh [ a2 (~ ll'ns(x,y} A J a2 (~ ll'ns(x,y} A JJ 
a,= 2(1-,2) iJx2 ~A (ol -ol)2PXs +Jl.:J.,2 LJ A (w2 -w2)2PXs 
r- n-1 nS nS vy n=l nS nS 
Smce the differential and sum are lmear operators, it can be wntten that, 
and rearrangmg gtves, 
a =-~ Eh PXs [a211'ns(x,y} + a211',s(x,y}] 
X LJ (1- ,2) A (w2 - w2) ax2 Jl ;).,2 
n==1 I"" nS nS vy 
Were a non-umform pressure dtstnbutwn constdered, Xs would become a function of x, 
and hence would need to be mcluded m the dtfferenhatwn. Substltutmg the etgenfunctlon 
gtves, 
f Eh PXs [[-k;Ae-•k,x_k;se•k,x +IC2Ce-"" +IC2De""]smk1 y] 
a,=- n=l (1- Jl2) An5 (w~5 - W2) -JI[Ae-•k,x + Be'k,x + Ce-"" +De"' ]k: smk1y 
Simtlarly, the normal stress m the y-d1rect10n ts 
a --~ Eh PXs [a211'ns(x,y) + a211'ns(x,y )] 
' - LJ (1- "2) A (w2 - w2) ;).,2 Jl iJx2 
n=l f"" nS nS vy 
and thus, 
~ Eh Pxs [-[Ae-•k,x + Be''·x + Ce-"' +De"" ]k: smk,y ] a,=-~ (1- JI2) Ans(w;_.- W2) +JI[-k;Ae-•k,x- k;Be''·' + IC2Ce-"' + IC2De"' ]smk,y 
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To calculate the shear stress, substituting (13) mto (16) gives, 
and smce, 
msertmg the e1genfunction gives, 
G= E 
2(1+J.l) 
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Eh - A 
T = ~ PXs [-1k Ae-•k,x +tk Be'k,x -TCCe-"" +ldJe""]k cosk y 
"' (1 + 11 ) L..J A (oi - oi) x x ' ' r n:I nS nS 
3.5 - Numerical Analys1s 
Smce the e1genvalues are calculated numencally using equatiOn (9), It IS also necessary to 
calculate the mduced stresses numencally. This IS achieved by usmg representative 
values for all of the parameters, and then evaluating the mf1mte sum contamed m the 
expressiOns for stress over a fimte number of modes 
3.5.1 - Material Properties 
Although data exists for Nomex honeycomb as a whole, data are not read1ly available for 
a 'sheet' ofNomex, 1t has been quoted as havmg zero Young's modulus, and hence zero 
bend1ng stiffness! Therefore, It IS necessary to either measure or estimate the reqmred 
values, which m this case are Young's modulus and Pmsson's ratio. However, smce 
Nomex IS manufactured as a paper honeycomb firSt and then dipped m resm, large flat 
sheets do not exist, and smce It is an unusual matenal, 1t IS preferable to test the 
properties. Therefore, to produce a sample for measurement, a small p1ece taken from a 
honeycomb must be used with a size of the order of 1 x 10-2m long, 1 x 10-3m w1de and 
1 x 10-<m thick. Whilst a test procedure which would g1ve better accuracy for such a 
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small sample could have been developed, the tests detruled below were considered to be 
adequate for the present case. 
In order to measure the matenal properties, a lensometer test was performed, m which the 
sample IS stretched, and a graph of applied force vs sample extensiOn IS obtruned. From 
the resultmg graph It IS possible, by usmg the appropnate sample dimenswns, to calculate 
the stress vs stram behavwur of the matenal. The stress vs stram graph yields three useful 
pieces of mformatwn: the slope ofthe stress strain graph which gives a value for Young's 
modulus ; the frulure stress for the sample; and the extent of the elastic and plastic 
regwns. 
A smgle stnp was tested, glVlng a Young's modulus of0.6 GPa, a failure stress of 13 
MPa and an elastic regiOn lnmt of llMPa. However, due to the low failure stress of this 
sample, and therefore the small number of data pomts available, this result IS subJect to 
considerable uncertamty, smce the Young's modulus is calculated from the gradient of 
the graph. 
An alternative method of measunng the Young's modulus of the Nomex stnp was 
employed m which one end of a sample was clamped m an electrodynrumc shaker as a 
cantilever The shaker was then used to excite the stnp, and the first resonance found by 
observmg the mode shape usmg a strobe hght. The expressiOn for the first resonance of a 
cantilever beam IS (see e.g. p382 [74], or [75]), 
where c:o IS the resonance frequency, m. IS the mass of the beam, l the length of the 
beam, E the Young's modulus, and I IS the second moment of area. Chemical scales 
were used to measure the mass of both the stnp and of a large volume of matenal for 
confirmation. Insertmg the appropnate values into the above equatiOns gives E=l.l GPa. 
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One reason for attachmg more significance to the cantilever expenment result IS the fact 
that this test excites the specimen m the mode m which we mtend to analyse It, I.e. 
flexural VIbratiOn, rather than m tensiOn. Also, whereas the tensiOn test will tend to 
explOit the weakest cross-sectiOn present m the sample to extend, due to the wave motion 
m the specimen, a form of 'spatial averagmg' will be present in the cantilever test 
Therefore, values for Young's modulus of lGPa and 1.5 GPa will be used to gauge their 
importance m the calculated stress 
Unfortunately, there IS no simple way of measunng Pmsson's ratio for this sample 
However, values for paper have been given as 0.4, and thus this value will be assumed. 
These values are assumed to be representative, yet It must be noted that the 
manufactunng process could yield s1gmficant vanatwn m properties Also, some 
frequency dependence would be expected of the material properties 
3 5 2 - Results 
Cons1denng the effect of the modal summatiOn, Figure 3e shows the percentage change 
m the three stress values for some general pomt on the plate agamst the number of modes 
summed. The number of modes md1cates the number of symmetnc modes mcluded, the 
total number IS close to 500. The graphs show that the summatiOn qmckly tends towards 
a value, With the addition of subsequent modes havmg very httle effect, typically m the 
regwn of 0 001%. This IS to be expected smce the plate Size IS small, glVlng nse to large 
eigenfrequencies. Indeed, the excitatiOn frequency is below the e1genfrequency of the 
first mode, and thus the large maJonty of the energy Will be concentrated m the low 
modes. For this reason, the modal summatiOn can be qmckly truncated. 
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X d1rect1on stress 
Number of modes 
FIGlJRE 3e- Percentage Stress Change for Increasmg Modes m SummatiOn 
Imually the results will be exalllined m respect of the frulure stress of 13 MPa Figure 3f 
shows the peak stress mduced m the s1dewall for a range of cavtty pressures The matenal 
properties used were E = 1x 109 N/m2 , J1 = 0 4 with no matenal dampmg mcorporated, 
and an excitatiOn frequency equal to the resonant frequency of the cavity. From the 
expressiOns for the stress, It can be seen that the stresses nse proportiOnally with the 
pressure amplitude, shown here as a straight !me on a log scale plotted agrunst pressure m 
dB. The graph shows that for this case a cavity pressure of 160 dB as mdtcated by the 
resonator model will mduce a stress of 5 MPa, whereas a cavity pressure of around 
167dB will be sufficient to mduce the failure stress m the s1dewall. 
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FIGURE 3f- Peak Stress for Varym~ CavJ!y Pressures and 2 Values ofE 
When deahng With the possibility of fatigue, cons1denng that a 5kHz vibratiOn frequency 
produces 18 x 106 cycles per hour, and that an engme may work for up to 4000 hours a 
year, With up to 30,000 hours between overhauls and a hfe span of up to 30 years, It IS 
clear that the !mer Will be subjected to a very large number of cycles ; 5kHz excitation 
would g1 ve 2 x 1012 cycles m a hfe span. 
G1ven the lack of matenal properties, It IS unsurpnsmg that there IS no fatigue data 
avmlable for Nomex However, many matenals exhibit a m1mmum stress for fatigue, 
seen as an asymptote on the stress vs cycles curve. For steel this pomt IS between 35% 
and 60% of the fmlure stress. Subjectively, Nomex IS more bnttle than steel and so would 
tend to exhibit a lower value Therefore, an order of magmtude estimate would be 25% of 
the failure stress, correspondmg to around 3 MPa. From Figure 3f this corresponds to a 
cavity pressure of 155 dB for E = 1x 109 N/m2 • 
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3.6 - DISCUSSIOn 
From thts analysts tt can be concluded that whtlst "mstantaneous" breakmg of the !mer is 
unhkely, fatigue due to the acoustic pressure ts a posstbthty. A large source of 
uncertamty m the analysts ts that connected wtth the Helmholtz resonator. The vtscous 
effects are dommant, and whtlst they have been mcluded, there ts a posstbthty that the 
mcluston of flow could greatly change the results 
This analysts only constders a smgle cavtty. Clearly, the stress m the plate could be 
mcreased tf the adJacent cavtty was expenencmg an under-pressure, whtlst the cavity 
under consideratiOn was pressunsed, Ieadmg to an effect eqmvalent to twtce the pressure 
m smusmdal response. 
The analysts has only dealt wtth smgle frequency excitation. Thts ts due m part to the 
problems associated wtth nonhneanttes of the resonator smce a satisfactory measure of 
the nonhneanty was only found for the resonant frequency. If the full Impedance were 
avatlable, tt would be posstble to constder the effects of spectrum excttatton. Also, 
attentiOn to phase would allow a time htstory to be constructed, although no random 
Ioadmg fattgue data extsts. 
The precedmg analysts also assumes that the pressure dtstnbutwn over the plate ts 
umform, and hence mdependent of x and y. However, tf a more detatled analysts of the 
Helmholtz resonator shows thts to be an over-stmphficatwn, tt wtll be necessary to 
modtfy the equations appropnately, although the overall approach to the problem wtll 
still be applicable. Whtlst the wavelength ts large m companson to the stze of the 
resonator, the onftce Jettmg or other nonhnear effects may have an mfluence. 
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3.7- Concluding Remarks 
The analys1s has shown that whilst a cavity pressure h1gh enough to break the honeycomb 
core 1s unlikely, there IS a possibility of fatigue, w1th a stress of around 40% of the fmlure 
stress bemg predicted. 
One unusual aspect of the problem 1s the fact that the fmlures were all reported m one 
quadrant. One possible effect that was bnefly considered as an explanatiOn was that of 
normal mode localizatiOn, also known as Anderson localizatiOn. Th1s IS an effect first 
reported m the f1eld of solid state phys1cs, by Anderson [76]. This phenomenon IS the 
confmement of Vibrational energy to small geometnc regwns m penodic structures w1th 
small perturbatwns m the penod!c1ty (see e.g. [77]). 
Th1s effect could theoretically have been responsible for a bmld up of energy m a certmn 
portiOn of the honeycomb due to small differences m the honeycomb. However, the fact 
that the fa1Iures occurred m the same quadrant for a number of different liners suggests 
th1s not to be the case, smce, 1f the manufactunng d1fferences were random, the 
localization pomt would also be randomly placed. 
Another, perhaps more likely, explanatwn 1s that there IS some factor spec1f1c to the 
mstallatwn of the !mer wh1ch 1s causmg it to differ from the idealised case. This could be 
some change to the !mer such as crushmg dunng mstallatwn, or some external effect such 
as vibration transmissiOn from another component. If th1s 1s the case, whatever the cause, 
1t would need to be mvestigated on an actual mstallat!on before any theoretical work 
could be undertaken 
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Investigation of an Alternative Liner Design 
4.1 - Introduction 
Regardless of the cause of the lmer frulures, 1t IS clear that a more robust altemauve 
which prov1des the same attenuatiOn would be welcome. It IS proposed that a des1gn 
employmg Viscous or "squeeze-film" dampmg as the dJss!patwn mechamsm may offer 
such an altemauve. The crux of th1s proposal1s whether a squeeze-film system can offer 
attenuation levels equalling those of liners employmg resonators. Therefore, the 
hypothesiS gmdmg the remrumng body of work IS that an acoustic liner employing 
squeeze-film dampmg can offer szmzlar levels of attenuatwn to a resonator based liner. In 
order to approach th1s hypothesis, an analyt1cal model of a squeeze-f1lm configuration 
Will be denved, wh1ch IS the subJect of th1s chapter. 
4.2 - Literature 
Tnbology, the study and des1gn of flmd beanngs, has long analysed and made use of the 
effects of squeeze-film dampmg e g. [78] One of the earliest stud1es of the behavwur of a 
thm film of flmd was that of Reynolds m 1886 [79] Th1s was an Improvement of an 
earlier study by Stefan, but was to become the semmal work. However, 1t 1gnored the 
effects of flmd mertia, and was hence lim1ted to low Reynolds numbers. Increasmg 
machme speeds and the use of lower VISCOSity lubricants resulted m models mcorporatmg 
mertJal effects e.g. [80-82] 
With regard to acoustics and VibratiOn, m 1962 Heck! [83] reported decreased 
reverberation times for a plate when a beam was bolted to 1t. However, at that time the 
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reason for the mcreased dampmg was unclear. Subsequent studtes by Ungar [84], 
Matdamk [85], and Ungar and Carbonell [86] attnbuted these losses to gas-pumpmg. 
At thts pomt, early models and predtctwn methods started to appear Ungar [87] 
presented a techmque for loss factor estimatiOn whtch employed empmcal data, whtlst m 
an extensiOn of work by Heck! [88], Trochtdts [89, 90] used an mcompresstble model to 
study the effect of squeeze-film damping. Fox and Whttton [91] constdered the vtbratwn 
of a smgle plate over a fixed base analytically and employed a more complex model that 
incorporated effects of gas compresstbthty, inertta and thermal conductivity, but whtch 
assumed the gas pressure to be constant over the layer thtckness. The results were 
compared to expenmental data taken from a two plate configuration. 
Moser [92, 93] extended the work of Trochtdts to mclude compresstbthty and constdered 
both plates free to vtbrate However, compresstbihty was only mcluded m the contmmty 
equatiOn, and not m the Navter-Stokes equations whtch ts an unusual inconsistency. 
Thermal effects were not mcorporated m thts approach. 
Chow and Pmnmgton [94-96] used a hybnd approach combmmg a compressible model 
tgnonng thermal effects wtth a Statistical Energy Analysts (SEA) approach for htgher 
frequencies. 
Squeeze-ftlm has started to find uses m the fteld of aero- and astronautics, an example 
bemg that NASA [97] have regtstered a patent for a devtce usmg a number of closely 
spaced consecutive parallel plates m whtch attenuatiOn ts achteved by vtscous dtsstpation 
However, no analysts ts presented wtth thts document, merely suggestiOns of posstble 
conftguratwns whtch may be effective. Thts system dtffers from the current proposal by 
placmg the plate axes perpendicular to the axts of the engme. 
Most recently, Beltman [98-100] compared a number of dtfferent model types and 
geometnes to a low Helmholtz number approxtmatwn developed ongmally by Zwtkker 
and Kosten [101] and extended by TtJdeman [102]. 
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4.3 - Modell1ng Approach 
The proposed attenuation system for the engme IS formed stmply by two concentnc tubes 
separated by a thm layer of flmd, wtth the mner tube takmg the position occupted by the 
perforated plate m the case of the resonator !mer. 
Followmg the arguments of Cremer and Heckl (see p304 [70]) the genenc response of a 
cyhndncal shell can be exammed by analysmg an mfimtely long plate stnp, gmded at the 
edges. Thts companson depends upon the radms of the tube bemg large compared to the 
bendmg wavelength (as m thts case) Therefore, each tube can effectively be 'unrolled' 
(as m Ftgure 4a) and the analysts can be performed on two parallel plates separated by a 
thm flmd layer. 
FIGURE 4a- Representatton of a tube by a flat plate 
Smce the shock waves sptral up the duct, they would be constdered to pass over the plate 
at an oblique angle. However, tf all the shocks are assumed to have the same angle of 
attack, the duct can be 'unwrapped' m the same way as a cardboard tube such as that at 
the centre of a tOilet roll! Thts gt ves an axts wh1ch sp1rals round the duct, rather than 
runmng parallel to the duct axts, but means that the shocks may be considered as runmng 
along the mftmte axts of the stnp, normal to the guided edges. 
In order to model the attenuatmg effect of thts system on a shock tram, a number of 
stmphftcatwns wtll be made. Ftrstly, only a smgle, statiOnary shock will be considered, 
whtch wtll be modelled as a !me load Whtlst a complete analysts would reqmre the 
mcluswn of multiple moving shocks, the case of a statwnary !me load wtll be taken as 
mdtcatlve However, the approach used constders the plates to be of extended reactiOn, 
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and hence does not preclude modelling multiple shocks and the interaction of the 
correspondmg Vibration. The plates are assumed to be held apart With no phys1cal hnk 
between them, and thus the system may be represented as m F1gure 4b. 
v 
I 
v, 
z 
FIGURE 4b- Schematic of the modelled system 
No radmtwn or flmd loadmg on the underside of the bottom plate is mcorporated mto the 
model, and there are two reasons for th1s F1rstly, the effect of acoustic radiatwn m to 
unenclosed rur will have a small effect on the behavwur of the plate Secondly, and more 
importantly, because of the conf1gurat10n of the proposed system, any sound that IS 
radiated from the lower plate Will be radmted towards the outside of the engme, thereby 
contnbutmg to the rurcraft nmse Therefore, th1s energy cannot be considered as 
diSSipated in the sense of reducmg the noise problem, and thus w1ll not form part of the 
losses ; otherwise any acoustically transparent matenal would be seen to offer h1gh losses 
wh1lst not reducmg the nmse level. The radiation from the outer tube IS beyond the scope 
of th1s work. 
The model w1ll be developed analytically for a number of reasons: (1) an analytical 
solutiOn may allow a low frequency approximation to be denved, although th1s w1ll be 
linnted by the assumption of a large tube radius, and thus only applicable above the nng 
frequency ; (n) an exact solution may be possible, (1il) analytical expresswns may help to 
g1ve some md1cat1on as to the important factors and (1v) an analytic expressiOn should be 
eas1er to stabilise 1f numencs are reqmred. 
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Whilst the model will be developed mcorporatmg a y -directiOn dependence, this will be 
dropped at a later stage. This IS because the radms of the duct IS taken to be large, and 
thus any effects due to waves mteractmg around the circumference of the system will be 
negligible. Therefore, the results presented will be for a lme forced mfm1te plate. 
The system Will be modelled as a pair of thm plates carrymg bendmg waves, coupled by 
an mr gap mcorporating thermal and VIscous effects which will be descnbed usmg a full 
IIneansed Navier Stokes approach. Beltman [98] presented the low Helmholtz number 
approach as used by Zw1kker and Kosten [101] and by TIJdeman [102], and argued that 
for the majonty of cases this model Is sufficient. To support this, he tested a number of 
cases, mcludmg some usmg the full IIneansed Nav1er Stokes model, agamst his model 
and found that m those cases the reduced model would have been adequate However, the 
example he used for companson of squeeze-film dampmg between plates was that of 
Trochidis who modelled a smgle plate over a rigid boundary usmg an mcompress1ble 
approach. Therefore this was not an extens1 ve companson. 
Whilst some workers m the field have considered two vibratmg plates, and others have 
used a full IIneansed N a vier Stokes approach for different applicatiOns, to the author's 
knowledge, this model has never been used between two parallel plates with full 
couplmg. 
The reason for usmg this model Is, as Beltman pomts out, that the full model Is valid for 
arbitrary Helmholtz number and shear wave number. The maJonty of cases fall ms1de the 
range of validity of the low Helmholtz number model, and many of those that do not, 
vwlate the basic assumptions of both models However, there are Situations at elevated 
altitude which could push the limits of the low model, whilst not vwlatmg the basic 
assumptiOns of the full model. Therefore, m order to allow the model to be used to 
calculate the widest range of possible cases, the full model has been employed 
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4.4 - Coupled Plate Model 
The tmtial approach to the coupling of the plates ts stmtlar to that employed by Cremer 
and Heck! (see p450 [70]). The lnmt of vahdtty for the assumptiOn of thm plates ts gtven 
as A.= 6h, correspondmg to a 13kHz hrmt for a 20mm thtck alurmmum plate. 
The plate and the atr gap share the same wavenumber m the x-dtrection (k.) and y-
dtrectton ( kY) but vanation ts allowed m the z -dtrection ( k,). The pressure m the rur gap 
at the face of plate 1, the exctted plate lymg at z = 0, and the pressure at the face of plate 
2, the attached plate at z = d, are expressed as, 
PI= Po and 
z=O 
Wnting the govermng equations for two thm plates coupled by an rur layer gtves, 
(17) 
(18) 
where '\74 ts the Laplace operator squared, t.e. 
' ' -B1 and B2 are the flexural stiffnesses per umt wtdth of plate 1 and 2 respectively, v, and 
v2 are the respecttve plate veloctties, m;' and m;' are the respective mass per umt areas, 
t ts time, and PF ts the lme excttatton pressure actmg on the top plate as shown m Ftgure 
4b Assurmng harmonic excitation and response, of the form, 
V=ve-wx and p = P0 + pe-"" 
gtves, 
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Wntmg the pressures at the plate faces as functwns of the plate velocttJes, thus: 
gtves, 
v•v I 
and 
(19) 
(20) 
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At thts pomt, a genenc assumptiOn wtll be mtroduced to allow some flextbthty m the use 
of the solutwn. The spectftcs of thts case wtll be remtroduced at a later stage. Assume an 
excttatwn and response of the form, 
Treatmg thts smgle wave component problem wtll, through the use of Founer mtegrals, 
allow the treatment of generahsed excttatwn and response at a later stage. 
Therefore, equatwn (19) becomes, 
and hence, 
(21) 
2 " wm 
where kb1 ts the bendmg wave number of plate 1, defined as k:, = ,' 
B, 
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Similarly, equatiOn (20) becomes, 
and hence, 
lW I V [ 4 4 iW I/] V 
-, zd V1 + V - kb2 + -, zd v 2 = 0 
Bz Bz 
(22) 
where kb 2 IS the bendmg wave number of plate 2, defined as k:2 
2 " w m2 
Ultimately, equatwns (21) and (22) will be combmed to form one etghth-order 
differential equatiOn. However, before that ts done, tt Will prove useful to denve 
expressiOns for the pressure m the rur gap at the plate faces which acts as the couphng 
mechamsm between the two plates. 
4.5 - A1r Gap Model 
4.5.1 - The Governing Equations 
The followmg approach IS a combmatton of those employed by Morse and Ingard [50], 
Bruneau [103], and Beltman [98]. The key assumptiOns of this approach are that the 
dimensiOns and wavelength are large m companson to the mean free path, there IS no 
mternal heat generatiOn and that the flows mvolved are larmnar. 
Taktng as the governmg equatiOns: the hneansed Navier Stokes equatiOn, 
Po ;t ii = -VP +( ~ ll + J3)v(vrr)-~tV x (v x rr) (23), 
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the hneansed conservatiOn of mass, 
V - a- o (24) Po .u+ arp= , 
and the hneansed equation of contmmty for heat flow, 
as 2-
PoT. at = KV T (25), 
where ii, P, p, S, and f are flmd veloc1ty vector, pressure, dens1ty, entropy and 
temperature, Jl!S the dynanuc coeffiCient of flUid VISCOS!ty,fJ is bulk v1scos1ty, T0 and 
p0 are amb1ent temperature and dens1ty, K 1s the coeffic1ent of thermal conductivity, and 
t 1s time. 
Wntmg the field vanables as the sum of a constant and a small harmomc perturbatiOn 
g1ves, 
S = S0 + cre-•ax, 
and 
T = T0 + Te-•ax, 
ii = u0 + ue-"''. 
However, 1t is assumed that there IS no mean flUid veloc1ty, and hence u0 = 0. 
Helmholtz's Theorem allows any vector functmn of pos1t1on, m th1s case the veloc1ty, to 
be umquely separated mto a long1tudmal (rotatwnless) part, here u" and a rotatiOnal 
(d1vergenceless) part, here u, Use of th1s fact allows combmatwn of the govermng 
equatiOns mto one fourth-order differential equatiOn descnbmg the temperature 
perturbatiOn. Th1s operation IS detruled m Appendix 4a The resultmg equatiOn 1s, 
K [ 1 y (4 )]v• { zw [yK (4 )]} 2 (ro2 ) 
-- ----2 -JJ,+/3 T+ 1---2 -+ -JJ,+/3 V T+ - 2 T=O P0Cp lW p0c0 3 p0c0 Cp 3 c0 
(26) 
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Solvmg this equatiOn Will g1ve an expressiOn for the temperature vanatwn, and use of the 
govemmg equatiOns will allow that solutiOn to be related to solutiOns for the pressure and 
long1tudmal velocity perturbatwns. 
To obtam the full solution, It will also be necessary to solve the equatiOn govemmg the 
rotational component of the velocity given m Appendix 4a, 
UJJP0U, = !J."V X {V X u,) 
4.5.2 - Solution of the Longitudinal Equation 
The long1tudmal response can be wntten as a combmatwn of an acoustic or propagational 
wave motiOn, which undergoes shght attenuation m space, and an entrop1c or thermal 
wave motiOn, which IS governed by a diffusiOn equatiOn and hence undergoes 
attenuatiOn. Therefore, the temperature response IS assumed to be of the form, 
where Fa (z) and F, (z) are arbitrary functiOns, and agam the genenc spatial assumptiOn 
has been made. 
EquatiOn (26) can be wntten as, 
(v2 + k;)(v2 + k~)r = o (27) 
where, 
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are the acoustic and entrop1c wave numbers. The acoustic wave number IS g1ven by the 
upper s1gn, and the entrop1c by the lower Th1s can be venfied by exammmg the wave 
numbers as K tends to zero 1 e. removal of the thermal effects ; k; tends to oi / c~ and k; 
tends to oo. 
Equation (27) can be separated as 
(v2 + k;)r. = o 
and solved m the usual way, leadmg to 
( 2 2 a
2 2) ( ) 
-kx - ky + dZ 2 + k. F. z = 0 
and hence the solutions, 
Therefore 
where 
and 
and 
and X" X2 , X3 and X4 are arb1trary constants. 
Insertmg equations (28) and (29) mto equation 4a-10, 
iW+--V'2 T=UO--p ( K ) y-1 CpPo ay 
relates the pressure vanatwn to the temperature solution, wh1ch takmg p = Pa + p. g1ves, 
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and, 
and thus, 
- ay [1 k;K } ay [1 p--- - +--
y-1 iwCPPo a y-1 (32) 
Fmally, relatmg the long1tudmal velocity to the temperature and pressure solutwns, 
takmg u1 = u1a + u1h g1ves (see Appendix 4b) 
and, 
g1ves 
These solutions confirm that the temperature, pressure and longi!udmal veloc1ty 
perturbatwns are functwns of only the acoustic and thermal wave numbers (and not the 
Viscous wave number) and hence are unaffected by the v1scous wave. 
4.5.3 - Solution of the Rotatronal Equation 
In order to obtam an expressiOn for the rotational component of the veloc1ty, 1! IS 
necessary to solve equation 4a-12, 
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which can be wntten as a vector wave equation, and solved as such (see e g. pl764 
[104]). The resultmg solutiOn (see Appendix 4c) Is, 
where, 
k' = UJJPo 
' ' f.i 
and X5 , X6 , X7 and X8 are arbitrary constants 
Therefore, smce u = u1 + u,, the total expressiOn for the velocity IS, 
4 5 4 - Use of Boundary Conditions 
Smce there are 8 unknowns, boundary conditions y1eldmg 8 boundary equations are 
reqUired These cond!twns are taken as 
1 - Assume that the temperature perturbatiOn goes to zero at the plate faces. Hence, 
and 
2 - Assume that the x-d1rectwn transverse velocity goes to zero at the plate faces Hence, 
and 
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3 - Assume that the y-d1rectwn transverse veloc1ty goes to zero at the plate faces Hence, 
uy(z=O) = 0 and 
4 - Assume that the z-d1rectwn fluid veloc1ty IS contmuous With the plate veloc1ty at the 
plate faces. Hence, 
and 
At low densltles, 1t would be more accurate to assume a shght temperature JUmp at the 
plate faces [105-107]. However, Bruneau [103] and Herzfeld [108] argue that 1f the 
temperature difference at the mterface 1s small, and the product of thermal conductiVIty 
and spec1fic heat per umt volume of the plate greatly exceeds the correspondmg quantity 
of the gas, the JUmp condition IS practically eqmvalent to assummg the temperature 
perturbatiOn to be zero. At altitude for alurmmum plates, th1s ratiO IS of the order of 
9 x 103, and therefore th1s correctiOn IS not mcluded. Also at low dens1t1es, 1t would be 
more exact to mclude some tangential veloc1ty shp at the boundary [106, 107]. Whilst 
th1s correctiOn IS not mcluded, 1t will only become a poss1ble source of error for rarefied 
gases and I or at altitude. 
Substltutmg the expressmns obtamed prevwusly for the temperature, pressure and 
veloc1ty, g1ves 8 equatwns mvolvmg the unknowns. These equatwns can be rewntten m 
matnx form, and the constants calculated by the use of Gaussian ehrmnatwn. For an 8x8 
matnx, th1s IS a lengthy process, but one that IS necessary 1f analytical solutwns for the 
pressure are to be obtamed ; 1t 1s detailed m Appendix 4d 
Smce the pressure 1s the coupling field variable, only the constants X" X2 , X3 and X4 
are reqmred, see equations (30) and (31), although the 4 constants descnbmg the v1scous 
wave are also avrulable from the matnx through further algebra. 
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V V 
In Appendix 4d these constants are spht and wntten as a functiOn of v1 and of v2 , thus, 
I V ll V X, = X, V1 + X, V2 
where X, IS any one of the constants. By msertmg the constants mto the expressiOns for 
the pressure, values for the four Impedances, z~, Zb1 , z~ and z:, can be calculated as 
shown in Appendices 4e, 4f, 4g and 4h respectively. Companson of these results shows 
that, 
and Zl _ -zu d- 0. 
This IS only to be expected from the symmetry of the system ; the negative Sign IS due to 
positive velocity bemg defmed m the same directiOn for both plates, rather than both 
bemg 'mto' the gap. Appendix 41 details the maths of this symmetry, shows the 
simplificatiOn of the factor which IS common to the denommator of all the Impedances, 
and presents the revised expressiOns as, 
and 
where, 
-r, 'J'a (er1Lt + e -r1Lz )(e'JLz _ e -r3Lz )(er~L, _ e -r:sLz) 
I <I> 
a 
+lj !• (e'•L, -e-,L, )(e''L' +e-,,L, )(e''L' -e-,,L,) 
h 
'i !· ( e''L, - e _,,L, )( e''L, - e _,,L,) 
a 
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It IS now possible to return to the coupled plate equatwns 
4.6 - Calculation of Input Power 
Substitutmg (22) into (21) g1ves, 
[n4 k4 iw I I....,· k4 !W 11 ]V iw iw 11 I V - ["· k4 lW If] iw V v - ut--,zo v - b2+-,zd VI+-,-,zozdvt-- v - b2+-,za -,pF ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
wh1ch IS of the form, 
[v•- k:][v•- k~ ]~, = -[v•- k:, + i~ z~J i~ PF (34) 
B2 B1 
where k1 and k11 , denved m Appenchx 4j, are, 
[ ( ' 'J] 4 1 4 4 • I B, + B, 1 k111 = 2 kb1 + kb 2 + zwz0 B, B, ± 2 
I 2 +4 (zw )2 ( 11 )' 
, , Zo 
B1 B2 
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By mspectwn, 1f the plates are of JdentJcal th1ckness and matenal, the term m square 
brackets under the square root goes to zero, and th1s expressiOn Simplifies considerably. 
Smce z~ = -z~, equatwn (34) leads to, 
wntten as, 
V V 
V =8p I F 
Here, 8 IS the surface mobility- the ratJo of the plate veloc1ty to the exc1tmg pressure 
At th1s point, the y-dependence 1s dropped, wh1ch IS equivalent to takmg kY = 0. 
Therefore, the veloc1ty 1s g1ven by, 
- -1 f V •kxdk 1 f e V •kx V=- ve· =- -pe•dk 
1 zn_ 1 x Zn_ F x 
__ ....!:!!!.._+-J 1 [k•-k•- iw ~Jv e•k,xdk 
- , [k• _ k•][k• _ k•] x b2 , Zo PF x 2nB1 - x 1 x u B2 
In order to calculate the power distnbutwn w1thm the system, note that the power 
supplied by a pomt force IS g1ven by, 
where v· md1cates the complex conJugate, and 9t mdicates the real part. 
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Therefore the total power mput mto the top plate per umt w1dth IS g1ven by, 
W' = ~9\{7 PF·v·dx} 
Smce only the real part IS reqmred, the conJugate can be switched, 1.e. 9\{z,z;}= 9t{z;z2} 
and hence, 
Because the conJugate of the forcmg pressure can be wntten as, 
• 1 +-J v. -•k xdk PF = Zn _ PF e ' x 
then (35) becomes, 
Rearrangmg the mtegratwns g1ves, 
and since (see e.g. p240 [109]), 
J+- e•(a-b)qdq=8(a-b) 
where 8 represents the duac delta functiOn, we have, 
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Using the generalised functiOn Identity (see e.g. pl7 [llO]), 
-f F(x)8(x)dx = F(O) 
and because the mtegrand 1s an even function of kx, then 
Fmally, smce z,z; = lzJ then the power per umt w1dth mto the top plate IS g1ven by, 
It IS mterestmg to note that by usmg a Bessel rather than a Founer transform, this 
expressiOn could be modified to represent a pmnt force rather than a !me force through a 
change from a rectangular to a polar co-ordmate system. Th1s IS detailed m [Ill] 
4.7- Calculation of Loss Factor 
The loss factor of the system IS a convement measure of the dampmg realised by the 
squeeze-film layer, smce 1t will allow companson w1th other measurements, and Will 
provide a transferable value when system properties are changed 
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In order to calculate the loss factor of the entire system, firSt remember that m a harmomc 
system, the farfteld reverstble energy ts equal to the potential energy and also to the 
kmetlc energy, gtven by 
Loss factor ts defmed as the ratio of the energy dtsstpated per radtan to the reverstble 
energy, and thus, 
-
E-"'d'-"'" /c_r:_a_d W dus t]= 
E,ev mE,ev 
If the losses m the plate are tgnored, by constdenng the power balance, the power 
dtsstpated m the system can be equated to the power mput to the plate. This ts a 
reasonable assumptton, smce the plate losses m typical matenals such as alunumum and 
steel wtll be small compared to the vtscous losses m the gap 
Stnularly, the reverstble energy of the system can be constdered to be the sum of the 
contnbuttons from the plates and the atr gap, but smce the atr gap value wtll represent a 
small contnbutton m companson to the plates tt may be tgnored. 
Fmally, from a "phystcal" pomt of vtew, the reverstble energy can be equated to the sum 
of the kmetlc energtes m the upper and lower plate, smce the whole system would have to 
be considered. However, from an engmeenng pomt of vtew, tt would be posstble to vtew 
the flmd layer and the bottom plate as an added dampmg treatment and hence only the 
energy m the top plate would be constdered. Provtded tt is made clear, etther approach ts 
valid, and m thts case, the former wtll be adopted 
As noted earher, radtatton from the bottom plate ts not constdered as dtsstpated energy, 
smce m thts appltcatton sound energy radiated radtally away from the engme could be 
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considered to be even more problematic than nmse contruned wlthm the duct, and hence 
IS undesirable. Therefore, the loss factor is g1ven by, 
As shown previously, 
1 - 1 t-
v =- f v e•k,xak = -f e j; e•k,xak 
I Zn- I x Zn- F x 
and 
Therefore wntmg the loss factor as, 
gives, 
!] 
which after some more algebra (see Appendix 4k) can be wntten as, 
!] 
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Validation and Optimisation 
5.1 - Introduction 
In order to venfy that the analytical expression for loss factor presented m Chapter 4 IS 
representative of reahty, It IS necessary to vahdate the model. This will be done through 
the use of pubhshed expenmental data. Once Its accuracy IS confirmed, the model can be 
used as a prediction tool. To test the hypothesis, It IS desirable to estimate the maximum 
losses that can be obtamed with the squeeze-film system, and to that end, an optimum 
conditiOn will be sought by the vmatwn of parameters. Before either of these steps can 
be undertaken, the model Will firSt be non-d1menswnahsed, and the numencal issues 
associated with the mtegratwn discussed. 
5.2 - Non-dimensionahsat1on 
In order to s1mphfy the optnrusatwn process, and to make the results from the model 
more genenc, the govemmg expresswns were non-d1mensionahsed. The followmg non-
dimensional parameters were chosen: 
the Helmholtz number, 
the ratio of plate density to rur density, 
h =~ ·~.2 d the ratio of plate thickness to mr gap thickness, 
C
- _ Cn.z 
Tl2-
' Co 
the ratio of the plate shear wave speed to the air wave speed, 
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IC=-
' k 0 
Zo/,11 z~,/1 = --
koJ.t 
the ratio of any wavenumber to the air wavenumber, 
a non-dJmenswnal1mpedance, 
the ratiO of bulk VISCOSity to dynanuc VISCOSity, 
R = ~IC2 _IC2 1,3,5 x a,h,v the z-dJrectiOn wavenumbers, 
f.lC Pr=--P 
K 
Re= PoCod 
f.l 
the Prandtl number and 
an acoustic Reynolds number. 
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The non-d1menswnahsmg process for the overall expressiOn for loss factor 1s shown m 
Appendix Sa and the mtenor terms are denved m Appendix Sb. The resultmg expressiOn 
for the system loss factor IS, 
-9\ f <Pdkx 
1 0 TJ=-
kod -J l-l2{ - -
1 
2) <P P.h, + P2h2 rl dkx 
0 
where, 
and 
r=-
[ l(:l(;(kodr 
- 4 By mspectiOn, the function <P IS approximately mversely proportional to Kx, which w1ll 
cause the mtegrand to fall-off rapidly allowmg the mtegrations to be truncated. 
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5.3 - Numencs 
Wh1lst the overall values of the mtegrands may be reasonably well behaved, the mtenm 
values for expressiOns may g1ve nse to numencal mstab1hties Some 1ssues can be dealt 
With analytically, wh1lst others must be f1xed numencally. 
The common problem of mstabilitles caused by dividmg a large valued hyperbolic 
functiOn by an equally large hyperbolic functiOn can be avmded m th1s case by removmg 
a number of common exponential factors as shown m Appendix 5c. Despite th1s, 
numencal problems were still encountered with some functwns contammg operatiOns 
between very large values and snrularly large values, resultmg m a small outcome. 
However, because of the analytical approach, these were relatively Simple to detect and 
scale accordmgly. Th1s may have been far more problematic had a numencal approach 
been adopted, particularly w1th operatiOns such as matnx mverswns 
Exammmg the mtegrand showed that often, the maJonty of the contnbutwn from the 
mtegrand would he m a small number of narrow, large valued peaks. A 20 pomt Gauss1an 
scheme was used for the mtegratwns, but due to th1s nature of the curves there was a need 
to pre-process the data. 
For every curve, the location of each sJgmf1cant peak was found, and then the entire 
curve, up to some smtable endpomt many orders of magmtude below the peak values, 
was spht mto panels, w1th the maJonty of panels bemg focussed around the peaks. A 
decisiOn on where to start and end each panel was made on the basis of a change in 
gradient bemg over some set magmtude, or there bemg a change m s1gn of the gradient. 
The Gauss1an scheme was then performed on each panel. 
One final problem that exists IS that m the case of matenally and chmenswnally Identical 
upper and lower plates, the model becomes unstable. Th1s 1s almost certamly due to a 
difference, or snrular operation, bemg taken between bendmg wave numbers, bendmg 
stlffnesses, etc. However, a very slight alteratiOn to some property of the plates cures th1s 
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problem, and hence tt IS not constdered to be too restnctlve. Gtven time, the problem 
could be tsolated and elmunated. 
5.4- Validation 
The literature contams two main sources of data, those gtven by Chow and Pmmngton 
[94] and those of Trochtdts [89]. In order to validate the model, the experimental cases 
treated by these authors were replicated and compared, and where posstble thetr 
predtctwns also mcluded. 
Chow and Pmmngton performed expenments on a patr of glass plates and a patr of steel 
plates. In the case of the glass plates, the two O.Sm square plates were suspended from 
nylon wtres, and pomt exctted m third-octave bands wtth the loss factor of the system 
being calculated from a measurement of reverberatiOn time. The exctted plate was 
6.35mrn thtck, and the attached plate was 3 175mm thtck. The edges of the plates were 
sealed wtth sticky tape, as tt was argued that thts would most nearly replicate the mftmte 
plate condttlon. 
The values used m the current model for the glass properties were non-spectftc values 
taken from reference texts: 
E=6xl010 N/m2 , 7J=lx10-3 ; p=2.5x103 kg/m3 ; a=024 
and for the atr. 
y=14; ,u=I.Sxl0-5 Ns/m2 ; Pr=0.71 
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(0 67mm gap, glass plates, exc1ted plate 6 35mm thiCk, attached plate 3 175mm th1ck) 
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F1gure Sa shows the expenmental data obtamed by Chow and Pmmngton for 2 glass 
plates, separated by a 0.2Smm gap, the1r pred1ctwns for th1s case, and the pred!ctwns 
made by the model detruled m the last chapter. The present model shows reasonable 
agreement with the measured data and good agreement w1th Chow and Pmnmgton's 
pred1ctwns made usmg a hybnd of a compressible model wh1ch Ignored thermal effects 
and SEA. Companng w1th the measured data the present model tends to underestimate 
the losses over about 3kHz, where the loss factor drops off rap1dly, wh1ch may be due to 
radiatiOn from the back plate bemg discounted. The comc1dence frequency for the back 
plate IS 4kHz, wh1ch tends to support th1s explanation, smce below that value th1s effect 
would not matter. The predictions by Chow and Pmnmgton wh1ch are shown, also 
exclude radiatiOn losses, and are snmlarly conservative. Further pred!ctlons by them, 
wh1ch mcluded rad1at10n from the back plate, showed much better agreement m that 
reg1on. Whilst the omiSSIOn from the model of rad1atwn from the back plate causes a 
difference between the measured and calculated results, for th1s spec1f1c apphcatlon 1t 1s 
the preferred approach not to include 1t as explamed prevwusly. F1gure Sa also shows the 
tendency of the model to over pred!ct the values around the peak agamst both the 
measured values and Chow and Pmnmgton's predictions. Th1s may be due to d1scountmg 
the reversible energy m the rur layer, wh1ch, 1f s1gmficant, would tend to lead to over-
estimation of the loss factor. 
F1gure Sb shows a simliar arrangement to that of F1gure Sa but with the rur gap m creased 
to 0 67mm. The trends are also similar ; the model agrun shows reasonable agreement 
w1th the expenmental results and better agreement w1th Chow and Pmnmgton's 
pred1ctwns As noted prevwusly there 1s a rap1d fall off over 3 kHz, m th1s case more 
marked than m Figure Sa, and also over-estimation between 1 kHz and 3 kHz. 
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FIGITRE 5c Companson ofpred1cted and measured loss factor results 
(0 8mm gap, glass plates, excited plate 6 35mm thick, attached plate 3 175mm thick) 
Figure Se agam shows the two glass plates, but with a gap thickness of 0 8mm. The 
agreement between the prediCtiOns made by the present model and the expenmental 
results is reasonable, agam notmg that the peak value IS over-predicted, and the fall off 
above 2kHz IS much too great. This figure shows excellent agreement between the 
present model's predictiOns, and Chow and Pmnmgton' s predictiOn m the regiOn below 
1kHz. Agam, an over-estimation between 1kHz and 3kHz IS seen, and a slightly too rapid 
fall off over 3kHz. 
The mcrease m measured values seen at low frequency m Figures Sb and Se could be due 
to the suspensiOn mechamsm, but there IS no obvious reason why this should not affect 
the measurements in Figure Sa unless It were due to some mconsistent external effect 
which d1d not affect the measurements m Figure Sa. 
The good agreement with Chow and Pmnmgton's predictions suggests that the present 
model provides no benefit over their model for this particular set of parameters. It also 
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suggests that any dJscrepanc1es between the measured values and the calculated values 
are due either to measurement maccurac1es, or to the effect of factors which neither 
model mcorporates. 
The measurements made on steel plates by Chow and Pmnington mvolved an excited 
plate of thickness 6 I mm, and an attached plate of l.Smm thickness. Agrun, the edges 
were sealed off with sticky tape. The values used in the present model for the matenal 
values of the steel plates were agam non-specific: 
E=21xl010 N/m2 ; 17=25x10-<, p=7.8xl03 kg/m3 ; a=0.28 
and the same rur properties were taken as m the glass plate case. 
Figure Sd shows Chow and Pmmngton's measured and predJcted data for two steel plates 
separated by a 0.25mm gap Once agam this shows the trend of good low frequency 
agreement, over estimation by the present model at medmm frequency and mcreased fall 
off at higher frequencies. Figure Se shows the srune arrangement with a 0.67mm gap In 
this case at low frequencies the measured values are slightly higher than the predJcted 
values. This IS as was seen m the glass plates for the wider gaps and was not predicted by 
either model, suggestmg the presence of an additional factor. 
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Figure 5e shows the same high frequency fall off as seen previOusly, but m this case, the 
agreement around the peak value IS much better However, measurements by Chow and 
Pmnmgton showed that the steel plates were far less flat than the glass plates, and as a 
result, the gap thickness vaned considerably. Indeed, they found good agreement between 
their predJctwns for a 0 25mm gap and the measurements for a 0 67mm gap This is 
probably the reason for the agreement with the present model in this case compared with 
the over estimatiOn seen previously. 
Trochidis performed expenments with a smgle 1mm thick v1bratmg alummmm plate over 
a solid base, with air gap thicknesses varymg from 0.5mm to 2.5mm. The matenal values 
used m the present model for the alunumum plate were taken as: 
E = 7.2x1010 N 1m2 ; 1]= 5xl0-5 ; p= 2.7x103 kg/m3 ; a= 0.34 
with values for the air as before. 
Figure 5f shows the results of this expenment. As with Chow and Pmnmgton's 
expenments, varymg plate separations were noted, and so one curve represents measured 
values with a gap thickness of between 0.5mm and 1.5mm and the other With a gap 
thickness of 1 5mm to 2 5mm Also presented are Troch1dJs' predJctwns for air gap 
thicknesses of 1mm, 1.5mm and 2mm, which show good agreement With the measured 
values. The final two curves are the predJctwns made by the present model for a 1mm 
gap and by Beltman's low Helmholtz number model for a 1.5mm gap. 
This clearly shows the difference between the mcompress1ble approach adopted by 
Trochidis, and the compressible approach used m the present model and m Beltman' s 
model. Whilst all the curves tend to exhibit a s1nular slope at low frequencies, the 
compressible models start to mcrease greatly over about 5kHz. Smce the comc1dence 
frequency for this plate IS about 11kHz, this IS as would be expected, and the fact that the 
mcompress1ble model cannot model the comc1dence effect explams the lack of this 
behaviOur m Trochidis' predictiOns. Unfortunately, Troch1dJs' expenmental results only 
extend to 4kHz. 
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In Figure 5f, the current model shows an over-estimatiOn of the loss factor but the 
uncertamty of the gap thickness, the non-specific matenal values, and the discounting of 
the air layer energy as discussed previously could all be factors m this. 
Trochidis also performed measurements on a pair of 2mm thick, lm square steel plates 
which were bolted together with gap thicknesses of either 0 5mm or I mm, and suspended 
from spnngs. The prevwusly cited values for steel were used m the present model to 
predict this situatiOn, and very shght alteratwns were made to the plate thicknesses to 
avoid the numencal mstab1hty mentwned earher. Figure 5g shows the measured values 
and the predicted values for both gap thicknesses. Clearly, the results do not agree well 
with there typically bemg an order of magmtude difference between the results. The slope 
of the curves generally agrees but the comc1dence effect (the comc1dence frequency of 
both plates IS 6kHz) predicted by the model Is not seen m the measured results. Indeed, 
when compared to the behavwur of the steel plate system of Chow and Pmnmgton, the 
results are not mmlar. This could suggest that there are additiOnal factors havmg a large 
effect on the results, a possible example of which IS the boltmg of the plates. Also, 
Trochidis does not provide any results from his model for this case, so It IS not possible to 
assess whether his model showed quantitative agreement For these reasons, this 
companson Will be discounted. 
Despite the lack of agreement m the fmal case, the current model has shown good 
quahtative agreement and reasonable quantitative agreement with measured results from 
the other test cases used, With a tendency to overestimate the losses around the peak, and 
underestimate the losses over the comc1dence value. Therefore, from this pomt onwards, 
the model will be taken to accurately predict reahty, with its shortcommgs understood. 
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5.5 - Optimisation 
In order to evaluate the max1mum potential attenuatiOn wh1ch a squeeze-film !mer could 
offer, 1t 1s necessary to find an 'optimum' configuratiOn. Therefore, 1t IS necessary to gain 
some understandmg of the dependence of the loss factor on the vanous parameters. 
Clearly, although the govermng equatwns of the model are Jmear, the loss factor IS non-
linear m terms of the parameters. Therefore, the only true way to assess the 1mpact of all 
the vanables over a full range of values would be to perform a full parametnc analysis 
mvolvmg all13 non-d1menswnal parameters. However, this would be an extremely 
lengthy process for potentially httle gam. Therefore, mstead, the effect of varymg a 
number of parameters w11l be considered m an attempt to draw concluswns about general 
trends. Whilst th1s approach may not g1ve a global optimum, 1t may g1ve a local optimum 
w1th a s~rmlar order of losses. 
The mam wave type of mterest w1th regard to squeeze-f1lm losses IS the acoustic wave. 
At low frequenc1es, there will be a "pumpmg" motiOn of the flmd m wh1ch the air w11l 
tend to act more hke an mcompress1ble flmd. At comc1dence, where the plate bendmg 
wavenumber equals that of the mr, the plate w11l begm to rad1ate efficiently, and the a1r 
will start to behave as a compressible flmd, which IS why an mcompress1ble model does 
not pred1ct th1s effect. Above this pomt, the squeeze-film losses will be reduced. 
Obviously, 1f the plates have different properties, they w11l possess different comc1dence 
frequencies. 
F1gures 5h, 5!, 5J and 5k show the effect of varymg h2 for ~ = 1,2,4,8 respectively In 
companson to the other f1gures, F1gure 5h shows a surular loss factor up to a Helmholtz 
number of around 4 x 10-3 , but a relatively poor loss factor for all other values of h2 • It 
can also be seen that for values of h2 over 3 there IS no change m the loss factor. F1gure 
51, w1th ~ = 2, shows an 1mproved performance and a more marked comc1dence effect. 
Here, there IS very httle gmn m performance over an Ji, value of 6. 
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Ftgure Sj shows a snmlar pattern to Ftgure St, with lower values of h2 gtvmg lesser 
performance and a saturatiOn at htgher values, m thts case at an h2 value of 10 Figure SJ 
also shows the stmilar behavwur of an mtermedtate curve whtch tends towards the htgher 
curves as Helmholtz number mcreases. Fmally, Ftgure Sk shows the same behavwur 
agam, wtth httle Improvement m performance coming over an h2 value of 16. The h2 
value at whtch the performance 'saturates' can be seen to mcrease roughly in proportiOn 
to the ~value; any value of the ratio ~:h2 over about 2 or 3 seems to offer very httle 
gam m loss factor 
It IS clear from the graphs that as h.. mcreases, so the comctdence pomt decreases m 
Helmholtz number. Thts IS as would be expected, smce the comctdence condtt!on for 
plate 1 (tf the stmphfied case of ka = k0 IS used) IS K•1 = 1, whtch when rewntten 
becomes, 
or 
and hence the Helmholtz number for comctdence ts mversely proportiOnal to ~. 
As h.. IS mcreased, a general mcrease m overall loss factor ts seen Companng Ftgure Sk 
wtth the other graphs shows a much more consistent loss factor up to comctdence. 
However, this ts offset agrunst the decrease m comctdence value. 
These figures suggest that there is httle to be gruned by exceedmg a ratiO of h.. :h2 of 2 or 
3, and that a value for h.. can be chosen dependmg on whether htgh performance m a 
small band IS preferred to lesser performance m a wider band The effect of altenng the 
comcidence value for the second plate is not clearly seen m any of these ftgures. Only m 
Ftgures SJ and Sk ts any separation of peaks seen for varymg values of h2• If the exctted 
plate has a lower comctdence value, then the effect of the attached plate would not have a 
great effect, smce the couphng would become weak above the excited plate comctdence 
value. 
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F1gure 51 shows the effect of varymg the values of the parameters ~ and h2, wh1Ist 
mamtammg the ratiO between them. This clearly shows the effect of m creasing 
comc1dence Helmholtz number w1th decreasmg 1i,, and also the decrease m comc1dence 
loss factor with decreasmg ~ Th1s IS sumlar to reducmg the a1r gap whilst mamtammg 
the plate thicknesses. As would be expected the values correspondmg to a smaller gap 
g1ve mcreased losses due to the mcreased flow veloc1ty. 
F1gures Sm, 5n ,So and 5p show the effects of varymg Crz for values of 
en= 8, 9.28, 12, 14. As w1th the thickness, mspection of the comc1dence comht10n 
suggests that vanatwn of en will lead to an mversely proportiOnal change m comc1dence 
Figure Sm, shows that for a value of Cn = 8, changmg Crz pves very little effect, and 
there IS no difference m response between the case of Crz = 12 and Crz = 16. 
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F1gure Sn shows Improved performance over F1gure Sm for the entire range. Agam the 
h1gher values of cr2 show better performance than the lower values, but there IS httle to 
be gamed over cr2 = 12. Figure So shows surular performance to the prevwus case 
However, the effect of changmg Cr2 IS more marked as lower values tend to give a more 
consistent but lower level loss factor, m companson to the h1gher values wh1ch g1ve 
better performance m some areas, and worse in others. All cases are 1dent1cal above 
comc1dence Fmally, F1gure Sp shows a s1tuatwn where below a Helrnholtz number of 
0 02, a h1gher value of cr2 g1ves Improved performance, but above th1s value, there IS 
httle or no d1fference between the cases. There 1s a slight sh1ft m the coincidence 
frequency over these four F1gures, but not as large as that seen when varymg h,, due to 
the more conservative range of values used here. 
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Figures Sq, Sr and Ss show the behaviOur of the loss factor for the system with varying 
p2 , for values of A= 1000, 4000, 7000. 
Figure Sq, With a low value of A shows a trade-off between Improved overall 
performance, and mcreased loss factors at lower Helmholtz numbers but decreased 
performance JUSt below comcidence, with a lower value of j52 tending towards the 
former. Figure Sr shows improved overall performance for all values p2 with no 
sigmficant vanatwn showing between cases above Helmholtz numbers of 0 01. Figure Ss 
shows very sumlar behaviOur to the previOus Figure with slightly more consistency 
between cases, but no gams m absolute performance Companng smular ratiOs, 
A = p2 = 1000 shows a decreased low frequency, but higher medmm frequency 
performance, than A= j52 = 7000. 
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Figure 5t shows the effect on the system loss factor of varymg Prandtl number. The graph 
shows that there ts no effect at low Helrnholtz numbers, with a very slight dtfference 
bemg seen over Helmholtz numbers of 0.01. Even then, the dtfferences are mstgmficant 
m companson to those seen for earlier cases. 
Ftgure 5u shows the behavwur of the system for vanous Reynolds numbers. Thts figure 
shows that except for the lowest Helrnholtz numbers, a lower Reynolds number IS seen to 
gtve tmproved performance both below and above comctdence. Thts IS as would be 
expected, smce a decreasing Reynolds number equates to an mcrease m vtscostty, or a 
decrease m gap stze. 
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Chapter 6 
Liner Comparisons, Practical Considerations and Further Work 
6.1 - Introduction 
The vanatwns m the prevwus chapter can only g1ve a gmde as to the performance 
available from the lmer. Clearly, smce 1t IS intended for a "real world" apphcatwn, 1t is 
important to establish what levels of attenuatiOn are available from actual matenals, and 
m reahstlc conditiOns. Then, m order to draw concluswns regarding the hypothesis, a 
companson between the squeeze-film and Helmholtz resonator system will be necessary. 
6.2 -Comparison of Liners 
Usmg the trends noted m the prevwus chapter, a number of configuratiOns were tned. 
The performance of the conf1gurat10n judged to g1ve the best combmatwn of absolute 
attenuation and bandwidth 1s shown m F1gure 6a. As the f1gure shows, there IS a 
considerable peak at 630Hz w1th a loss factor of nearly 0.3. Unfortunately, 1t IS not 
Simple to move th1s peak usmg practical matenals. The loss factor does not drop below a 
value of 0.065 for the range 200Hz- 10kHz, wh1ch is a great improvement over many 
of the cases considered prevwusly. This configuration corresponds to a lmm th1ck 
alunumum exc1ted plate, and a 2mm th1ck alunumum attached plate, separated by an a1r 
gap of 0.25mm. 
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In order to allow companson between the two systems, tt ts necessary to calculate the 
loss factor due to the Helmholtz resonator. Rewntmg the govemmg dtfferenttal equatwn 
for the lumped parameter model 
-olm -zwR + K = SP 
gtves, 
as 
wR 
11=-K 
-olm + K0 (1 + 117) = SP 
whtch takmg the nonhnear reststance and the stiffness value from Chapter 3 gtves the 
resonator loss factor as 11 = 3.7 Usmg the radtatwn resistance gtven by the linear model 
gtves 11 = 0.003. As would be expected for a small onfice, the vtscous effects m the 
resonator have an enormous tmpact on tts loss factor 
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Clearly, the squeeze-film system has not been shown to produce that magnitude of loss 
factor. The h1ghest value that has been predicted IS 0.4, an order of magmtude below that 
of the resonator. Wh1lst there IS some uncertamty assocmted w1th the nonlinear resistance 
value, 1t IS unlikely, though not impossible that it would be mcorrect by an order of 
magmtude. However, the accuracy of treatmg the system as a single Helmholtz resonator, 
whilst acceptable as an approx1mat10n in Chapter 3, could be questioned m th1s Situation. 
It m1ght be more appropnate to treat the facmg sheet as a perforate layer working w1th 
the flow resistance (see e.g. p181 [62]) but care must be taken to mclude the v1scous 
effects due to the h1gh amplitudes m the duct. Fmally, 1t 1s conceivable that the effect of 
flow could reduce the resistance s1gmficantly. 
It should also be noted that whilst radiation from the bottom plate of the squeeze-film 
system has been 1gnored, the mountmg of the system could prov1de a means of 
d!ss1patmg any radmted energy, leadmg to a greater loss factor for the squeeze f1lm 
conf1gurat10n. 
6.3 - Atmospheric Changes 
Wh1lst buzz-saw nmse IS greatest at take-off and climb conditions both m terms of 
generatwn and nmse pollution, it IS still a problem at cru1se conditions, although 1t IS of 
course poss1ble to msulate the cabin m order to reduce the annoyance to passengers. 
However, smce a jet engme !mer Will spend the maJonty of 1ts life operatmg at cru1se 
altitude, 1t IS important to at least be aware of how the damping will be affected by the 
correspondmg change m air properties. 
ESDU 77021 g1ves the values for many a1r properties for a standard atmosphere at a 
range of altitudes up to 100km. The corresponding algebraic, senu-empmcal expresswns 
are contamed m ESDU 77022. Smce typ1cal cru1se altitudes for subsomc c1vil mrcraft are 
31,000 to 41,000 ft, values up to and mcludmg 40,000ft Will be used. 
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Whilst the ESDU Item g1ves values such as temperature, pressure and density, for th1s 
purpose, two of three values are still reqmred from Cp and Cv, and gamma for th1s 
altitude range. Keenan, Chao and Kaye [112] g1ve values of these properties at low 
pressures for a range of temperatures, wh1ch shows that m the temperature range of 
mterest (200K < T < 300K), the maximum vanatwn m any of the three values IS 0.07%. 
Therefore, these values Will be taken as constant at the stp values. Figure 6b hsts the 
necessary properties for a range of altitudes. 
Altitude Temperature Pressure Density VISCOSity Thermal Prandtl Speed of ConductiYity Number Sound 
T, P, Po J1 K Pr c, 
ft K N/m' kg/m' Ns/m' W/mK mfs 
0 288 I OIE+05 I 225 I 79E-05 2 53E-02 0.710 340 
5000 278 8 43E+04 I 056 1.74E-05 2.46E-02 0.713 334 
10000 268 6 97E+04 0 905 I 69E-05 2 38E-02 0.716 328 
15000 258 5 72E+04 0 771 I 64E-05 2.30E-02 0.719 322 
20000 249 4 66E+04 0 653 I 59E-05 2.22E-02 0 722 316 
25000 239 3 76E+04 0 549 1.54E-05 2.14E-02 0.725 310 
30000 229 3 OIE+04 0 458 I 49E-05 2 05E-02 0 728 303 
35000 219 2 38E+04 0 380 I 43E-05 I 97E-02 0 731 297 
40000 217 I 88E+04 0.302 I 42E-05 I 95E-02 0.732 295 
FIGURE 6b Air Properties for Vru:ym~ Altitude 
Figure 6c shows the effect of varymg altitude on the loss factor of the Improved !mer 
configuratiOn The f1gure clearly shows that whilst the frequency dependence of the peak 
IS slightly increased m frequency With increasmg amplitude, the overall performance of 
the !mer Improves w1th altitude. Th1s dependence IS sirmlar to that observed for a change 
m Reynolds number, and IS caused by the value of pc falhng faster than the value of 
VISCOSity, causmg the reductiOn m Reynolds number. 
The effects of elevated altitude on the Helmholtz resonator have not been considered ; 
these effects could lead to an mcrease or a decrease m the !mer performance, or may even 
prov1de no discernible change. 
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Jet engmes are exposed to a w1de range of operatmg conditiOns, and 1t IS Imperative that 
any attenuatiOn system can tolerate them, smce any sort of frulure m the mlet of the duct 
could be catastrophic for the engme. Th1s is a maJor advantage of the squeeze-film 
configuratiOn which IS well smted to the problem m hand smce it is robust and 
mechamcally simple. 
The we1ght of the squeeze-film system descnbed above is 8 lkg/m2 and a typical 
Nomex core !mer could weigh up to 9. lkg/m2 , giVIng a grun of the order of IOkg per 
engme In terms of expense 1t would surely cost less to manufacture the squeeze-film 
configuratiOn than a resonator array !mer, requmng the manufacture of Nomex and the 
bondmg of the facmg sheets. Fmally, the squeeze-film system will reqmre shghtly less 
space than the resonator array since 1t IS approximately 20mm thmner. 
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Therefore, from a practical perspeclive the squeeze-film system offers either panty with, 
or an advantage over the resonator system 
6.5 - Future Work 
It IS clear from the work in Chapter 3, and from the compansons above that the viscous 
losses m the Helmholtz resonator totally dommate Its behaviour, and that there IS some 
question about how to accurately model a many-holed resonator Therefore, an 
ex penmen tal mvestigatwn of the behaviOur of this type of liner would be greatly 
beneficial. 
One aspect obviOusly m1ssmg from the foregomg analysis IS the mcorporatwn of movmg 
loads, and this IS the most obviOus next step for the work. There have been a number of 
studies of movmg load With the book by Fryba [113] glVlng an excellent account of many 
cases. A recent paper by Lefeuve-Mesgouez and Le Houedec [114] analyses the effect of 
a high speed harmomc stnp load moving over a half-space. The problem IS solved by the 
use of a vanable transformation mto a movmg coordmate system and by use of the spatial 
Founer transform, m a similar fashiOn to the squeeze-film solutiOn. This suggests that the 
inclusiOn of movmg loads should be possible without reformulatmg the earher analysis. 
However, mterpretalion of the results IS complicated slightly by the use of a movmg 
coordmate system. 
As would be expected the regiOns of mterest are the subsomc, transonic and supersomc 
cases. However, whereas Lefeuve-Mesgouez and Le Houedec's paper has the Rayleigh 
wave speed to work with, the present problem may provide regiOns of mterest around 
both the bendmg wave speed, the acousl!c wave speed and perhaps the thermal and 
viscous wave speeds also. 
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Concluding remarks 
This thesis has centred around two mam Issues. lmtially, the possibility of reported Imer 
failures bemg caused by acoustic pressures was addressed. At the begmmng of this 
proJect, a large amount of work was earned out mvestigatmg ex penmen tal possibilities 
aimed at furthenng the understandmg of buzz-saw noise and Its generation and 
propagatiOn mechamsms. This approach, whilst valid, d1d not yield the necessary results 
However, this process eventually supplied the reqmred mformatwn to address the hner 
failures. Usmg this knowledge of a typical sound field, a hner resonator model was 
developed to calculate the pressure nse m a cavity. This pressure value was then used as 
the mput to a plate model of one of the cavity walls, and the resulting stresses calculated 
The lmer model uses an approach new to this applicatiOn to provide a simple estimate of 
the stresses m the cavity wall, and whilst straightforward, mcorporates the key factors 
mvolved m the problem. It was concluded that whilst "mstantaneous" breaking of the 
hner was unlikely, failure due to fatigue was a real possibility. 
Therefore, m an attempt to circumvent the problem, a new Imer type was proposed 
utilismg squeeze-film dampmg. A detailed model was developed to predict the behaviOur 
and thus the loss factor of such a lmer, excited by line loads to simulate the shock Ioadmg 
seen at the duct walls The approach of usmg a full Nav1er Stokes model for the air gap, 
fully-coupled to the plate motiOn is new for this co-ordmate system and allows the use of 
the model for cases at altitude. The model was analytically developed and solved m the 
wavenumber domam Whilst s1gmficantly Simplified expressiOns were obtained, It was 
still necessary to perform the reverse transform mtegratwns numencally. The trade-off of 
the model is that some clanty of the physical processes IS sacnf1ced for accuracy. 
Published data were used to validate the model with good agreement m most cases, and a 
parainetric study undertaken to help find simple trends in the hner behaviOur. Usmg these 
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gmdelmes the predicted behavwur of an improved configuration was calculated and th1s 
was compared to the losses attnbutable to a Helmholtz resonator based !mer. Th1s 
showed an order of magmtude difference between the two systems Fmally, the behavwur 
of the improved configuration squeeze-film !mer was predicted for a range of al!itudes 
The problem has proven to be self-contamed and has travelled full-circle. Startmg from 
the pomt of !mer frulures, f1rstly the questwn of whether acoustic mechamsms could have 
caused these fmlures has been addressed, wh1ch led to the questiOn of whether a better 
solutwn could be found In response to this, an alternative approach has been mves!lgated 
and shown to prov1de useful levels of attenuation, although not as h1gh as those from 
conventional hners. 
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[III] indicates the usage of a symbol m chapter 3, and [IV] md1cates the usage of a 
symbol m chapter 4 and subsequent chapters. 
Except where otherwise md1cated, the followmg conventwns will be used: 
V 
* 
*' 
*" 
*p*z 
A 
* 
* * * a' h' v 
*s 
9\ 
V'2 
A,B,C,D 
B' 
CD 
Cp 
Cv 
E 
E rev,pot,km,diSs 
F 
F, 
F 
G 
GL 
I 
K 
Lx,Ly 
M,N 
p 
Po 
p 
P.nc 
P,on 
Pr 
vanable transformed into the wavenumber domam 
value per umt w1dth 
value per umt area 
value for plate 1 or 2 
an amplitude vanable 
value associated w1th acoustic, thermal or Viscous behavwur 
for symmetric case 
real part 
the two-dimenswnal Laplace operator 
English Cap1tals 
wave amplitudes 
bendmg st1ffness per umt w1dth 
discharge coeffiCient 
spec1flc heat at constant pressure 
spec1f1c heat at constant volume 
Young's modulus 
reversible, potential, kinetic and dissipated energy respectively 
force 
arbitrary functiOns 
an arb1 trary vector 
shear modulus 
linear resistance coefficient 
second moment of area 
effective stiffness of resonator [III] 
coefficient of thermal conductivity [IV] 
x-d1rect10n and y-directwn plate dimensiOn 
vector solutiOns of vector wave equation 
resonator excitation amplitude 
amb1ent pressure 
total pressure 
total sound pressure at resonator onfice 
an auxi11ary vanable defined on p. 114 
Prandtl number 
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R, 
R1,R3,R5 
R 
o(,..s) 
w 
wdiSS,In 
xl'x2 .. xl2 
X!BL 
z 
c 
Co 
er 
CTI,c;.2 
d 
d, 
dort 
e 
e,g,q,s,w 
f,J. 
h 
k 
ko 
k0d 
kb 
kx,ky,kz 
k' 
X 
k/'k/1 
radiation resistance of resonator 
non-d1menswnal z-d1rection wavenumbers 
resonator resistance at resonance 
acoustic Reynolds number 
resonator neck area 
amb1ent entropy 
total entropy 
amb1ent temperature 
total temperature 
resonator cavity volume [ill] 
an auxilmry vanable defined on p. 206 [IV] 
power 
power diSSipated and power in respectively 
wave amplitudes 
the bottom lme of the expressiOn for xl 
resonator impedance 
English Lower Case 
speed of sound 
speed of sound m amb1ent rur 
plate shear wave speed 
Nomenclature 
the ratiO of the plate 1 or 2 shear wave speed to the rur wave speed 
plate separatiOn 
end correction 
onfice dJ.ameter 
the base of the naturalloganthm= 2 7182 ... 
auxiliary van abies defined on p 138 
arbitrary functwns 
plate thickness [Ill] 
an aux1liary vanable defmed on p. 138 [IV] 
thickness of plate 1 or 2 
ratio of plate 1 or 2 thickness to plate separatiOn 
the 1magmary umt, ~ 
wavenumber 
wavenumber m free rur = wfc0 
the Helmholtz number, 
bendmg wavenumber 
x-, y- and z-dJ.rectwn wavenumber respectively 
x -d1rect10n wavenumber dJ.stmct from kx 
wavenumbers of squeeze film system 
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1 
m 
m" 
p 
p. 
PF 
Po•Pa 
1j,1J,rs 
t 
u 
ii 
Uo 
u,pu,2 
ut 
u, 
x,y,z 
Zr,Z2 
z 
r 
e 
A 
An 
a 
beam length [Ill] 
auxiliary vanable defmed on p. 138 [IV] 
effective mass of Helmholtz resonator [Ill] 
auxiliary vanable defined on p. 138 [IV] 
mass per umt area of plate 
beam mass 
mode counter = 1,2,3 .. 
pressure nse withm resonator I plate excitatiOn pressure [Ill] 
pressure perturbatiOn [IV] 
pressure perturbatiOn 
forcmg pressure 
rur pressure at z = 0 and z = d 
z -directiOn wavenumbers 
lime 
x-, y- and z-components of velocity vector 
velocity perturbatiOn vector 
total flmd velocity vector 
mean flmd velocity vector 
vector solutiOns of vector wave equatiOn 
longitudmal (rotatwnless) flmd velocity vector 
rotational (divergenceless) flmd velocity vector 
Cartesian coordmates 
arbitrary complex numbers 
umt vector m z-duectwn 
Impedances relatmg pressure at z = O,d to v1, v2 
non-dimensiOnal Impedances 
Greek Cap1tals 
auxiliary vanable defmed on p. 65 
surface mobility 
auxiliary vanable defined on p. 141 
norm functiOn 
auxthary vanable defined on p. 145 
auxthary vanable defined on p. 178 
auxthary vanable defined of p. 54 
auxthary vanable defined on p. 65 
auxthary vanable defmed on p. 54 
auxthary variable defined on p 190 
Greek Lower Case 
auxiliary vanable defined on p. 114 [Ill] 
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Nomenclature 
{3 
r 
0 
o(*) 
E 
t;.Ez··£• 
' TJ 
I( 
K, 
Txy 
V 
v 
qJn 
(/Jnl'tf'n2 
x.lfl 
Xs 
(l) 
(l)L 
(l)n 
(I) I 
riJ 
Nomenclature 
rate of pressure m crease w1th temperature at constant volume [IV] 
bulk VISCOSity 
ratio of spec1fic heats 
dens1ty perturbatiOn 
d1rac delta function 
Helmholtz resonator neck displacement 
aux1liary vanables defined on p. 135 
aux1liary vanable defined on p. 135 
plate displacement [ill] 
loss factor [IV] 
nearf1eld wavenumber 
the ratiO of any wavenumber to k0 
Pmsson's ratio [Ill] 
dynamiC coeffiCient of flmd VISCOSity [IV] 
kinematic VISCOSity 
aux1liary vanable defined on p 135 
matenal dens1ty 
amb1ent air density 
total mr density 
the ratiO of dens1ty of plate 1 or 2 to amb1ent mr dens1ty 
entropy perturbatiOn, Pmsson's ratio 
normal stress m x- and y-dlrect10n respectively 
Pmsson's ratiO for plate 1 and 2 respectively 
aux1liary vanable defined on p. 135 
thickness of onf1ce plate (resonator neck length) [Ill] 
temperature perturbation [IV] 
shear stress m y-d1rect10n on plane normal to x-dlrect10n 
plate velocity amplitude 
total plate veloc1ty 
e1genfunction 
solutions of separated wave equatiOn 
solut10ns of scalar Helmholtz equation 
auxiliary vanable defined on p 33 
Circular frequency 
resonant frequency of resonator usmg linear theory 
e1genfrequency 
resonance frequency of 1" mode 
aux1liary vanable defmed on p 135 
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Appendix2a 
The plots show pressure-lime h1stones taken at a number of positiOns down the duct, and 
the associated frequency spectra - an mcrease m transducer number corresponds to a 
positiOn further from the fan face. The reader's attentiOn IS drawn to the changmg 
pressure scale on the pressure-lime h1stones. 
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Appendix 3a 
In order to estimate the resistance of a resonator subject to h1gh amplitude excitation at 
resonance, 
With 
where 
and 
and 
Po IS the a1r dens1ty, 
wL 1s the resonant angular frequency as predicted by hnear theory, 
d, is the end correctiOn, 
C 0 IS a discharge coefficient, 
G L IS a hnear resistance coefficient, 
7: 1s the plate thickness (neck length), 
don IS the onfice diameter, 
V IS the kmematiC VISCOSity, 
w 1s the excitation angular frequency, 
P,., IS the total sound pressure at the plate face, 
Two of the parameters are estimated empmcally, thus 
C "' 1 + 8, 700P.~. + ll,OOOP.:. 
D 1 + 14,000P.!. + 26,200P,:. 
and 
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Appendix 3b 
1 1 1 1 A 0 
e-,~c .. L .. e'" .. L .. e-n .. eKL· B 0 
= 
-zk 
X zkx -I( 1( c 0 
-zk e-'k .. L, 
X 
zk e'k .. L .. 
X 
-Ke-KL,, KeKL" D 0 
For non tnvJal solutwns, the detennmant of the tmtial matnx must equal zero. Evaluatmg 
thts detenrunant, 
e'k .. L .. e-KL., eKL· e-KLx eKL, 
1 zkx -I( 1( -1 -zk -I( 1( + 
zk e'k .. L" -Ke-KL .. KeKL .. -Ke-KLx KeKL .. 
r· ·-
zkxe_:k.,Lx 
det= X l''''· l ,-·--
Expandmg, 
Regroupmg, 
e'kxLx eKL, e'k.tL., e-KLx 
1 -zk ikx 1( -1 -zk zkx -I( 
ikxe -:k .. Lx zk e'k .. L., KeKL .. zkxe_:k..-L .. zkxe'k .. Lx -TCe-KL, 
X 
[
e•k,L, ( -1( TCeKL, + TCXe-KL,)- e-KL, (zkxTCeKL, -IQkxe'k,L, )] 
det = 
+eKL• { -ikxTCe -KL, + IGkxe'k,L, } 
-[e-•k,L, ( -TCXeKL, + 1( 1Ce-KL,)- e-KL, ( -zkxTCeKL• + IGkxe-•k,L, )] 
+eKL• (ikxTCe-KL• -IQkxe-•k,L,} 
+[e-•k,L, (zkxTCeKL• -IGkxe'k,L,}- e'k,L, { -ikxTCeKL• + ldkxe -•k,L, }] 
+eKL, (-zk zk e'k,L, + zk zk e -•k,L,) 
X X X X 
e•k,L, (-TCzeKL, + TCze-KL· + ldk eKL, -IGk e-•k,L, + IGk e-KL, -IGk e-•k,L,) 
X X X X 
det = 
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= 
ICe'',L, [ikx( e"'· + e -KL,) -IC{ e"'· - e -KL,)- 2ikxe -•k,L,] 
+ICe-•k,L, [zkx( e"'· + e-KL,) + IC( e"'· - e-KL,)- 2zkxe'k,L,] 
-zkxe"'· [zkx(e'',L, - e -<k,L,) -IC{ e•k,L, + e-•k,L,) + 21Ce-"'·] 
-zkxe-"'· [ -zkx( e•k,L, - e -•k,L,) -IC(e•k,L, + e-•k,L,) + 21Ce"'·] 
2Kikx cosh( ICLx}e''·L, - 27C 2 sinh(ICLx}e''·L, - 21Clkx 
+21Clkx cosh(ICLx}e-•',L, + 27C2 smh(ICLx)e-••,L,- 2Kikx 
= 
-2(ikx r smh(zkxLx)e"'• + 21Clkx cosh(ikxLx)e"'• - 21Clkx 
+2(zkx )2 smh(zkxLx}e-"'· + 2Kikx cosh(zkxLx}e-"'· - 21Clkx 
41Clkx cosh( ICLx} cosh(ikxLx}- 47C2 smh( ICL.} sinh(ikxLx} 
-4(zkx}2 smh(ikxLx)sinh(ICLx} + 41Clkx cosh(ikxLx}cosh(ICLx} 
-81Clk 
X 
[
2Kikx cosh( ICLx )cosh(ikxLx) ] 
= 
4 
-(IC2- kx 2)smh(1CLx)smh(zkxLx}- 2Kikx 
Appendzx3b 
Settmg thzs detenrunant to zero gzves an expressiOn for the ezgenfrequenczes, and smce 
the ezgenfrequenczes are gzven by, 
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Appendix 3c 
For the symmetnc case· 
A 
=m 
[ I 
1 1 1 
B 
-lk 1kx -I( I( 
-ikxe -~~ Lz/2 lk e'k,L,/2 -Ke -K L,/2 Ke<L,/2 c 
X D 
To fmd B, C and D m terms of A, rewnte as, 
1 IB/Al [ -1 l K C/A = ikx 
KeKL,/2 D/ A lkxe-•k,L,/2 
By Cramer's rule, 
-1 1 1 
1kx -I( I( 
B k e-•k,L,/2 -Ke-<L,/2 Ke' L,/2 I X 
-= (1) 
A det5 
1 -1 1 
1kx ikx I( 
c lk e•k,L,/2 ik e -1kfl Lz 12 Ke<L,/2 X X (2) 
A det 5 
and 
1 1 -1 
ikx -I( ikx 
D ik e•k,L,/2 -Ke-<L,/2 ik e-•k,L,/2 
-= 
X X (3) 
A det 5 
where 
1 1 1 
det5 = 1kx -I( I( (4) 
zk e'kxLx/2 
X 
-Ke-< L,/2 Ke'L,/2 
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Evaluating ( 4 ), 
det5 = ( -K2e'L,f2 + K2e-• L,/2)- (•kxKe' L,/2 -ldkxe''·L,/2) + ( -•kxKe-• L,/2 + Klkxe'',L,/2) 
= -Jdkx(eK L,/2 + e -KL,/2 _ 2e•k,L,/2) -1(2(e<L,/2 _ e-<L,/2) 
and therefore, 
Evaluatmg (2), (3) and (4), 
B -( -K2eKL,/2 + K2e-KL,/2 - (•k~e•L,/2- Klkxe-•',L,/2 + ( -ikxKe-K L,/2 + Klkxe-•k,L,/2) 
-= 
A det5 
= 
[ K2(eKL,/2- e-<L,/2)- Klkx( e' L,/2 + e-<L,/2) + 2Klkxe-•',L,/2] 
det5 
= 
21( [KsmJKLx)-lk COSJKLx)+tke-•k,L,/2] 
det5 '\ 2 x '\ 2 x 
C (•k~e•L,/2- Klkxe-••.L,/2) + (zk}re•L./2 -Klkxe~.L./2) + ( (ikxr e-•k,L,/2- (•kx)2 e''·L./2 
-= 
A det5 
= 
[-ldkx(e•k,L,/2 + e-~.L./2) -zkx{zkxe~.L./2- ikxe-•k,L,/2) + 2Klkxe<L,/2 J 
det5 
2zkx [ {'kxLx) 'k n{ikxLx) <L /2] =--- KCOS -- +z SI -- -Ke • det5 2 x 2 
D ( -Kikxe-~.L./2 + Klkxe-KL,/2)- ((•kx)2 e-lk,L,/2- {zk.)2 e•k,L,/2)- (-Klkxe-KL,/2 + Klkxe''·L,/2) 
A det5 
[ -zkx (l(e'k,L,/2 + Ke-•k,L,/2) + zkx (zkxe~• L,/2- zkxe-~• L,/2) + 2Klkxe-< L,/2 J 
det5 
= - _x 1( cos -..:L..:!. - zk sm -..:L..:!. - Ke K Lx 2 2ik [ {'k L ) {ik L) _ 1 ] 
det5 2 x 2 
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Then, subs!Itutmg these wave amplitudes mto the wave equatwn solutwn, 
gives, 
or, 
+I{ 7Csm{ ~x) -zkxcos{ ~x) + zkxe-•k,L,/2 }•k,x 
-7([ 7Csm{ ~x) + ikxcos{ ~x) -zkxe•k,L,/2 }-•k,x 
-zkx[ 7Ccos{ z\Lx) -zkx sm{ i\Lx) -ICe-<L,/2 }"" 
-ikx[ 7Ccos{ zk{x) + zkx sm{ 1\Lx) -ICe<L,/2 }-"" 
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For the symmetnc case, 
2A 
=---
+ i~x [ ICsm{ ~x)- ikxcos{ ~x) + ikxe-•k,L,/2 }•k,x 
+ 1~x [ ICsm{ ~x) + zkx cos{ ~x)- ik/•L,/2 }-•k,x 
lkx [ { 1kx£x) 'k { 1kx£x) -K L /2 }"' 
-- ICCOS -- -z Sin -- -ICe ' 
I( 2 X 2 
zk[ JzkL) JzkL) 1 } + ,; ICCOS1\ ~ + lkx Sin1\ ~ -l(eK L, 2 -KX O 
•k[ ...(ikL) ...(1kL) '] +,; KCOS1\ ; x -zkxsm1\ 2 x -Ke-K:LxZ 
1k[ J<kL) J•kL) '] 
- Kx K'COS'\ ; x +zkxSint\ i x -KeKL_.Z 
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smkyy 
Appendtx3d 
= [cosmr-1] 
= 
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2K2 ...( KL ) ...( zk L ) ...( KL ) ...( zk L ) 
+ zkx sm,\----:: cos,\~ -2Kcos'\----:: sm'\ ~ 
= 
. ...( ik L ) ...( KL ) 2(ik )
2 
...( zk L ) ...( KL ) 
-2zkxcos'\ ~ sm'\ 2x + Kx sm'\ ~ cos,\----:: 
2 [cosnn -1] 
2K {KLx) {ikxLx) 
--. -sm - + 2Ksm --
zkx 2 2 
2 
zk L KL 
- K sm{ ; x) +2zkxsm{ 2x) 
= [cosnn-1] 
A 4 2 
• 
2 
+Ksm{~x)[cos{\Lx)-1] 
=- dets Klkxk [K - (zkx) ] {lk L )[ {KL) ] [cosnn-1] 
y -zk sm ____!__.!. cos _x - 1 
X 2 2 
and smce, 
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Calculatmg the 'norm' function for the eigenfunctton, 
thus, 
L,,:f2 
0 
A2 B2 C2 D2 
--e-Z'k.rL.r/2 + -eZ'k.rL.,/2 _ -e-2KL.,f2 + -e2KL.,/2 
2zkx 2ikx 2K 2K 
+ABL + CDL 2AC e-<•k,+K)L,/2 + 2BD e(•k,+K)L,/2 
x x (ikx +K) (zkx +K) 
=2m" 2AD -(•k -K)L /2 2BC (•k -K)L /2 e " " + e "' " (zkx-K) (zkx-K) 
A2 B2 C2 D2 2AC 
--+---+ 
2zkx 2zkx 2K 2K (zkx + K) 
2BD 2AD 2BC 
+ + (ikx +K) (zkx-K) (zkx-K) 
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and hence, 
(1-e-2•k,L,f2) (B)2 (1-e2•k,L,f2) +(C)2 (1-e-2<L,f2) 
2zkx A 2zkx A 21C 
2 "{D) 2 (1-e2KL,!2) B CD C2(1-e-(•k,+<)L,/2) A =A Lm - +-L +--L + - -
n Y A 21C A x A A x A (zkx + IC) 
_ B D 2( 1- e(•k,+<)L,/2) + D 2(1- e-(•k,-<)L,/2) _ B c 2(1- e(•k,-<)L,/2) 
A A (ikx+K) A (zkx-IC) AA (ikx-IC) 
where the expresswns for the constants are given m Appendix 3c for the syrnrnetnc case. 
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Appendix 4a 
Taking the hneansed Navier Stokes equation, 
Po :t ii = -V'P + ( ~ .u + {:l )v(v ii)- ,uV'x (Y'x u) (1), 
the hneansed conservation of mass, 
'[""]- a- o (2) Po v .u + at P = ' 
and the hneansed equation of contmmty for heat flow, 
as z-p.r. at= KV T (3), 
Wntmg the field vanables as the sum of a constant and a small harmomc perturbation 
gives, 
p = Po + pe-'"'' 
p=p.+&-'"', and 
T- T. _,,. = 0 +re , 
ii = u0 + ue-'"' 
Assume that u0 = 0 and wnte the velocity as the sum of a longitudinal part u1, and a 
rotational part, u,. Thus, u = u1 + u, and 
V'xu1 =0 and Vu,= 0 (4),(5). 
This separatiOn allows equation (1) to be wntten as, 
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and hence by the Identities (4) and (5), 
-p0iro(u, +u,)=-Vp+(~~t+f:l)v(v.u,)-~tVx(Vxu,) (6) 
Smce the gradient of a scalar function, m this case the pressure, 1s entirely long1tudmal, 
1.e. V x (V f)= 0, equatwn (6) can be spht as follows, 
-p0irou, = -Vp +( ~ ll + f:l )v(vu,) 
and 
From p280 [50], 1t IS possible to express the density change and the entropy change m 
terms of a pressure and temperature change as follows 
and (7),(8) 
where a IS the rate of mcrease of pressure w1th temperature at constant volume, c0 IS the 
speed of sound, C P IS the specific heat at constant pressure, Cv IS the specific heat at 
constant volume and y the ratw of spec1f1c heats. 
Smce u, has no divergence, msertmg (7) mto (2) g1ves, 
V.u1 = i~ (p-ar) 
PoCo 
and msertmg (8) m to (3) g1ves, 
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Therefore, summansmg the govemmg equations, 
(9), 
( K 2) • y-1 lW +--V 'l' = IW--p C,p0 ay 
(10), 
(11), 
and (12). 
These govemmg equations can be combmed to form a fourth order partial differential 
equatiOn with 'l', p or u 1 as the subJeCt. 
In order to give temperature as the dependent vanable, take the divergence of (11), 
(13) 
and msertmg (9) mto (13) gives 
Expandmg this equatiOn gives, 
(14). 
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Rearranging (10) gives, 
ay ( K 2 ) p=-- r+ 'Vr(r -1) uJJCpp0 
and usmg (15) m (14) gives, 
Rearrangmg gives, 
ayK 
+~ (y-1) 
(15) 
Compactmg this equatiOn by factonng out y, a and 1/(y -1) gives, 
Appendzx4a 
=0. 
r=O. 
K [ 1 y (4 )]v• { lW [yK (4 )]} 2 (OJ2) 
-- -. ---2 -p+/3 T+ 1---2 -+ -p+/3 V r+ - 2 r=O P0Cp IOJ p0c0 3 p0c0 Cp 3 c0 
which IS the differential equatiOn governmg the temperature fluctuations due to the 
acoustic processes. 
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In order to relate the long1tudmal velocity to the temperature and pressure, take 
u1 = u1a + u,. and assume, 
and similar for the other d1rect10ns. 
From equatwn 4a-11, 
l{))P0U 1 +( ~ J.l + f:l)v(vu,) = Vp 
and smce u1 IS entirely long1tudmal, 
Vxu, =0 WhiCh g1ves, \7(\7 u1) = \72u1 
Therefore, 
[p0iW +( ~ J.l + f:l)vz},. = Vp. (1) 
and [pi m+ ( ~ J.l + f:l )vz },. = V p. (2) 
and thus (1) becomes, 
wntten as 
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Appendzx4b 
and (2) becomes, 
wntten as 
Therefore, 
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For the rotational veloc1ty, taking equatiOn 4a-12, 
irop0u,=,uVx(Vxu,} (1) 
wh1ch, smce 
and because, 
Vu =0 
' 
can be wntten as a vector wave equatiOn, 
where 
e= iwp. 
' J.1 
Th1s 1s a pseudo-wave equatiOn, smce m truth the root equatiOn 
V' 2u _Po~u =0 
' .u at ' 
Appendtx4c 
IS the vector diffusion equatiOn contammg only a first order time dlfferenual, not the 
vector wave equation. However, separatmg off the time factor leaves a vector wave 
equal!On for the spatial component. (see pl812 [104]) 
The complete solutiOn of the equatiOn set, IS dependent upon 3 scalars, the fmt of wh1ch 
IS the solutiOn to the longiludlnal equatiOn defined previOusly and the remaining two 
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defmed here. It can be shown (see p1766 [104]) that the transverse solutwns for a vector 
equatiOn of the form, 
m a rectangular coordmate system are, for this particular problem 
M=V(vr)xz 
and 
where lf! and X are solutwns of the scalar Helmholtz equatiOn, which, assuming a 
response of the form, 
are taken as, 
and 
With 
which gives, 
1jl = (Xse'sz + X6e-rsz)e'k..,xe'k,y 
x= (x1e'sZ + Xge-'s')etk,..xe'kyY 
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'k ~ik (x e'''- X e-''') k z 7 8 
' 
= 
zkY zk (x e'''- X e _,,,) k z 7 8 
' 1 
-(e + r?)(x e''' +X e-''') k ' 5 7 8 
' 
This allows the transverse veloc1ty to be wntten as u, = u,, + u,2 hence, 
(2) 
SubstitutiOn of these expresstons mto (1) conf1rms them as vahd soluttons. 
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Smce, 
and 
where ljl = (x,e''' + X6e-''')e•k,xe'"', the boundary conditiOns gtve nse to the followmg 
equatiOns: 
Ux(:=O) = 0 
ux(:=d) = 0 
zk ['¥" (xe''d +X e-',d) +'Ph (x e''d +X e-,,d)] xq, I 2 <P 3 4 
a h =0 
+ik (x e''d +X e-',d) + ikxr, (x e''d- X e-',d) 
y 5 6 k 7 8 
' 
ik ['¥" (Xe"d +X e-',d) +'Ph (x e''d +X e-',d)] y<P I 2 <P 3 4 
a h 
=0 
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Wntmg these boundary equatiOns m matnx fonn, 
0 0 0 0 
e'' e-r,d e''tJ e-,,a 0 0 0 0 
k '1'. k '1'. tk 'fit tk \flit lk, lk, tkxrs _,k"r3 0 J- ,_ x, • <I>. • <1> • • <1>, • <1>, k. k • 
tk 'I' .. e'' 4 tk '¥,.. e-~a tk '¥,., e''4 tk '¥/t e-r,d tk1e'•d tk1e-''a tkxrs .a tkxrs _, 4 x, 
0 
-e' --e' 
• <I>. '<I> • '<1>, '<1>, k. k. x, 0 
k '1'. k '1'. tk '¥/t tk '1', 
-tkz 
-tk" 
tk1 rs _ tk.,r5 x, 0 I- J-
'<I>. '<I>. '<1>, '<1>, k. k. x, 0 
tk '¥,.. e'•4 tk '¥.,. e-•,d tk '¥" e''4 tk 'fit e-r,d tk1r5 , 4 tk1r5 -•d -tk"e'•d -tkxe-''" -e' --e' x, 0 
'<I>. '<I>. '<1>, '<1>, k. k. V 
'1'. '1'. '1', '1', (k; + k:) (k; + k:) x, v, 
-r. --r. ~,3 --r. 0 0 x, V 
<1>. ' <I>. ' <I>' k • k. v, • • 
'1'., r.e'~d - \f'.,. r.e-r,d '¥" r:e''a _'Pit r:e-1\a 0 0 (k' + k') { k; + k:} -r,d " ' e'•a e 
<I>. ' <1>. ' <I>' <I> ' k • k. 
• • 
Usmg the followmg abbrev1atwns, 
'1'. 'I' iky =~, (k;+k;)=s-, -=UJ <Ph =s;, cp , 1kx a h 
eTjd =~, e-r,d - e 
- 2' e'
3d - e 
- ,, e-r3d - £ 
- 4' 
ersd - e 
- 5' e-rsd =E6, 
and rearrangmg both the order of the equa!lons and the coefficients gives, 
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g ~ !l.. -~ rn '(jJ <; <; k, k, 
gE, gE6 
r, r, 
riJEl file2 <;e, <;e, x, 0 -E --E k s k 6 
' ' x6 
0 
0 0 £ £ !i7lj -riJij <;r, -<;r, V k, k, x, vi 
i_E i_E x, 
V 
0 0 lU!jEI -1i11j£2 <;r,E, -<;r,E, = v, k s k 6 XI 
' ' 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 x, 0 0 0 0 0 El E, E, E, x, 
-1 -1 r, 
_5_ 0 
'(jJ '(jJ <; <; X, g g k, k, 0 
-E, -E6 r, r, 
riJEl filE2 <;E, <;E, -E --E g g k s k 6 
' ' 
; ; r, -~ 
k, k, 
f11 f11 s s 
0 (~-::) 0 -"'-(!- '•) +-::) ~1- ::) {I-::) {I-::) x, 0 k~ E5 X, 0 
.f_ .f_ V 0 0 
""i -fi»j r,S -r3<; x, v, k, k, 
.I, .I, x, V 0 0 li71jE'I -t:mj£2 r3f3<; -r3£4<; = v1 k, ' k, ' x, 0 0 0 0 0 x, 0 0 0 0 0 e, e, e, e, x, 0 
0 0 "'-(! + ;') -''(I+;') m( I+;') m( I+;') s(I+;') s(I + ;') x, 0 k, k, 
0 (1- ::) "'-(! + ;') k, -"'-(I+ e, ;') k. E5 ++ ~ ;') ~!+::;') {!+::;') {~+::r) 
; ; !l_ _2_ f11 f11 > > k, k, 
0 (~-::) 0 -''(!-~) ~~-~) +-::) {I-::) {I-::) x, 0 k. £5 x, 0 
.f_ .f_ V 0 0 
""i -fi»j ,,, -~rJ x, v, k, k, 
.I, .I, x, V 0 0 t:mjE, -tmjEz r3e3~ -t;rJ£4 = u2 k, ' k, ' x, 0 
0 0 0 0 x, 0 
0 0 0 0 t; e, e, e, x, 0 
0 0 "'-(! + ;') -"'-(!+;') m( I+;') 1I1(1 + ;') >(I+;') >(l+;'J x, 0 k, k, 
0 0 -"'-(!+;') "'-''(I+;') - f11t; (1 + ;') - f17E'(I+;') -><,(I+;') - ,,, (1 +;') k, k. e, e, e, e, e, 
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~ ~ r, _ _2 f11 f11 > > k, k, 
0 {I-::) 0 _5_( 1- '•) k~ e5 w(l- ::) +-::) {1- ::) {I-::) 
.£ .£ 0 0 f111j 
-=. r,q -'3~ k, k, 
0 0 0 
.£(1-'') k., e, f111j( 1- ~) -f111j( 1-::) r,{l-::) -r,{l- ::) 
0 0 0 0 I I 
0 0 0 0 tj e, e, e, 
0 0 0 2{ 
k, +-f.) -++f.) {r,-f,) -{, +f,) 
0 0 0 
.£(1+'') k., f:s w( '") w( ''') { ''') { ''·) r.-- - r.+- r.-- - r.+-I rsfs I 'sf:s 3 r5f:s 3 rsEs 
~,.5__!1_ 
0 {~-~) : -r:(~~l 
0 0 -'- -'-
'· k 
0 0 0 .r(t-!i.J A:, E! 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Working w1th the 4x4 matnx m the bottom nght hand corner, 
or abbreviating agam, 
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0 
0 
V 
u, 
V 
~- 02 
' e, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
V 
u, 
V 
u, 
~(•+~)- ul 2 E5 E5 
[~ 
I 
0 1- e, 
~ 
0 I +.1[ 
e 
0 l+!L 
m 
I 
E, 
-rrrg 
-rrrq 
1- e, 
~ 
1
_ sh 
""' 1-_2_ 
rmn 
0 
I 0 
<, e4 x2 == ~'(I+ E•)- ~' 
sh -si x, 2 e, <, Tl ss 
-sw X, ~(1 _(<,-<,))- ~' 
' (<, +e,) <, 
1- f4 
~ 
1 +.2_ 
""' 1+ sw 
rmn 
0 
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Th1s leads to ( 1 ), 
0 1 1 1 0 0 1- e, 1-£3 1-£4 
'·] __!_[ ~. (1 +~ )- ~' ]•(•, -e,) e, e, e, 0 0 (1- '•) -(t- sh) e(e, -e,) (1- '}(1 + 2_) e(e, -e,) Xz = rue 2 e, e, e,(e +g) e, ""' e,(e+g) e, rue e,(e+g) x, 
0 0 (1- '')-( 1-_2_ t(e, -e,) (1-'')-(1+ sw)m(e,-e,) x. 1 m(~-e,)H1-~)- ~'] 
e, rmn e,(m + q) e, mm e,(m + q) rmn e,(m+q) ' (e,+e,) e, 
Obtammg an expresswn for X4 from (1), 
thus, 
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[__!___[~~ (1 + e,) _ ~2 ]e(t:l-t:2) 1"(1- E3) -(1_..2_) m(~ -t:2)]-!iTe 2 E5 E5 t:1(e+g) J- E1 !iTm t:1(m+q) 
[ 
1 m(t:1 -t:2 )[~~( 1 (e,-e,))- ~2 ]t(1 - E3)-(1- ~h)e(t:l-t:2)] 
!iTm t:1(m+q) (t:5 +t:6) t:5 } t:1 liTe t:1(e+g) 
[(1_ E4 ) -(1 + .2..) e(~ -t:2)l(1- E3) -(1_..2_) m(~ -t:2)]-E1 rne t:1(e+g) E1 !iTm t:1(m+q) 
(2) 
X,= 
[(1_ E')-(1+ ~w)m(~-e2H(1 -E3)-(1- ~h)e(e,-e,)] E1 !iTm t:1(m+q)_r ~ rne ~(e+g) 
To wnte X3 m terms of X4 , usmg (I) 
[(1- ~) -(1- :) :~(: ~~]]x, +[(!- ::)-(!+ !) :~(: ~~]]x, = ~e[ ~ (1 + ::) -~; ]:~~ ~~] 
[ 
1 [~ ( E) ~ ]e( -E)] 
I 1+ 6 2~ 2 [( E) ( ~/)e(t: t:)] 
"ii,; 2 E, -e, t:1(e+g) 1--:.-- I+-;; e}(~~;) (
3
) 
X,= ( 1- e,)-(1- ~h)e(t:1 -t:2 ) [(1- E3)-(!- ~)e(t:1 -t:2)]x, E1 rne t:1(e +g) t:1 rne t:1(e +g) 
To wnte X2 m terms of X3 and X, usmg (1), 
(1- ~)x, +(t- ::)x, +(1- ~)x, =O 
Fmally, to wnte X1 m terms of X2 , X3 and X4 
x, + X2 + x, + x, = o 
x,=-X2 -x,-x, (5) 
Now, usmg (2), (3) and (4) m (5) g1ves and expressiOn for XI' 
X =-[1+(t:,-~)Jx -[l+(t:,-~}lv 
I (t:l-t:2) 3 (~ -t:2) r· 
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expandmg, 
[_!_[~(I+~)-~']~ r(l- '')-(l-.2_)m(e,-e,)]-t1Je 2 e, e, e,(e+g) J- e, ,., e,(m+q) 
[I m(e,-e,)[~(~-~)- ~,]t(l- '')-(I-sh)~] mm e,(m+q) ' (e,+£6) e, ~ e, tJJe e,(e+g) 
j[(l- '•) -(1+51..)~1(1- '')-(1-£) m(e, -e,)]-t; tJJe e,(e+g) _[I t; mm e,(m+q) 
[(I- '•) -(I+ <;w)m(t; -e,)I(~-~)-(I- sh)~] t; mm e,(m+q) e, tJJe e,(e+g) 
[I+ (e,-e,) __!__[~(~+~)- ~']~ (e,- e,) tJJe 2 e, e, e,(e +g) 
(I- '')_(I- ~h) e(e,- e,) e, tJJe e,(e+g) 
expandmg agrun, 
l(e -e l[(l- '•) -(1 +51..) e(e, -e,)]- (e -e )~(1- '') -(1- <;h)~] ' 2 t; tJJe e,(e +g) ' ' ~ e, tJJe e,(e +g) X,= (e-e{(~-~)-(1-c;h)~] ' ' e, tJJe e,(e +g) 
[__!__[~• (I+ '•) _ ~' ]~ t(l- ~)_(I- .2_) m(e,-e,)]-rue 2 e, e, e,(e +g)~ e, rum e,(m + q) 
[I m(e,-e,)[~.(~-~)- ~,lt(~-~)-(l- <;h)e{e,-e,)] """e,(m +q) (e, +£6 ) e, j} e, t1Je e,(e+ g) [I+ ~-=-~-JJ _!_[~(I+~)- ~' ]~] (e,-e,)_\_ t1Je 2 e, e, e,(e+g) 
~(I- '•) -(I +51..) e(e, -e,)I(l- ~)-(I- .2_) m(e, -e,)]-~ e, t1Je e,(e +g) e, mm t;(m + q) (l-~)-(l- c;c)e(e,-e,) e, t1Je e,(e +g) 
~(I- '•)-(I+ c;w)m(e,-e,)l(l- '')-(I- c;h)e(e,-e,)] ~ e, """ e,(m+q)..l! e, tJJe e,(e+g) 
and fmally, 
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X,= ~~(I '•) (I r,/)~1(1 '•) (I g)m(e,-e,)] (e,-e )G(l-~)-(l- -")e(e,-e,) ~ --.; - +me e,(e+g) --.; - - rmn e,(m+q) -
'V e, me e,(e+g) ~(~-~)-(!+ o;w)m(e,-e,n(I-~)-(I- >;h)~] 
V e, mm e,(m+q) J: e, rJJe e,(e+g) 
Taking the bottom lme, 
X, =A= (e, -e,) (e, -e,)(e +g)+(~- e)(e, -e,) l[(e,- e,)(e +g)-(~+ e)(e,- e,) I(e,- e,)(m + q) +( ;-m)e,- e,)] 
" e,(e+g) e,'(e+g)(m+q) [ (>;w ) I (-" ) ] 
- (e,-e,)(m+q)- -;;+m (e,-e,) (e,-e,Xe+g)+ rJJ -e (e,-e,) 
(e,-e,) [ ('h ) ~[(e,-e,)(e+g)-(~+e)e,-•,)I(e,-e,)(m+q)+(;-m)e,-e,)] I 
A '( )' (e,-e,)(e+g)+ --e (e,-e,) 
e, e+g (m+q) m -[(e,-e,)(m+qJ-('; +m)e,-e,)I(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)e,-e,)] 
Therefore X1 IS, 
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[
(<, -•,)[(~-<,)(e+ g)-( ~+e)E,-E,)]- [ ~(!+~)-~ }•• -<,)(m +q)+(~-m )•, -•,)]-
( ) (<,-<,)[{E,-<,)(e+g)+(~-e){<,-<,)] [v(1 ~) ~'J( )( ) (<;h )( J] 1 e1-e1 w v, -( ) -- £1-£1 e+g + --e c;-e1 X 1 = 2 E5 +e, £5 ru A rl1E:{e+g) (m+q) 
~[v v ~[(<,-<,)(e+g)-(~+e)•,-•,)I(•,-•,)(m+q)+(~-m)•,-•,)]1 
- v,(•, +<,)-2v, [ I l 
2E, - (<,-<,)(m+q)-('; +m)E,-<,) (~-E,)(e+g)+(~ -e)(~-•,) 
Now usmg (2) and (3) m (4) to wnte an expressiOn for X2 , 
[ [
V ( ) V l ( )] 1 V E V e E -E 
- ___!_ 1 + __§_ --2 1 2 e, c;l e(e,- e,) 
(e,-e,) ure 2 e, e, e,(e+g) [(1-e.)-(1+;:;;-)e,{e+g)] (e,-e,) 
x, ; (e, -e,) [(1- e,) -(1- c;h) e(e,- e,)] ~(1 - e,) _ (1- c;h) e(E,- e,)] X, + (e,- ~:2 ) X, 
e, ~ e,~+~ ~ e, ~ e,~+~ 
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[I [~'(I E6 ) ~2 ]e(E1 -E2)] l X _(E,-E,);;;;; 2 +~ -~ E,(e+g) (E,-E,) 
2
-(E,-E,) [(I-E')-(I-Sh)e(E,-E2)] + (E,-E2) 
E1 me E1(e+g) 
[(I E,) (I g)e(E,-E,)J] (e3-E,) -e;-- +;;;;; t;(e+g) (e,-E,) [(I- E3)-(l- 0)e(E,-E2)] X, 
E1 rne e,(e+g) 
expandmg, 
[__!_[]!._(!+"-)-~']~ t(1_.2)-(1_£) m(e,-e,)]-""' 2 e, e, e,(e+ g)~ e, tom e,(m+q) 
I 
( ) ( ).I. -• \I [I m(e,-e,}[v( k:J) ~,]t( '•) ( r;h)~] (e,-e,) (e,-e,) 1-~ -I+~~ tomt;(m+q) v, 1-(e,+e,) -£,~~-£;"-I-;;; e,(e+g) 
(e,-e,f (e,-e,) (1-.0.)-(1- <;h)~ ~(1-"-)-(1+5!_)~](1-.2)-(1-_£)m(e,-e,)]-
e, tile e,(e+g) ~ e, ""' e,(e+g) e, tom e,(m+q) 
~(1- "-)-(I+ <;w) m(e,-e,}l(l- .0_)- (1- <;h)~] ~ e, tom e,(m+q)J: e, tJJe e,(e+g) 
expandmg agam, 
Usmg (2) m (3) to wnte an expressiOn for X3 , 
[I [~'(I E6 ) ~,]e{E,-E,)] ~( ) ( I) ( )] ;;;;; 2 +f, -~ e,(e+g) ~ 1-~- !+;;; :;~:~) 
X,= (I-E')-(I- Sh)e(E,-E,)] [(I-E')-(I- Sh)e(E1 -E2)]X' e, ~ e,~+d e, ~ e,~+d 
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(e -e )[_I_[v'(l+ e,)- v,]e(e,-e,)~[(l- ::)-(I+ !):~(~~;ml- ~)-(I- !);,(:~~n-1 
' 
2 
""' 2 e, e, e,(e+g) [(l-e')-(l+ <;w)m(e,-e,)](l-e')-(l- <;h)e(e,-e,)] 
e, UJm e,(m+q) e, ll7e e,(e+g) 
X,=± ~( e,) <;I e(e,-e,) [~[%(I+::)-~:]:~{~~;]J(~-~)+-!);,f~~~]]--(e,-e,)~ 1-- -(1+-)"-'-T---=-'1--
e. ""' e,(e+g) [ I m(e,-e,)[v(1 (e,-e,)) d\i(1 e,) (1 <;h)e(e,-e,)] 
UJm e,(m + q) v, - (e, +e,) - f, JJ -£, - - ll7e e,(e +g) 
expandmg, 
Fmally, rewntmg (2), 
[v'(l+ e,)- v, }(e,-e,)(m+q)+(2:-m)(e.-e,)]-( )' [ 2 e, e,J. m 
X,= ~Ae:(e=·~;(m+q) (e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)te,-e,) [ v} 
v.(l-1:: :::l)- ~: /" -e,)(e+ g)+(~ -e)te. -e,)] 
Abbrev1atmg, 
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- ("'-<,) "' 
- f 1
3(e+ g)'(m+q( 
g1ves, 
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Then, lettmg 
I V 11 V X, = X, v, + X, v2 
where X, IS any one of the constants, gives, 
[
(e, -s,l[(s, -e,)(e+ g)-(;+ e)te, -e,) J-]Ml + ::)[(e,- e,)(m +q) +(~-m )te,-e,) ]-I 
X/=-]- (e, -s,)[(s, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)te, -e,)] (1- i::: ::l)[(s,- e,)(e +g)+(~ -e )te, -s,)] 
::.rJJ (e, _ e,)(e, +e,) ![(e, -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)ts, -e,) I(e, -e,)(m + q) +( ~-m)te, -s,)] I 
Ze, +,-e,)(m+q)-(;;' +m)te,-e,)l(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)tr,-e,)] 
[
(e,- e,)[(ti -e,)(e +g)-(~+ e)(ti -e,) J-lJ :, [(ti- e,)(e +g)+(~- e)te, -e,) J 
X('= J- (e, -4(ti -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)(e, -e,) J l :, [(ti -e,)(m +q) +(~-m }tj -e,) J 
::.ru + (e, -e,) l[(e, -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)te, -e,) I(e,-e,)(m +q) +(~-m }tj -e,) J ) 
e, -[(tj-e,)(m+q)-(;; +m)te,-e,)I(tj-E3)(e+g)+(~ -e)(tj-e,)] 
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Appendix 4e 
then wntmg, 
and I V /1 V X. = x. v, + x. v2 
g1ves, 
Insertmg the expresswns for the constants obtamed m Appendix 4d, 
[
(e, -e,l[(e, -e,)(e + g)-(~+e}t; -e,) ]-]HI+ ~)[(t; -e,)(m + q) +(~-m }'i -e,) ]-
(e, -e,l[(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~- •)(e,- e,)] ](1- (;; :::m'i -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e}e,- e,)] 
(e, _ e,)(e, +e,)l[(t; -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e}t; -e,) I(t; -e,)(m + q) +(~-m )(t; -e,)] I 
' ' 1 
2
'' -[(t;-e,)(m+qJ-(',; +m)(t;-e,)I(t;-e,)(e+g)+(~-e)(t;-e,)] 
X1 +X2 =;::-
.:.tu +~(l + '•)l[(t; -e,)(e + g)-(~+e)(t; -e,) I(t;- e,)(m +q) +(~-m }'i- e,) ]-, 
2 
e, [(e,-e,)(m+qJ-(',; +m}e,-e,)I(t;-e,)(e+g)+(~-e}t;-e,)] 
+l(e,- t;l[(t; -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e}t; -e,) ]-, Ml + ::)[(t; -e,)(m +q) +(~-m)(e, -e,) ]-
(e,- t;)[(t;- e,)(e +g)-(~+ e}t;- e,)] (1- (::: ::l)[(t;-e,)(e +g)+ ( ~ - e}t;- e,)] 
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[
(e, -e,)[(e, -e,)(e +g)-(~+ e)te,- e,)] ] (e,z:,e,)[(e. -e,)(m +q) +(~-m )(e.- e,) ]-~ 
1 
-(e,- e,)[(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)(e,- e,) JJl (e,2:•J(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~ -e )(e.- e,)] 
= ""' (e, -e,)(e, +e,)j[(e,- e,)(e +g)-(~+ e)te,- e,) l(e,- e,)(m +q) +(~-m )re, -e,) ]-~ 
ze, [(e, -e,)(m +q) -(;;+m )re, -e,) Jte.- e,)(e +g)+(~- e)(e,- e,)] 
[
[(e, -e,)(e + g)-(~+e)(e, -e,)] ](e, +e.J'[(e, -e,)(m +q)+(~-m )(e, -e,)]l 
(e, -e,) -[(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e )(e,- e,)] -4e,e{(e,- e,)(e +g)+ ( ~- e )te,- e,)] 
S!l12e,(e, +e,) I[( ) ('I ) I (" )( l] I , e,-e, (e+g)- ;;;:+e (e,-e,) (e,-e,)(m+q)+ ;;;:-m e,-e, -
-(e, +e,) [ I ] (e,-e,)(m+q)-(',; +m)te,-e,) (e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)te,-e,) 
(e, +e,)'[(e, -e,)(m +q)+(~- m)te, -e,)I(e, -e,)(e+ g)-(~+e)te, -e,)] 
-(e, +e,)'[(e,- e,)(m +q)+(~- m)t<-. -e,)I(e, -e,)(e+ g)+(~ -e)te,-e,)] 
_ (e, _ e,) -4e,e,[(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e)te,- e,) I(e,- e,)(e +g)-(~+ e}e,- e,)] 
- S!i7Ze,(e, + e,) +4e,e,[(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~- e)te,- e,) I(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- •)(e,- e,)] 
-(e, + e,)'[(e,- e,)(e +g)-(~+ e)te,- e,) I(e,- e,)(m + q) + (~-m )(e,- e,)] 
+(e, + e,)'[(e,- e,)(m +q)-( '; + m)te,- e,) I(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e)te,- e,)] 
Therefore, 
ISO 
[I] 
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(2) 
xt +X~ 
Rewntmg the second bracket, 
(<1 -<,)[ +4<,<6(: +e)-(~-m)<, u,t + 4<,<.( ~-e)-(<, u,)'( ;;'+m)] 
+(<1 - <,)[4c5c6(e +g)- (m+ q)(<s +c6)'] 
+(<,- <,)[-4<5<6(e +g)+(<, +c6 ) 2(m +q)j 
=l(<,-4 +4<,c,(; +e+ ~-e)-(; -m+;; +m)(<, +e,)'J] 
+(t;- c3 - t; +e,)[4c5c6(e +g)- (m +q)(<, +e,)'] 
=l(<,-<,)[4<5E6 ~(h+l)- ~(s+w)(<,+e,)'J] (3) 
-(<, -<,)[4<,c,(e+ g)-(m +q)(e, +c,)'] 
Expandmg for the abbreviatiOns mtroduced m Appendix 4d, 
(h +I)= [r,(1- ::) -Mr,- ;,)(1- ::) + r,(1- ::)-Mr3 + ;,)(1- ::) ] 
= r, [(e, u,)-(<, u,)] 
Es 
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Therefore, equatiOn (3) can be rewntten as, 
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Appendzx4e 
= (~ -<,)5_ -4r,<,(<, + <,) + r, (<3 + <,){<, + <,)' -(E,- e,) -4~e,(e, + e,) + _'i_{~ +E,){e, + e,)' ~ ~ ~ 
_ _l__(e, -e,)(e, -e,)(e, +E,) _ _l__{<,- e6)(~- e,)(e, +E,) r;e, rs£, 
(e1 - e2)(e,- e6)5_~[r,{E3 +E4 )(E,- E6 )- f_{E3- E,)(E, +E,)] 
ti1 Es rs 
-(E,- e,)(E,- e6)~[~(e, +e,)(e,- E,)- f(E, -E2 )(e, +e,)] 
Es r, 
[
r3 5_{E1 - e2)(e3 +E,)(e,- e6)- f_5_(E1 - e2)(e3 - e4)(e5 +e6)] 
=(E -e)~ fil r,fil 
s ' Es ( 
-'I(e, +E2)(e, -E,)(e, -E,)+ r, (E,-e,)(e3 -E,)(e, +E6) 
= (E, _ E,)[(E~- E,)[r,s;(e1- E,)(E, +e,)- 'Iar(e, +e2)(e3 - E,)]l 
arE, +-(E1-E2)(e3 -E,)(E, +e6)(w-s;) r, 
andsmce, 
from equallon (2) 
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Append!x4e 
[(e~-e,)[r,c,(e, -e,)(e, +e,)- "r;7{e, +e,)(e, -e,)]l ( _ )( _ ) +-(e,-e,)(e, -e,)(e, +e,)(w-s) 
X{+Xi= ~~,;:(e\:) j[ r, ( l ) I ( ) ] ) 
' ' 
6 (e,-e,)(e+g)- ~ +e (e,-e,) (e,-e,)(m+q)+ ~-m (e,-e,) 
-[(e,-e,)(m +q)-( ;;' + m}e, -e,)l(e,-e,)(e +g)+(: -e}e, -e,)] 
Again usmg the expressiOns obtamed m Appendix 4d, 
l[(e. -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e }e. -e,) I(e.- e,)(m +q) +(~-m )te,- e,) ]-~ (e, +e,) [ I (e,-e,)(m+qJ-('; +m)(e,-e,) (e,-e,}(e+g)+(~-e}e,-e,)] 
1 1 ~ I ( )( ) (<;/ )( ) riJ 1, _, \ [ ~(e,+e6)[(e,-e,)(m+q)+(s.< -m)(e,-e,)]-~ X3 +X,= _ -- e,-e, e+g- -+e e,-e, [ ( ) ] 
.::w 21:, w 4e,e, ( )( ) c,h ( ) 
and thus, 
-- •-e e+g + --e e-e (es+e6) '1 J fi1 • z 
+ (e,-e,)(e+g)+(L-e}e,-e,) [ 
h ~(e,+e,)[(e.-e,)(m+q)+(~ -m}e,-e,)]-~ 
riJ (e:·~;,) [(e.- e,)(e +g)+ ( ~ - •)(e, - e,)] 
(e, +e,)'[(e, -e,)(e + g)-(~+e}e, -e,} I(e, -e,}(m +q) +(~-m }e. -e,)] 
-(e, +<,)'[(e, -e,)(m+q)-(;; +m )(e, -e,) I(e, -e,}(e +g)+(~ -e}e, -e,)] 
1 1 
(e,-e,) -(e,+e,)'[(e,-e,)(e+g)-(~ +e}e,-e,)I(e,-e,}(m+q)+(~-m}e,-e,}] 
x, +X, = - ( ) I ] 
=-ru2e, e, +e, t4e,e,[(e, -e,)(e+ g)-(~+e)e, -e,) (e, -e,)(e+ g)+(~ -e)(e, -e,) 
+(e, +e,)'[(e, -e,}(e+ g)+(~ -e)(e, -e,) I(e, -e,)(m +q)+(~-m }e, -e,)] 
-4e,e.[(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)(e, -e,}I(e, -e,}(e+ g)+(~ -e}e, -e,}] 
which by companson with equatwn (1), shows that, 
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Th1s IS as would be expected, due to the r(z=o) = 0 boundary conditiOn, but provides a 
useful check on the algebra. G1ven th1s relation, 
where, 
X{ +X~ 
Zw'Ej(E, +e,) j[(t;- E,)(e +g)-(;+ e}t; -E,) I(e,-e3)(m + q) + (;-m )tt; -£,)] I 
-[(t; -e,)(m + q) -(;; +m )te,-e2) I(t;- E,)(e +g)+(~- e)tt;-e2)] 
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Appendix 4f 
Smce, from equatiOn (32) m Chapter 4, 
then wntmg, 
and I V Il V x. = x. v, + x. v2 
thus, 
Insertmg the expressiOns obtamed m Appendix 4d, 
156 
(e, -e,)[(e,- e,)(e +g) -(~+e)(e, -e,)] 
-(e, -e,)[('i -e,)(e +g)+(~ --)te,- e,)] :, [(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e}t; -e,)] I 
1 
+(e, -'il[(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)te, -e,)] -:, [('i -e,)(m +q) +(~-m }e, -e,)] 
= 
3
"' -(e, -'il[(e,- e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)te, -e,)] 
Appendlx4f 
+-[e, -e1 -e3 +e1] 1 
![('i -e,)(e+ g)-(~+ e}'i -e,) I(e, -e,)(m + q)+(~-m )te, -e,)] I 
e, -[te, -e,)(m +q)-(;; +m )te,- e,) I(e, -e,)(e+ g)+(~ -e)te, -e,)] 
[
(e, -e, -e, +t;l[('i -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)('i -e,)] ~ :, [('i -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e}t; -e,)] I 
1 
-(e, -e, -e, + 4('i- e,)(e +g)+(~- -)te, -e,) Jl :, [('i -e,)(m +q) +(~-m}t; -e,)] 
= 
3
"' +ks.ll[('i- e,)(e +g)-(~ +•}'i -e,) I(Ei -e,)(m +q) +( ~-m}t;- e,)] I 
e, -[('i- e,)(m +q) -(;; + m}t; -e,) I('i- e,)(e +g)+(~ -•}'i -e,)] 
[[(tj-e,)(e+g)-(~ +e)(tj-e,)] ][(tj-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)(tj-e,)] I 
_ 1 (tj-e,) -[('i-E3 )(e+g)+(~-e)e,-e,)] -[(tj-e,)(m+q)+(~-m)('i-Ez)] (I) 
-Sri1 e, l[(tj-e,)(e+g)-(~ +e}tj-e,)I(tj-e,)(m+q)+(~-m)('i-Ez)] I 
+ -[('i- e,)(m + q) -(;;+m )(e1 - e,) I(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e)('i- e,)] 
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[{e, -E4)(e+ g)-(;+ e}E, -E2 ) I{e1-e3)(e +g)+(~ -e)(e, -£2)] 
-[{e1 -E,)(e +g)-(;+ e)(~ -E2) I{~ -e3)(m +q) +(;-m }e1 -E,)] 
~ 1 (e,-e,) -[(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~-e}E1 -e2 )I{e1 -e3)(e+g)+(~-e}e,-E,)] 
?:ll7 Es +[(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e){e1 -e2)I{e1 -e3)(m+q)+(; -m){~-e,)] 
Therefore, 
+[{e1-e4)(e +g)-(;+ e}~ -e2) I{e1 -e3)(m +q) +(;-m)(~ -£2)] 
-[(e, -E,)(m +q)-( s;' +m }e1 -£2) I{e1 -E,)(e +g)+(~ -e)(e, -£2)] 
[{e1 -e4)(e+g)-(; +e){~-e2 )] 
-[{~-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e){e1-E2)] 
+[{e,-e,)(m+q)+(; -m }e,-e,J] 
-[(e,-e,)(m+q)-(s;' +m}e1-e2)] 
Takmg the fmal bracket, 
J{e1 -e2)[(; -m)+(s;' +m)-(; +e)-(~ -e)] ] l +{e1 - e,)[(m + q)- (e +g)]+ {e1 - e,)[(e +g)- (m+ q)] 
j(e -E l[~s -m+ ~w +m-~/ -e- sh +e]) _ I 2 fl7 f11 lJ7 fl7 
+(e1 -E4 -E1 +E3 )[(e+g)-(m+q)] 
~{{e1 -e2)~[(s+w)-(h+l)]} (2) 
+(e, -E,)[(e +g)- (m+ q)] 
Therefore, smce (from Appendix 4e), 
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and 
(e +g); _li_[(<, + <,)- (<, + <,)] 
Es 
and 
Equation (2) can be rewntten as, 
(<,-<,)(e,-e,) S [f(e -e )-r.(e -e)] 
e (e +E) ru r. 3 4 3 s 6 5 s 6 s 
+(e,-e,)(e,-e,)[r.(e -e )-f(e -e)] 
E (e +E) I S 6 I 2 
5 s 6 '5 
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andsmce, 
then, 
Working w1th X3 and X4 , takmg expressions from Appendix 4d, 
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j[(s, -s,)(e +g)-(; +e}~ -s,)] )j[(~ -s,)(e +g)+(~ -e)ts, -s,)] ) 
-[(s,-s,)(e+ g)+(~ -e)ts,- s,)] +~ -s,)(m +q) +(~-m Jt~ -s,)] 
j[(s,-s,)(e+g)-(; +e)(~-s,)I(s,-s,)(m+q)+(~ -m)(s,-s,)] ) -[(~ -s,)(m +q)-( ;;'+m)(~ -s,) I(s, -s,)(e +g)+(~ -e)ts,-s,) J 
wh1ch by companson w1th Equatwn (1) g1ves, 
which again 1s as would be expected, due to the r(z=o) = 0 boundary conditiOn, but agam 
also prov1des a useful check on the algebra. 
G1ven th1s relatiOn, 
and thus 
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where 
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Appendix 4g 
Smce, from equatiOn (32) m Chapter 4, 
Then wntmg, 
and I V 11 V X, = X, V1 + X, V 2 
thus, 
and smce, 
therefore, 
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Appendzx4g 
[·.(·. _4(t; -·.)(· + g)-(~+·}'i -<,)] w~ +~)[(·._ •. )(m +q) +(~-+· _ .,) ]-I 
-e,(e,- 4(t; -e,)(e+ g)+(~ -e}t; -e,) H(l- f;: :::lJ[(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)(t; -e,)] 
l
e,(e, -e,l[(e, -e,)(e+ g)+(~ -e)(t; -e,)] ij~(l +~)[(e, -e,)(m +q)+(~-m)(e, -e,)]-I 
+ -e,(e,- e,)[(t;- e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)(e,- e,)] (1- ((:,': ',•,)))[(•,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e)(t;- e,)] [xte~J+X~e-~J]= 2~ "' w ~( '•)l[(t; -e,)(e +g)-(; +e}e, -e,) I(e, -e,)(m +q) +(~-m }e, -e,)]-~ 
+e2 1+-
2 e, [(t;-e,)(m+q)-(;; +m}t;-e,)l(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e}e,-e,)] 
-e, (e, _ e,)(e, + e,) l[(e,- e,)(e +g)- ( ~ + e)(e,- e,) I('i- e,)(m + q) +( ~-m}e,- e,)] I 
2£, +- e,)(m +q)-( ';+m )(e, -e,) I(t; -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)(t; -e,)] 
!
(e,e,- t;e2 -e,e, +e,e,)[(t; -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e}e,- e,)] l!("z::•)[(e, -e,)(m + q) +(~-m }e, -e,) J] 
1 
+(e,e, -e,t; -t;e, +e,e,)[(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e}e,- e,)] -(e,2=•,J(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)(e, -e,)] 
= Ell7 (e, +e,)![('i -e,)(e +g)-(~+ •}e, -e,)l(e,- e,)(m + q) +(~- m}e, -e,) ]-~ 
+(e,e,-e,e,-e,e,+e,e,) [ I ] 
2<, (e,-e,)(m+q)-(s;' +m}e,-e,) (e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e}e,-e,) 
!
e,(e, -e,l[(e, -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)(e, -~:,)] l!(e, +e,)'[(e, -e,)(m + q) +(~-m }e. -e,) ]l 
1 1 
-e,(e, -4(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e}e, -e,)] -4e,e,[(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~- e)(e, -e,)] 
= Ell1
2
e,(e, + e,) ,![(e,- e,)(e +g)-(~+ e}e, -e,) I(e, -e,)(m +q) +(~-m )te, -e,) ]-~ 
-e,(e, -e,)(e, +e6) [ 
(e, -e,)(m +q)-( ~+m }e. -e,) I(e, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -+1-e,)] 
164 
e,(e, +e,)'[(e,-e,)(e + g)-(~+e)te, -e,) I(e, -e,)(m + q) +(;-m )te, -e,)] 
-e,4e,e,[(e1 -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)(e,-e,) I(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)te, -e,)] 
_ 1 (e,-e,) -e,(e,+e,)'[(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)(e,-e,)I(e,-e,)(m+q)+(; -m)(e,-e,)] 
- E1>1 2e,(e, + e,) [( )( ) (>h )( )I( ) (>h )( l] +e,.4e~e6 e1-e3 e+g + fi1 -e £1-£2 £1-£3 (e+g)+ riJ -e £1-£2 
Therefore, 
-e,(e, +e,)'[(e,- e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)te, -e,) I(e, -e,)(m +q) +(;-m )(e,- e,)] 
+e,(e, + e,)'[(e, -e,)(m +q)-(;; +m )te, -e,) I(•,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e)(e, -e,)] 
Appendtx4g 
(1) 
-e,4e,e,[(e1 - e,)(e +g)-(~+ e )te, -e,) J 
-e,(e, +e,)'[(e, -e,)(m +q) +(~-m )te,-e,)J 
Working with the second bracket, 
+E, 4e,e,[(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e)te,- e,) J 
+e,(e, +e,)'[(e, -e,)(m +q)-( ';+m )te,-e,)] 
(e, -e,J[ +e3 4e,e,(~ +e) -e,(e, +e,J'(;- m J +e4 4e,e,( ~-e) -e,(e, +e,J'(;; +m)] 
~ +(e,- e,)[ +e, 4e,e6(e +g)- e,(e, +e,)'(m + q)j 
+(e,- e,)[ +e,(e, + e,)'(m + q)- e34e,e,(e +g)] 
~~(e1 -E2l[4E5E.[E,(~ +e)+£,(~ -•)]-(e,+e:)'[e,(;; +m)+£,(; -m)JJ] 
+[e,(e1 -E3)-e3 (e1 -e,)J[4e5e6 (e + g)-(e, +£6 ) (m +q)] 
~ l(e,-e2l[ 4£5£,[; (e,l +e,h) + (e, ~ E4 )e ]- (e, +£,)'[; (e3w +e,s) + (e3 - E,)m JJ] (Z) 
-e,(£3- E,)[ 4e,e6(e +g)- (e, +£6) (m+ q)] 
And smce from Appendix 4e, 
-(e,- e,)[ 4e,e,(e +g)- (m+ q)(e, +<,)'] ~ -(e,- e,)(e,- e,).!.[~{e, + e,)(e,- e,)- f(e, - e,)(e, + e,)] 
Es 's 
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and also, 
(e3l +E4h) = £3['3- r3 £4 _5.. + .5_ £6- _f_ + _f_ e6 ]+r,[r3- '3 £3- .5. + .2. £6 + l_ _ _f_ £6] 
£5 2 2 £5 215 2r5 e5 e5 2 2 £5 2rs 2t; £5 
= _2_[-zr,r, + r,(r, +r6)-£(,, -r,}]+ s...[-zr,r, + r,(r, +r,) + f(r, -r,)] ~ ~ ~ ~ 
= -
1 [-4r,r,r, + r,(r, +r,)(r, +r,)-l(r,- r,)(r, -r,)] 
2e5 '5 
and, 
EquatiOn (2) becomes, 
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( ) !i7(e,-e,)(e,-e,)[r.e,(e,-e,)- S"'(e,+e,)+2e,e,f] ~-~- ~ ~ 
= !i7E, +s(e,-e,)[2r,e,e,(e,-E,)-2E,e,;, {e,-e,)] 
-e,{e, -e,)(e, -e,)_!_[r.(e, +e,)(E, -e,)-f(~ -e,)(e, +e,)] 
e, '5 
+ r,e, (e, -e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,)'- S.f(e, -e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,)(e, +e,) 
Es e, 's 
= + 
2e,e, f(e, -E,)(E,- e,)(E, -E,)- ~r. (e1 +e2 )(E, -e,)(e, -e,)' ~ ~ ~ 
+S.f(~- e,)(E, -E4 )(E5 -e,)(e, +e,) + __i_(~- e,)(e,- E,)[2r3E3e,(e5 -e,)- 2e5e6 f(£3 -e,)] Es 's 'li!Es '5 
j
+ r.e, (e,- e,)(e, -e.)'(e,- e, -~- e,) + 2"'"' f(~- e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,)) 
e5 e5 'S 
= +__i_2r3e3e,(e, -e,)(e,- e,)'- __5_.f.2E,e,(~- e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,) 
rJJ£5 fiJ£5 r5 
j 
r,e,e, ( )( )' r,e,e 4 <; ( )( )' I 
-2- e -e e -e +2--- P -e e -e E 3 4 s 6 E ti7"1 2 s 6 
= + 28e';' f(e,- e,)(e, -e,)(e, -e:)- 2"e'"' ~ f(~- e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,) 
s'5 5 wr, 
j s l 2(< -E) e,<,-(<,-e,)(e, -e,)(w-s) = s 6 r5 lUEs -(e,-e6)[ lilljf1e2(£3 - e4)- Sr3E3E4 (e1 - e,)] 
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and smce, 
.::= (e,-e,)(e+g)+ i.__, (e,-e,) _ [ ( h ) ~[(e,-e,)(e+g)-(~+e)te,-e,)I(e,-e,)(m+q)+(~-m)te,-e,)] I 
riJ {re. -e,)(m + q)-(;; +m )te. -e2) I(e, -e,)(e +g)+(: -e)te, -e,)] 
then, 
e,e,.f(e, -e,)(e, -e,)(ar-s) 
r, 
[X' e'' +X',-'']= (e,- ~,)(e,- e,) -(e,- e,)[ mr,e,e,(e,- e,)- ;r,e,e, (e,- e,)] 1 2 
ar'e-(e +e ) I[ ( 1 ) I ( ) ] I ' ' ' (e,-e,)(e+g)- ~+e (e,-e,) (e,-e,)(m+q)+ ;-m (e,-e,) 
-[(e. -e,)(m +q)-(;; +m }e.- e,) I(e.- e,)(e +g)+(: -e)te, -e,)] 
Lookmg at x3, 
,l[(e, -e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)te, -e,) I(e. -e,)(m + q) +(~-m )(e,- e,)] ) 
(e,+e,) [ I ] 
- (e,-e,)(m+q)-('; +m)te,-e,) (e,-e,)(e+g)+(: -e)te,-e,) 
X: j "'.: e,) -:c--r-=--1 -----,- ~ 
.:::.m 2e,(e, + E6) ~ '[ (c;s ) J] 
[ 
SI (e,+e,) (e,-e,)(m+q)+ 
01 
-m (e,-e,) 
- (e,-e,)(e+g)-(-;+e)te,-e,) h -4e,e,[(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)tr,-e,)] 
(e, +e,)'[(e, -e,)(e +g)-(~+ e)te, -e,) I(e.- e,)(m +q) +(~-m)(e, -e,)] 
_ (e, _ e,) 
1 
-(e, +e,)'[(e.- e,)(m +q)-(;; +m )(e,- e,) I(e, -e,)(e +g)+(: -e)tr, -e,)] 
- EriJ 
2
e,(e, +e,) -(e, +e,)'[(e.- e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)te. -e,) I(e. -e,)(m +q)+( ~-m)(e.- e,)] 
+4e,e,[(e. -e,)(e+g)-(~ +e)te,-e,)I(e,-e,)(e+g)+(: -e)(e,-e,)] 
and X4 , 
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~(1 + ::)[{ti -t,)(m +q) +(~-m }tj -£2) ]-
(t f:::::mtj-e,)(•+g)+(~ -e}tj-e,)] 
=~ (e,-e,)(e+g)+ "'-e}e,-e,) (e-e\ 1 [ ( ]!(e,+e,)'[(tj-e,)(m+q)+(~-m)(e,-e,)]l 
"
111 2
e,(e,+e,) 111 -4e,e,[(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~-e)te,-e,)] 
And therefore, 
-e,(e, +<,)'[(e.- e,)(e +g)-(~+ e}e,- e,) I(e.- e,)(m +q) +( ~-m)(e,- e,)] 
+e,4e,e,[(e. -e,)(e+ g)-(~ +e)(e, -e,)l(e. -e,)(e +g)+(~-}, -e,)] 
( _ ) +<,(e, +<,)'[(e.- e,)(e +g) +( ~- e )(e.- e,)I(e, -e,)(m + q) +( ~-m}e,- e,J] 
[x:e")" +X~e-')d]= _ tj f 2 
:ll12e,(e, +<,) -e, 4e,e,[(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e )(e,- e,) I(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- e}e,- e,)] 
+<,(e, +<,)'[(e. -e,)(e+ g) -(~+e}e, -e,) I(e, -e,)(m +q) +(~-m}e, -e,)] 
-e,(e, +<,)'[(e.- e,)(m + q)-(;; +m }e.-e,) l(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~- •}e.- e,)] 
which by corn pan son with ( 1) shows that, 
which satisfies the "<•=d) = 0 boundary condition. This relatiOn gives, 
where, 
e,e,f(e, -e,)(e, -e,)(111-<;) } 
r, 
[ l (F-e )(e -e) -(e,- e,)[!l11je,e,(e,-e,)-<;r,e,e,(tj -e,)] XI e'ia + XI e -'id = "'..,'-;-=;''f'"''--"''"' ·.,-------'--';-'--:-----'~'-'--'-~___::__!_~'-'--'.'-'---;-"!-'"---c-~,...-, 
' z ti1zE2(e + e ) [ ( 1 ) I ( ) ] 
' ' ' (e,-e,)(e+g)- ~ +e (e,-e,) (e,-e,)(m+q)+ ~-m (e,-e,) 
-[(e. -e,)(m +q)-( ~ + m}e, -e,) I(e,- e,)(e +g)+(~ -e}e, -e,)] 
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Appendix 4h 
Smce, from equatiOn (32) m Chapter 4, 
then wntmg, 
n = (z' ~ + z" ~ )e•k,xe•k,Y r(z=d) d l d 2 and I V Il V X. = X. v1 + X. V 2 
gtves, 
From Appendtx 4d, 
(e3 - e,l[(e,- E,)(e +g)-(; + e)(e1 - e2) J-lf :, [(ti -E3)(e +g)+ ( ~- e)(e1 - e2)] l 
X
11 
=_I (e, -E2)[(e1 -E,)(e+ g)+(~ -e)(e, -e2)] l :, [(e1 -e3)(m +q) +(~-m )ttj -E,) ]f 
1 
:::ru + (e, _ e,)j[(ti -E,)(e +g)-(;+ e)te, -E2) I(ti- E,)(m + q) +(~-m )ttj- e2)] I 
05 
-[(e,- e,)(m + q) -(;; + m)te, -E,) I(e1 -e3)(e +g)+ ( ~- e)(ti- e2)] 
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<,[{c,- <,)(e +g)-(;+ e){<, -<2) I{c, -<,)(e +g)+(~ -e){<,-<,)] 
-<,[{c, -<,)(e+ g)-(; ++1 -<2 )I{<1 -<3)(m+q)+(~ -m ){c, -<,)] 
_ (c, -<,) -<,[{<1-<3)(e+ g)+(~ -+1-<2 ) I{c, -<,)(e+ g)+(~ -e}<, -<,)] 
- Stue, +<,[{<,-<,)(e+g)+(~ -e}c,-<,)I(<,-<,)(m+q)+(~ -m}c, -<,)] 
+<3[{<1 - <4 )(e +g)-(;+ e){<,- <2 ) I{c,- <,)(m+ q) + (~-m }<1 - <,)] 
-<,[{c,- <,)(m+ q)-(;; +m }<1 -<,)I(<,- <3)(e +g)+(~- •){c, -<,)] 
Therefore, 
Appendix4h 
(1) 
<,[(ti -<,)(e +g)-(~+ •)ti -e,)] 
Workmg wtth the fmal bracket 
-e,[(ti -e,)(e +g)+(~- e)(ti -<,)] 
+e,[(ti -e,)(m +q) +(;- m)tj- e,)] 
-e,[(tj-e,)(m+q)-('; +m)tj-e,)] 
= l{e1 -<,)[-<,(~+e)-<,(~ -e)+ e3(;; +m)+<,(~-m)] ] 
+{E,- <3)[-<,{e +g) +<,(m+ q)] + {<,- <,)[<,(e +g)- E3(m + q)] 
= !(<,-<,)[-~ (e31+ E4h )- {<,- <,)e + ~ (s,w +e,s) + (e3 - E4)m J] 
+(£3£1 - £3£4 -£4£1 +E4e3)[(e +g)- (m+ q)] 
=l{t;-E,)[- ~(E3l+E4h)-(<,-E,)e+ ~(E3w+E4s)+(E3 -E4)m J] (Z) 
+<1(£3 - <,)[(e +g)- (m+ q)] 
From Appendtx 4g, 
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and 
Subs!itutmg the abbreviations, 
[(e +g)- (m +q)] = {..'i_[(e, +e6)- (e1 +e,)] 
e, 
Therefore, equatJon (2) can be wntten as, 
(e, -e,) 
174 
And thus, 
andsmce, 
-~(Et- e2)(e3- e,}{e, -E,)- f(e,- e2)(e3 - e,}{e, +e6) 
r, 
( _ ) +2ft f.( Et -E2}(e3 -E,} 
E5 E6 'S 
= 2e,(e, +e6) s ( )( )( ) S s ( )( )( ) 
-lj- t;_-E2 E3 +E4 E5 -e6 +-- t;,-E2 E3 -E4 E5 +E6 fJJ ru rs 
+2e1~(e3 - e4 ){e,- e6)- 2ft f(Et -E2}(e3 - e4 ) 
r, 
175 
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"-= (e,-e,)(e+g)+ ~-e (e,-e,) _ [ ( h ) ~[(e.-e,)(e+g)-(~+e)te.-e,)l(e.-e,)(m+q)+(~-m)(e.-e,)] I 
"' -[(e. -e,)(m +q)-( ';+m )te. -e,) Jte, -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e)(e. -e,)] 
then, 
{[~~(G +e,)(e,- e,)- r,c;(e.- e,)(e, +<,)](e,- e,) ( )() +-(e.-e,)(<,-e,)(e,+<,)(c;-m) [ X/t e'id + x~~ e-'i.t] "'='e."-~e, ,Le,'------'Ce, ',.,------'--"-r, --:-----:----=----....,.---,'--....,......... 
Zm'ei(e, +<,) [(e. -e,)(e +g)-(~+ e )te. -e,) I(e,-e,)(m +q) +(~-m }e. -e,)] 
-[(e, -e,)(m +q)-( '; + m)te. -e,) I(e.- e,)(e +g)+(~-}, -e,)] 
Lookmg at X3' 
_ _!_ [(~-e,)(e+g)-(; +e}~-e,)I(~-e,)(m+q)+(~ -m)(e,-e,)]-) 
e, [(~-e,)(m+q)-(s;' +m)(e,-e,)I(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)(e,-e,)] 
xu - (e,- e,) 
'- EID SI l:,[(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -·}~-e,)J ) 
and X4 , 
-[(e,-e,)(e+g)-(!U +e}e,-e,)] 1 [ <;s ] 
- e, (e,-e,)(m+q)+(!U-e)(e,-e,) 
-[(<1 -<,)(e+ g)-(:+ e)te,-e,)I(~ -<,)(m +q)+(~ -m Jt~ -<,)] 
_(<,-e,) 1 +[(~-<,)(m+qJ-(;;' +e)te,-e,)l(e1 -t:3)(e+g)+(~-e)te,-e,)] 
- E!U <, -[(~-<,)(e+g)-(: +e}~-e,)I(~-e,)(e+g)+(~-e}~-e,)] 
+[(~ -<,)(e+ g)-(: +e)(~ -e,)I(~ -e,)(m+q) +(~-m Jt~ -<2)] 
~_!_[(~-e,)(e+g)+(Sh -e)(~-<,)] ) 11 _(e,-e2 ) c}t E, fi1 X,- Em [(<,-<,)(e+g)+(-;;-•)(<,-<2) 1 [ <;s ] - e, (<,-<,)(m +q)+("' -m)(~ -e,) 
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je~- E,) 1 l[(e, -E,)(e +g)+(: -e)te, -E,) I(E,-E3}(e +g)+(: -e)tE,-E,)] ) 
"'
111 
E, -[{E,-e,)(e+g)+(: -e){E1 -e2)I(e1 -E3}(m+q)+(~ -m)(e,-e,)] 
gtves, 
-e,[('i- e,)(e +g)-(~ +e)tt; -e2) I('i -e3)(e +g)+(~ -e)('i -e,)] 
+<,[('i -<,)(e +g)-(~+ e)ts, -<,) I('i -<,)(m +q) +(~-m )ts, -r,)] 
1• _. \ 1 
+e,[(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)t>;-e,)I(e,-e,)(e+g)+(~ -e)(>;-e,)] 
[Xtler3d +Xtle-r'd]=~-
3 ' 
3
"' r, -e,[(t;-e,)(e+g)+(~-e)te,-e2)I(e1 -e3 )(m+q)+(~-m)te,-e2)] 
-e,[('i -r,)(e +g)-(~ +e)tt; -e2) I('i -e,)(m +q) +(~-m )('i -e,)] 
+e,[('i- e,)(m + q) -(;;+m )t'i -e2) I('i -e,)(e +g)+(~- e)tt; -r,)] 
and hence by companson wtth Equation (I), 
whtch satisftes the r(,~d) = 0 boundary condttion. Thts relation gtves, 
where 
[r,~('i +e,)(e3 - e,)- r,z;(t;- e2)(e3 +e,)](e,- e,)} 
( _ )( _ ) +-(e, -e,)(e, -e,)(e, +e,)(z;- w) 
t:1 E2 Es E6 rs 
Zw'ei(e, +e,) j[('i- e,)(e +g)- ( ~ + e )('i- e2) I('i - e,)(m + q) +(~-m )t'i- r,)] I 
-[('i -E,)(m +q)-( ';;' + m)(t; -e2) I(t; -e,)(e +g)+(~ -e )t'i- r2)] 
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From Appendices 4e, 4f, 4g and 4h 
and 
where, 
Andsmce, 
[
{e,- e,)[~ru(e3 - e,)- r,s{Et - e,)] 
u- ayK[k;-k;] {e,-e,){e,-e,) -~(e,-e,){e,-e,){ru-s) 
Zo - (y -l)zwCpp0 !1T2e;(e, +E6 ) ll 
[{e1 -e,)(e+ g)-(; +e)ie, -E2 ) I{e1 -e3)(m +q) +(;-m }Et -<2)] I 
n = -[{Et -e,)(m + q) -( ;;' + m){Et- e,) I{Et- e,)(e +g)+(~- •){Et -<,)] 
by mspectwn, 
and I I/ zd = -zo 
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Appendu:4z 
Exarmmng the factor IT, takmg the first bracket, 
where, 
and 
g1ves (1) as, 
w[2"(s,- s,)(s, + ?) -2"(s,- s,)(s, +e2)- "(c,- s,)(s, +e,)l 
1 +2"s,(s,-s,)--(c,-s,)(e,-s,) 
=- r, 2ws, 
-(s,-s2)£[r,(s, +e6)-2r,s,-;, (s, -s,)] 
w["[~c, +e,)(s, +e,)+2c,[(e, +e,)-(e, +e,)]-4s,s,]l 
1 --(e,-e,)(e, -s,) 
=- r. 2111s ' 5 
-(s,-s,)r;(r,(s,+e,)-2r3E4 -;, (s,-s,)] 
TakJ.ng the second bracket, 
where 
179 
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gives (2) as, 
w[4~e,e6(~ -e,)- "{~- e,)(e, + e2)(e, + e;) + ~{~- e2)(~- e,)(e,- e6)] 
- -,..;:1'-----..,-1 -2"e,e6(~ -e,) + "e,(e, + e,){e,-e,)- -~(~ -e,){e, -e,) 
- mc5(e5 + e6) 's 
I 
Taking the third bracket, 
"[+e,(e, +e2)(e5 +e6)-4e,e6e3 ] 
'li1 +2e,e,(e, + e2)- 2~e2(e, + e,) 
+f(e,- e,)(e,- e,)[~- e, -e,] 
r, 
+{e,- e,)s[ 2r,e,e, -r,e,{e, + e,) + ;, e,{e,- e,)] 
"[+e,[(e, + e,)(e, +e,)- 4e,e,] ] 
fiJ +2Ese6(el + Ez)- 2ele2(es + e6) 
-e, f(e,- e,)(e,- e,) 
r, 
(3) 
180 
where, 
g1 ves (3) as, 
-(c, -<,)s[ 2r3E,E6 - r3e4{e, + e6)- s:,• (e,- e6)] 
r.[+e,(e, +e,)(e-, +e2)-4e,e6e4 ] 
m +2Ese6(et +Ez)-2Ett:z(Es +E6} 
= liTE,( E, + e,) +f(e,- e,)(e,- e,)[fi- e4 - e1] r, 
-(e1 - e2)S[ 2r,e,£6 - r3e4 (e, +e6)- s;,, {e, -e6)] 
The final bracket IS, 
[{e,-e,){e+g)+(~ -e)te,-e,)] (4) 
where, 
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gives (4) as, 
2rue, 
+(e,- <,){r,(<, +<,)- 2r,e3 + ~(<, -<,)] 
[
2"(t; -<,)(<, +e6)-2"(E, -<,)(<z +e,) l 
171 
-"(t; -<,)(<, +e,)+2"&z(<,-<,)-;, (<,-<,)(<,-<,) 
'liJ["[;(<, +<,)(<, +e6) + 2e3 [(<, +<,)- (<, +<,)]- 4e,<,]l 
=-1- -~(<,-<,)(<,-<,) 
2we, ' 
+(e,- <,){;(<, +e6)- 2r,e3 + f,(<, -<,)] 
And therefore, 
.,["[;(" + e,)(e, + e,) + 2e,[(<t + e,)- (e, + e,)J- 4<te,J] 
--(<t- e,)(e, -e,) 
r, 
Regroupmg, 
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Taking the riJ 2 bracket, 
r.'(e, +<,)'(<, +<,)'(<, -<,)-4r,'<,e,(e, +e,)(<, +e,)(<, -<,)- ,.f(<,-<,)(e, +e,)(<, +<,)(<, -<,)(<, -<,) 
r, 
-4r,'e,<,(<, + <,)(<, + <,)(<,- <,) + 16r,2e1e2e5e,(e3 - e,) + 4r,e,e, f(e,- <,)(<,- <,)(<,- <,) 
r, 
-4r,'<,e,[(e, +e,)- (<, +e,)](e, +<,)(<,- <,) + 4r,'e,<,[(t; +<,)-(<, +<,)](<, +e,)(e3 -<,) 
_f r.(e,- <,)(<,- <,)(<, +e,)(<, +e,)(<,- <,) + 4r,<,<, f(e,- <,)(<,- <,)(<,- <,) 
rs ~ { f,)' (<,- <,)'(<, -<,)2(<3 -<,) 
183 
't2(t; + e2)2(e, + e,)2(e,- e,)- 4't2e,e,(t; + e,)(e, + e,)(e, -e,) 
-41j2~e2 (t; + e2)(e5 + e6)(e3 - e4 ) + 161j2t;£2 £5e6(e3 - £4 ) 
-4't2e,e,(e, +E2)(t; +E2)(e,- e,) + 4't2e,e,(t; + e2)(e,- e,)(e, +E6 ) 
+4't2t;e2(t; + e2)(e, + e,)(e, -e,)- 4't2t;e2(e, + e,)(e,- e,){E, + e,) 
-'t f(t;- e2)(t; +E2)(e, +E,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,) + 4'tt;E2 f(t;- e2)(e,- e,)(e, -e,) ~ rs 
_f't(t;- e2)(e, -e,)(t; +E2)(e, +E,)(e,- e,) + 4'te,e,f(t;- e2)(e,- e,)(e,- e,) 
rs rs 
+( f,)' (t; - e2)2 (e, - e6) 2(e,-e,) 
_ 1"2(t;- e2)2(e, - e, )(e,- e6 ) 2 +( ;,)' (e,- E2)2(e, - e,)(e,- e,)2 I 
+'t ~(e,- e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,)[ +4e,e6 + 4e,e2- 2(e, + e2)(e, + e,)J 
1
2 ( ')2 I _ 't (e,-e,)(e,-e,)+ r, (t;-e2 )(e,-e,) 
- (t; -e,)(e, -e,)(e, -e,) 
+'t ~[ +4E,Eo + 4e,e2- 2(e, +E,)(e, +E,)] 
Taking the <; 2 bracket, 
Appendrx4r 
jr,2(e, +E,)
2 (e, _ e,) _ r, f(e, + e,)( e, +E,)(e,-e,)- 4r,2e,e,(e,- e,) + 4r,e,e, f(e,- e,)l 
rs rs 
= ' ' ( ')2 2 +4r,e,e, -(e,- e,)- r, -(e, +e,)(e, +E,)(e,- e,) + - (e,- e,) (e,- e,) 
'5 r, r, 
-lr,'(e,- e,)2(e, -e,) +( ~r (e,- e,)2(e, -e,) ) 
+r,;, (e,- e,)[ +4e,e, + 4e,e6 - 2(e, +E,)(e, + e,)] 
And fmally the <;ll1bracket. Expandmg the ftrst 4 brackets, 
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41j1jEsf'6(t; + e2)(e5 + e6) + 41j1jE5t:6(e1 + e2)(e3 + £4)- 41j1jE5e6(e3 + e4 )(e5 + e6 ) 
-16'tljfie2e5e6 - 4r,e5e6 f(fi- s,)(s,- s,) r, 
-'i'3(t; +e2)(e3 +e4 )(e, +e6 ) 2 -41_j1j£3£4 (£1 +eJ(e5 +e6)+41j1jE3E4(e5 +e6) 2 
; +4"tr,s,e,(e, + e,)(e, + e,) + r, f(fi -e,)(e, + e,)(e, + e,)(e,- e,) 
r, 
+"tf(fi +e,)(s,- e,)(e, + e,)(e,- e,)- 4'te,e, f(s, -e,)(e,- e,) 
~ 's 
( ')' 2 l_r, (tj-e,)(e,-e,)(e,-e,) 
Expandmg the fmal 4 brackets, 
[ 
[
+e,[(ti +e,)(e, +e,)-4e,e,] JJ 
- r, +~e,e,(e, +e,)-2e,e,(e, +e,) r,(e, +e,)-2r,e, -*(e,-e,)] 
-e, -(G-e,)(e,- e,) 
r, 
[ 
[
+e,[(ti +e,)(e, +e,)-4e,e,] JJ 
- r, +~,e,(tj +e,)- 2fie,(e, +e,) r,(e, +e
6
)-2r
3
e
3 
+*(e,-e,)] 
-e, -(G -e,)(e, -e,) 
r, 
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-------------------
+"r3(E1 + E2)(e3 +e4)(e3 + 1'6)2- 4"r,E3E6(E3 + e4)(e3 + e6) 
+41jljE5E6(~ + e2)(e5 + £6)- 41j1JEliE5 + £6) 2 
( 
--r,(e, -E2)(e3 + E,)(e, + E,)(e, -E,) r, 
=- -41j1j£3£4 (E; + e2)(e5 + £6 ) + 161jr3£3£ 4£5£6 - 41jljE5e6(e1 + e2)(e3 + £4 ) 
+4"r3E.C2(e3 +E4)(e3 +E6) + 4r,E3E4 f(e1 -1'2)( 1'3 -1'6) r, 
( ( 
-" -(e, + E2)(e3 -1'4 )(e3 +E6)(e3 -1'6) + 4" -E,E6(E3 -1'4 )(e3 -1'6) ~ ~ 
J ()' 2 l. r, (e5 -1'6) (e, -E2)(e3 -1'4 ) 
Therefore, the entire c;w bracket Is, 
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Therefore, 
41jr3e,e6 (e, + e1 )(e, + e6 ) + 41jr1E.sE6 (~ + e2)(e3 +e .. )- 41jr3£sE6(e3 + e4 )(e, + e6 ) 
-161jr3£1£ 2£sE6 - 4r3EsE6 f(e1 - e2 )(e,- e6 ) 
r, 
-1jr3 (e, + E2 }(e3 + e4 ){e, + £6 ) 2 - 41jr3£3£4 (e, + e2 )(e, + e6 ) + 41jr3£3E4 (e, + £6 ) 2 
+41jt;E1E2 {E3 + e.,)(es + £6 ) + t; f(e,- e2)(e3 + e .. )(e, + e6 )(e,- e6 ) r, 
+r, f(e1 + e,)(e,- e,)(e, + e,)(e,- e,)- 4r,e1.e, f(e,- e,)(.e,- e,) 
~ ~ 
{ ')' ' -;:; (-;-e,)(e,-e,)(e,-e,) 
+1jr3 (~ + £2)(e3 + E4 )(e, + £6 ) 2 - 4Tjr3e5e6 (e3 + e .. )(e, + e6 ) + 41j!jE.sE6 (e, + e2 )(e, + £6 ) 
-41jr3E1t 2(E5 + £6 ) 2 - f r3(e1 - e2){e3 + e .. )(e, + e6)(e,- e6)- 41jr3e3e4(e, + e2 )(e, + £6 ) 
r, 
- + 161jr3£3E4£!1£6 - 41jr3e5e6 (Ei + e2 )(e1 + e,.) + 41jr1E1e2 (e1 + e,.)(e, + e6 ) 
+4r,e,e, f(e1 - e,)(e,- e,)- r, f(e1 +e,)(e,- e,)(e, +e,)(e,- e,) 1j; r, 
' (')' ' +4r,-e,e,(e,-e,)(e,-e,)+ - (e1-e,)(e,-e,)(e,-e,) ~ 1j; 
+41jr3E3E .. (e, - £6) 2 - 21jr3{e, + E2}(E3 + E4 )(e,- £6) 2 + 41jf3El2 (e, - £6 ) 2 
+2r, f(e1 +e,){e,- e,)(e, +e,)(e, - e,) + 2r, .f.(t; - e,)(e, +e,)(e, +e,)(e,- e,) 
1j '5 
' ' -4r,e,e, -(e1 - e,)(e,- e,)- 4r3e3e4 -(e1 -e,)(e, -e,) '5 '5 
' ( ' -4r, -e,e, e,- e,)(e,- e,)- 4r,e1e2 -(e,- e,)(e, -e,) 1j 1j 
-{ H (t; -e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,)' 
+41jljf3£4 (e, - t:6) 2 - 2'i'3(e1 + t:2)(e3 + t:4 )(e, - £6) 2 + 41jl)E1e2(e5 - e6) 2 
+r, .f.(e, - e,)(e,- e,)[ +2(<; + e,)(e, + e,)- 4e1E, - 4e,e,] 
r, 
+r, f(e,- e,)(<t- e,)[2(e3 +e,)(e, + e,)- 4e,e6 - 4e,e,] r, 
-{ ;,)' (G -e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,)' 
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_ {~- e,){e,- e,) 
- 2cu2e;(e, + e,) 
ru'{e,- E,){+r, f,[+4E,E0 + 4E,E2- 2(~ -e2)(e, -E,)- 4~E0 - 4E2e,J} 
+ljr3(t5 - e,)[4t3E4 - 4tl4 - 4£2£3 + 4e,e2] 
+~111 +lj f(e3 - e4 )[2(e1- e2)(e5 -e6 ) + 4£1£6 + 4e1e5 - 4e,e2 - 4ts£,] 
r, 
+r3 f(e,- t 2)[2(e3 - e.)(e,- e,) + 4£3£6 + 4e.e,- 4Esf6 - 4t3e .. ] 
r, 
+1jr3(e5 -e6)[4e3e4 - 4~e4 - 4e2e3 + 4£1£2] 
+c;m +'if(e3 - t:4)[+4t:l6 + 462£5 - 4t;t:2 - 4£5£6 ] 
r, 
(t; -£2)(£, -£,) 
2ID1ei(e5 +t:6 ) 
+I) f(e1- e2}[+4e3e6 + 4E4e5 - 4e5e6 - 4t:3e4 ] 
r, 
+c;213 f(~ -e2)[+4e3e4 + 4e5e6 - 4e3e6 - 4t:4£5] 
r, 
-2"''r. f(t;- £,)(£,-£,)(£,-e.)+ 21Ur,<; f(t;- e,)(e, - f,)(e, - £6) 
's 's 
+2m;r, f(t;- £,)(£,- £,)(£,- "•)- 2<;2r3 f(t; - £2)(<,- <,)(£,- £6 ) 
rs 's 
AppendiX4l 
+(£,- £2)(£, - £,)(<,- <,)(!Ur,- <;r,)' +( %)' (t; - c,)(<, - <,)(£,- £,)("'- <;)2 
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_{f,-f,){f,-f,) 
- 2w2e;(e5 + e6 ) 
+1jf3(E5 -e6 )[4t:3f 4 - 4fi£4 - 4£2f 3 + 4fi£2 ] 
+~m +lj f(e3 - e4 )[+4e1e6 + 4e2e5 -4£1£2 -4e~e6 ] 
r, 
+lj f(e.- £2 )[ +4£3£6 + 4£4£5 - 4£5£6 - 4£3£4 J r, 
+<;21j f(ti- e2)[ +4e3e4 + 4e5e6 - 4£3£6 - 4£4£5 ] r, 
-2rm; f(ti-e,)(E,- £,)(£,- E,)(w- s) 
r, 
' 
+2Sr, -(ti -£2)(,, -£,)(,, -E,)(w-s) r, 
Appendtx4t 
+(tj- £,)(£,- £,)(£,- £,)( 1l7lj -sr,)' + ( ~r (ti-£,)(£,- '• )(£,- e,)( !17- s)' 
- (tj-f,)(f,-f,) 
- 2m2e~(e5 +e6 ) 
_ (tj-£2 )(£5 -£6 ) 
- 2w2e;(e5 + e6) 
+1jr3(e5 - e6)[4e3£4 - 4£1£4 - 4e2e3 + 4£1£2 ] 
+<;ID +lj f(e3 - e4 )[ +4£1£6 + 4£2£5 - 4£1£2 - 4e~e6 ] r, 
+r3 f(e,- e2)[ +4e3e6 + 4e4e5 - 4e5e6 - 4e3e.] r, 
+<;2r3 f(e,- e2)[ +4E3E4 + 4e5E6 - 4£3£6 - 4£4£5 ] 
r, 
+(£1 - f,)(f,- f,)(f,- f,){rm;- <;r,)' 
-zf(,,- ,,)(£,- ,,)(£,- ,,)(w- s)(rm; -o;r,) 
r, 
{ f,J' (ti- E,)(E,- e,)(E,- £,)(!17- s)' 
m21j f(e3 -£4 )[ +4e5e6 + 4£1£2 - 4tj£6 - 4£2t:5] 
r, 
+<;m7j1J(E5- £6 )[ 4e3E4 - 4t;£4 - 4£2E3 + 4t;ez) 
+fi11ic;f(e3 -e4 )[+4£1f 6 + 4£2£5 - 4£1f 2 - 4£5£6 ] r, 
+ID;Ij f(e. -e2)[+4£3£6 + 4£4f 5 - 4£5£6 - 4e3e.] r, 
+r;zr3 f(Ei- Ez}[ +4£3£4 + 4Es£6- 4£3£6- 4e.es] 
r, 
+(£,- ,,)(,,- ,,){£,- ,,)[( 1l7lj- ,,,)- ~(!17- s) J 
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""if(e,- e4)[+4e5e6 + 4~e2 - 4~e6 - 4e2e5]{ro -~) 
r, 
+fiTtj~lj(Es- e6)[ 4E3E4 - 4£1£4 - 4E2E3 + 4El'2] j~- e,){e,- e6) ( 
2ro'ei{e, + e,) +~r3 -{~- e2)[+4e3e6 + 4e4e5 - 4e5e6 - 4e3e,]{ro- ~) 
r, 
Wntmg th1s as, 
and, 
where, 
+{e1 - e2){e3 - e4 ){es- e,)[{""i- ~r,)- f{ro- ~) J 
[(e~- e,)hm(e3 - e,) -r,s(e,- e,)]l u ' 2ayK[k;-k;]-,(e,-e,)("'-e,)(m-s) 
z = -z = -,---'--+-"--:~'"'-----'--------=-------= 
o d (y-l)zWC,po Q 
m1j f(e3 - e,)[ +4e5e6 + 4e1e2 - 4e1e6 - 4e2e5]{ro- S) 
r, 
+1<11jSr3{e,- e6)[4e3e4 - 4e,E4 - 4e,e3 + 4e1e,] 
Q = +sr, f(e,- e,)[ +4e3e6 + 4e4e5 - 4e,e,- 4e,e,](ro -s) r, 
+(e, -e,)(e,- e,)(e,- e,)[ ( ""i- ~r,)- f{ro- s) J 
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Appendix 4j 
[n4 k. l(J) I I'""'· k. iw 11 ]V iw im 11 I V - ['""'· k. l(J) 11] l(J) V v - ht--,zo v - b2+-,zd V~+-,-,zozdvt-- v - b2+-,zd -,pF ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
vs - v• [k• k• - iw 11 iw I] hi + b2 , zd + , Zo 
82 B, 
(1) 
IS of the form, 
[ • 4][ 4 4] v [ 4 4 iw 11 ] iw v V - k1 V - k11 v, =- V - k• 2 + -, zd -, PF (2) 
8 2 8 1 
To calculate k1 and k11' compare (1) and (2): 
(3) 
and 
(4) 
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From (3), 
4 4 4 iw u iw I 4 
ku = kbl + kb2 - -, Zd + -, Zo - kl 
However, from Appendix 41, 
and hence, 
Also from Appendix 41 
and hence ( 4) can be wntten as, 
B2 B1 
Zl- -zu 0- d 
Zll _ -z~ 0 - d 
[
k4 k' k' zw 1 iw 1 k4 (iw) 2 ( 1 )2 _ (zro)2 ( u)2]- k4k4 
bl bZ + bi , Zo + , Zo b2 + , " Zo , , Zo - 1 u 
B2 B, B1 B2 B1 B2 
Insertmg (5) mto (6) g1ves, 
and thus 
wh1ch IS quadratic m k;. Solvmg as such g1ves, 
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AppendJX4J 
(6) 
=0 
Appendrx4J 
k4 _.!_[k4 k4 . ~[B,' +B,')]+.!_ 1 - hi + b2 + IWZo -
2 s's' 2 
I 2 
Taktng the square root, 
8 4 4 4· ~[B/+B,') 4 4 8 4· ~[B/+B,') k., + k.,k.2 + k.,zwzo ' ' + kb2kb, + kb2 + kb21WZo ' ' B1 B2 B1 B2 
k4. ~[B,' + B,') k4 . ~[B,' + B,') (· )2( 1 )2[B,' + B,')2 + billOZo , , + bzlWZo , , + l(J) Zo , , 
~~ ~~ ~~ 
-4k4 k4 _ 4k4 iw 1 _ 4k' iw 1 _ 4 (iw)
2 
( 1 )2 + 4 (zro)
2 ( 11 )2 
bl bZ bl , Zo b2 , Zo , , Zo , , Zo B2 B1 B1 B2 B1 B2 
whtch gives, 
' ' 
-4k' zro/ __!l_- 4k4 iwz1 .J!L_ bl 0 1 1 b2 0 1 1 B1 B2 B1 B2 
-4 (zro}' ( 1 )2 +4 (zro)
2 ( 11 )2 +(zro)2(z1 )2[B,' +B,')
2 
,,Zo ,,Zo o ,, B1 B2 B1 B2 B, B2 
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Append<x4J 
and therefore, 
[ ( ' ')] 4 1 4 4 I B, + B, 1 kl 11 = - kbl + k., + uoz. ± -. 2 s' B, 2 
I 2 +4 (uo}2 ( 11 )' 
, , Zo 
B1 B2 
Regardless of wh1ch root IS taken for k:, k~ takes the oppos1te s1gn and because of the 
way th1s term enters the govemmg equabons, the cho1ce of s1gn becomes arbitrary. 
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Wntmg the loss factor as, 
gtves, 
J {- v 
2 
} 
-, 9\ f 8 PF dkx 4n 0 -, 9\ f 8 PF dkx 1 { ... v
2 
} 
4n 0 
m m,"[ IIIBI'IpFI' ~ kx- kx}kxdkx} 
sn' m;'[ IIJ~,r~ kx- kx' )akxa( J 
= 4~2 9\{I 0Jp,J' dkx} 
4:, {~"[ ylel'lp,J' dkx ]+m,"[ yJ~,J' dkx ]} 
EquatiOn (22) in Chapter 4 gtves, 
l(J) I V [ 4 4 i(JJ 1/] V 
-, zd v, + V - kb2 + -, zd v2 = 0 
B2 B2 
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and thus, smce z; = -~ and z~ = -z~, 
Therefore, 
smce 
[
4 4 !(/)/]V j()) 11 v k, - kb 2 - -, Zo V2 = -, Zo V1 
B2 B2 
V 1 j()) 1/ V V 
V 2 = [ . ] B, zo v, = rv, 
k4 _ k' _ lW 1 2 
x bZ , Zo 
B2 
ry = 4:, { "'"[ Jlel'lp,l
2 
dk, ]+m,"[ Ilr~,r dk, ]} 
4~, 9\{I elp{ dk,} 
=--~~--~~~~--~= 
4:' {m,"[IIel'lp,r dk, ]+m,"[ I Ire p,r dk, ]} 
4~, 9\{ y eip,l' dk,} 
=--~~--~~--~--~--= 
4:2 {"'"[ Jlel'lp,r dk, ]+m,"[ I ire PFI' dk, ]} 
!z,z2! = !z,l!z2! 
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Appendu:4k 
and smce, 
-
.A= J pF8(x)e-•k,xdx = PF 
where PF IS the amplitude of the pressure forcmg function, the loss factor IS given by, 
-9t f 8dkx 
17= - 0 
w J !812( ~" + m2" jrj2) dkx 
0 
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Appendix Sa 
In order to non-dimenswnahse the expressiOn for loss factor given at the end of Chapter 
4, 
first consider, 
where 
By defimtlon, 
-9\ f 8dkx 
t) = - 0 
ro J 1e1'( m/' + m2''1r'!') dkx 
0 
e _ 1 [e k4 lW 1 ] lW 
-- [k'-k•][k'-k'] x- .2--,zo -, 
xlxll 82 B1 
k. 
1(=-
• k 
0 
and 
and er =J% 
where E1s the Young's modulus, hIS the plate thickness, u IS the Pmssons Ratio, er IS 
the shear wave speed, G IS the shear modulus and pIS the plate density and the subscnpt 
numeral md1cates the appropnate plate. And smce, 
then 
G= E 
2(1 + u) 
and 
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Therefore, 
and thus 
and 
where 
Also, 
e = iwp. 
' f.l 
k:2 - olm; - W2m; 6( 1-an 
k;- k;B~- k;G2hi (1+a,) 
- w2p2h2 6(1- an 
- k;G2hi (1 +a 2 ) 
ro2 d 2 1 6(1- ai) 
= k;d2 hi ci2 (1 + a 2 ) 
_ 1 ro2 d 2 c~ 6(1- ai} 
- k;d2 c~ hi ci2 (1 + a 2} 
- 1 d 2 c~ 6(1-an 
- (k0d) 2 hi ci2 (1 + a 2} 
and thus 
- h. h.=-
d 
6(1- a 2 ) 
h}ci2 (k0d) 2 
6(1- a,} 
h,2ci,(k0d) 2 
- p. p.=-
Po 
where Re 1s an acousllc Reynolds number. 
Appendzx5a 
z~ (whtch IS defined m AppendiX Se) when non-d1mens10nahsed (see Append1x Sb) can 
be wntten as ~ = koJl:Z~ where z~ 1s a non-d1mens10nal factor. Snrularly z{,' = kof.l:Z~'. 
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Therefore, 
Fmally, 
Therefore, 
El= 
__!!!!___ I - l{J)f.J. -I 6( 1- a 2 2) 
4 ' Zo - k3G h3 Zo (1 +a ) k0 B2 o 2 2 2 
f.J. p2 Po d' w2 -1 6( 1- a;} 
=---------z 
zwp0 G2 p 2 h; kgd' 0 (1 + a 2) 
1 1 d3 p0 w2 _ 1 6(1- ai) 
=-------z k; ci-2 h; P2 (k,d)' 0 (1 + a2) 
1 c~ d 3 p0 w2 1 _1 6(1- a;) 
=--------z k; ci-2 h; P2 c~ (k0d) 3 0 (1 + a 2) 
_ z~ 6(1- ai) 
- K;ci2h{p2(k,d)' (1 + a2) 
_ iw g p0 d3 6(1- a,2) 
- p0d
3 G, A ~ (1 +a,) 
_ iw c~ 1 6(1- a,2) 
- p0c~d' c:J., A h.' (1 +a,) 
_ zk0 1 6(1- a,2) 
- p0c0d' ci,p,h,' (1 +a,) 
_ zk; 1 6(1-a,') 
- p,c, ci,P,h,3(k,d)' (1 +a,) 
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Therefore, the upper mtegral can be wntten, 
For the lower mtegral, 
and 
['- I 
- [k' -k4 - _!_(!!_ I 
x b2 , Zo 
B, 
U.IJ 11 
' z, 
B, 
and m," = p2h2 = p0ap2h2 
= 1 kg Z~1 6(1+u2)(1-u2) 
[
/('- 6(1+u2)(1-u2) + z~6(1+u2)(1-u2) ]k; (k,d)'ci2f52hi(1+u2) 
x h{c},(k,a)'(1 + u 2) c}2/52hil(;(k,d)'(1 + u 2) 
1 z~1 6(1-u2 ) 
[
l(x' 6(1-u2) ( 2kd- z~)]l(;(k,d)'ci2f52hi 
2 2-2 ( )' 1(, 0 - h l(,h2 CT2 k0d p, 2 
1 6(1-u2) _ 11 
[ 
4 2(kd)'_6(1-<T2)( 2kd- Z~)]ci2P2hiZo 
1(x1(v 0 h 2 2 Kv 0 -ph 
2CT2 2 2 
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Therefore, 
w 71el'( rr;" + m,"lrl' )ak, ; w 7 p,dlel'(i'\ii; + p,h,IIi')ak, 
0 0 
; wpod 71-1 <~>I' (A;;;+ p,ii,lrl')ak, 
o PoCo 
;wpoa7!-1 l'l<!>l'(i'\ii; + p,h,IIi')ak, 
0 PoCo 
; wpod -J 1<~>1'(-;; - h ln')dk 
112 2 A•'t + Pz 2 J. I x 
,...oCo o 
and thus the entire expression for loss factor IS, 
-9\ f 8dk, 
1]= - 0 
w J 101'( rr;" +m,"lri')ak, 
0 
-
= 
9\ f <l>dk, 
PoCo o 
wp"d Ji<PI2 (Aii; + iizh,IIi 2)dk, 
0 
-9\ J <l>dk, 
1 0 
= 
kod 71<PI2 (ii,ii; + Pzhzlr'l2)dk, 
0 
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Appendix5b 
Non-dimenswnahsmg some of the intenor terms. Startmg with, 
Working with mdividual terms, 
__ 6Z,: [ci,P.ii,'(I-u,}+ci,P,ii;'(I-u,)] 
- '( )' _, _, i:'i:' K~ k0d CnCn.APz•'l "2 
and thus, 
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Also, 
Therefore, 
•wkoJJZ!, [B,'- s,') 
-k-. - --,-,- -
o ~ 8 2 
k~l2W2dtf'c~ ci, ci2 Pt P2 h,1 h; (l+u,) (1+0'2) 
c~ c~ PoP0 d3 d3 36(1-un(I-u;) 
4k~ ~12 
k:(k,d)' c'c•---n (t+u,) (l+u,) 
"nP.P,h, h; 36(l+u,)(l-u,) (l+u,)(I-u,) 
4 36(1-u,)(l- u,)<;'' 
K:(kodt c;/izAP}z/h} 
6{1 + a,}(l- a,} 
6(1 + a,)(t- a,) h,'ci,(k,d)' (t+a,) 
I 6(1 + a,}(l- a,} 
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and hence 
Dealing With k. and kh, 
thus 
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and wntmg, 
gtves 
Fmally deahng with z~ and z~1 • From Appendix Se, 
-~w(1 + e-Zod)(1- e-2''•)(1- e_z,,•) 
+ r,<;(1- e_z,,d )(1 + e -z,,d )( 1- e_z,,d) 
Appendzx5b 
+£(1- e_z,,d )(1- e-2''•)(1 + e-2''•)( !l7- <;) 
zJ, = ayK[k;- k;]-,-----,-}:-.2r, ___________ ='---, 
(y-1)uvC,p0 4~.[(1 -e_z,,•)[2e-'••e-''• -e-z,,• -e-z,,•](w-<;) 
and recalling that, 
r, 
+4fiTijc;tj(l- e-2rsd)[2e-r,d e-r3d- e-2r3d- e-21'jd] 
-4<;r, ;, ( 1- e-2od )[ 2e-''d e-,,• - e-h,d - e_z,,•]( !l7- <;) 
5 
e = I(J)Po 
V f.l 
Pr = f.lCp 
K 
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and 
'I' a 
'(JJ=-
<Pa 
Therefore, the top bracket of z~ 1s, 
AppendzxSb 
-,(, + ,-"·')(!- ,-'··')(!- ,-''')["' t;- t; It; - kiV I 
= (y~l) ,uP~k: [k; -lk;v) (k; -lk;v) +lj~l- e-2~')(1 +e-2''"')(1- e-l,,d)[Prk;- k;{k;- k;v] 
+~(1- ,-''•')(!- ,-''•')(! + ,-''•'}ffPr t;- k;J k;- kiV 1- [p,-k;- kili k;- k;v]} 
' 
andsmce, 
fi"' t;- k;J k;- kiV I-["' k;- k;} k;- k;v n 
[
rrk:- Prk;k;v- k;k; + k;k;v ] 
= -Pre+Pre-ev+e-k'--k2e-v 
• • 8 h • h 4 
=-e[Pre-v +k1 - n..e-v -e-1 
• h 4 s-t " h 
= -k;[p,-v(ki- k;) -(ki- k;)] 
= -t;(p,-v -l)(ki- k;) 
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the top bracket Is, 
and smce the top !me premult!pher 1s, 
avK[k,' - k,'] 1 
,. - [k' k'] ay (y-l)•wCPPo '- ' (y-i)Prk; 
the top !me IS, 
Bottom bracket of z~, 
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( ay )
2
[ I I 1 1 
; y-1 pPrk; [k;-k;v] 2 [k;-k;v]" 
-4[Pr k;- k;][k;- kiV ]'I k; (1- e-2'''}[2e-"'e-'•'- e-2'''- e-2"']k;(Pr V -l)(ki- k;} 
r, 
+4[Pr k;- k;][ k;- kiV h[Pr k;- k;][ k;- k;v ]r,(1-e-2'''}[2e-"'e-'•'- e-2'''- e-2"'] 
+4[Pr k;- ki][ k;- k;v ]r, k; (1- e-2"'}[2e-'•'e-'•'- e-2'''- e-2''']k,;(PrV -l)(ki- k;} 
r, 
+(1-e-2"'}(1-e-2'•'}(1-e-2'•'} '~ • 
2 
'~ '
2 
1 + k, k;(PrV-I)(k;-k;} [([Pr k
2 k'][k2 k'v]r. ) 2 J 
-[Prk, -k,][k, -vh r, 
Thus, the entire function IS, 
-'I(1 + e-2"'}(1- e-2'''}(1- e-2'''}[Pr k;- k;][ k;- kiV] 
+r,(1- e-2'''}(1 + e-2'''}(1- e-2''' }[ Pr k; - ki][ k;- k;v] 
- k;k; (1- e-2'•'}(1-e-2'•'}(1 + e-2'''}(PrV -1)(ki- k;} 
r, 
-4[Pr k;- k;][ k;- kiV ]'I k; (1-e-2'•'}[k"'e-'•' -e-2''' -e-2''']k;(PrV -1)(ki- k;} 
r, 
+4[Pr k;- k;][ k;- kiV h[Prk;- ki][k;- k;v ]r,(1- e-2''')[ze-"'e-'•' -e-2''' -e-2"'] 
+4[Pr k;- ki][ k;- k;v ]r, k; (1- e-2''}[2e-'•'e-'•'- e-2'''- e-2''']k;(PrV -1)(ki- k;} 
r, 
+(1- e-2"'}(1-e-2'•'}(1-e-2'•'}[[[Pr k;- k;][k;- kiV]'I ) + k; k'(PrV -1)(k2 - k2}J 
-[Pr k2 - k2][k2 - k2Vjr. r. ' ' • vhval 5 
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-"[Pr k; - k; j[ k;- kiV ](I+ e-''')(I- e-''•')(I- e-''•') 
.u[k;- k;v ][k;- kiv][ ki- k;] +r,[Pr k;- ki][ k;- k;v ](1- .-''')(I k''•')(I- .-''') 
- k;k; [PrV- I][ki- k;](1-e-''')(1- e-''•')(I + e-''•') 
I r., ~=,-----------------~-2----------------------------~ 
-4!i.k;k:[Pr k;- k;j[k;- kiV j[PrV- I][ki- k;](1- e-''•')[2e-''e-'•'- e-''•'- e-'''] 
r, 
+4"r3[ Pr k;- k;][ k;- kiV ][Pr k;- ki ][ k;- k;v ](I- e-2'•')[2e-'' e-'·' - e-2'•' - e_,,,] 
smce 
lj=+~k:-k: ==+k0~K!-K! =+k0R1 
'3 = +~k!- k; = +k0~1C; -K~ = +k0R3 
rs=+~k!-k; =+k0~1C!-K! =+k0R5 
-R1R,[Pr1<; -~<;][~<; -~<iV ](I+ e-"·"')(I- ,-''•"')(I- ,-2'•'") 
JIR,[~<; -I<;V ][I<; -I<ZV j[..; -~<;] +R3R,[Pr1<; -I<;][ I<; -I<;V ](I-e-'W)(I +,-,,,..,,)(I- ,-'W) 
k~3 -K~K![PrV -t][K; -K!](t- e-lR,k,d)(t- e -ZR 3k,d)(t + e-ZR,k,d) 
k~1 -4R1R51C~I(;[ PrK! _ K;][K; _ K;V ][PrY -t][ K; _ K;](t- e-2R3kqd)[2e-R,k.,d e-R,k,d _ e 2R,k,d _ e-2R,tod] 
+4R
1
R
5
R
3
R
5
[ PrK!- K;][K; -K';V ][ PrK!- Ki][K;- K;V ](1- e-ZR,k,d)[2e -R,k,d e-Rlk,d _ e-2Rlt,d _ e-2R,A:otf] 
+4R3R5K:;1(;[PrK; -I(;][K;- K;V ][PrV -t][K'; _ K!](t- e-2R,kod)[2e-RJkod e-R,k,d _ e-ZR,J:od _ e-2RJ4<J] 
+~(R,R,[Prl<; -~<;)[~<; -I<ZV) J +I<;I<;[Pr V- Ij[..; -I<;)J(I- ,-"·"')(I- ,-"·"')(I- ,-''•"') 
- R R [Pr 1<2 - 1<2 )[~<2 -1<2V 35 ~ h ~ " 
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It IS worth notmg that the bottom !me of th1s expressiOn is of the form, 
{-4acw + 4abx +4bcy +(a- b+c)'z} and hence 1t may be poss1ble to reduce the expressiOn 
further. 
Deahng wtth z~1 From AppendiX 5c, 
fiUJe -,J {1- e -2"4)(1- e -2•,d) 
-r3~e-""4 (1- e-2~"){1- e-2'~") 
I _r.-•'(1- .-''')(1- .-'··')(m- s) 11 _ 1 _2ayK(k;-k; ~ 
Zo - -z" - (y -l)u:VC'PPo 4mr,_ f(t- e-2"")[2e-"Je-'~"'- e-2"J- e-2'1~~'](1'27-~} 
,, 
Therefore, the top bracket IS 
g1vmg the top !me as, 
+4a71it;r3(1- e-1•,<~)[2e-""e-""- e-21),11- e-2"4] 
-4q3 f(t- e-2"")[2e-'i4e-'•"- e-2'• 11 -e-2""]{r11- c;} ,, 
+(1- .-''')(1- .-'··')(1- .-'''{(""'- sr,)- f,(ID'-s) J 
1-~ 
Prk; 
k'- k'v] 
. ' 
and usmg the bottom bracket from earher g1ves, 
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r.[Prk;- k;nk;- k;v Je-•'(1- ,-''')(1- ,-''') 
-r3[Prk!- k!][ k!- k!V )e-""(t- e-211")(1- e-z..,d) 
+k! k? e-""(l- e-2'~")(t- e-2'~")(PrV -t){ki- k!) 
r, 
-4(Pr k!- k!Jk!- kiV ]'i k? {1- e-1"")[2e-11"e-""- e-1 '~ 4 - e-111"]k!(PrV -t)(k!- k!) 
r, 
+4[Prk!- k!][k!- k;v]'i(Prk!- k!][k!- k!V h(t- e-1"")[2e-~"e-"s"- e-z,.,.,- e_z,,J) 
+4[Prk!- k!)[ k!- k!V h k? (t- e-211 <~)[2e-,.,ae-""- e-z..,.t- e-2"<~]k!(PrV -t){k!- k,:} r, 
~([Prk' k'~k' k'v] ) ' I +(1-e-''')(1-e-''')(1-e-''') .- ·ll•-' r, +k. k'(PrV-I)(k'-k') 
-[Pr k'- k'Jk'- k'Vjr. ' • ' • 
• A • a 3 5 
Appendu:Sb 
~R5[PrK!-K!RK!- K~V]e-11'loJ(t- e-lR,*oJ)(t- e-211~¥) 
ko).l2R5[K!- K!llK!- K!V IK!- K!V -R3R5[PrK!- K!IK!- K!V )e-R,ko</ (t- e-211•4<1)(1- e-zR,ko<f) 
+K'!K?[PrV -t{K!- K;)e-R,*oJ (1- e-2R,l,J)(t- e-lR,to<l) ~=~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~F-~~~--~~~~~-, -4~R5K?K![PrK!-K!][K!- K!V}PrV -J][K!- K!](t-e-211•loJ)(2e-R'kode-R,ko<f- e-zR,t,P- e-211•*•") 
+4~RsR3Rs[Pr~e! -~e!][~e! -~e!VllPr~e! -~e!l~e! -IC!V ](1- e-lR,~co<~)(2e-R,!o<le-R,ko<J- e-2R,ko<l- e-zR,kod) 
+4R3RsJC:~e![Pr~e! -~e!I~e! -~e!V jPrV -1][~e; -~e!](1- e-ZR,.t,d)(2e-R'ko</e-R,ko</ _ e-2R,.t,d _ e-21t,ko<1) 
+ ~ 1-e-zR,lod 1-e-lR,ko</ 1-e-zR,ko</ [
R,R,[PrK!-K;IK!-K;v]-R,R,[PrK!-K:liK!-K'v]I( )( )( ) 
+K;K!(PrV -I][K! -K!] 
= llko~l 
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In order to help stab1hse the numencs, a common factor w1Il be removed from the 
hyperbolic funcllons. 
From AppendiX 4!, 
and 
where 
1 11 ayK[k;-k;]1 
Zo =-zd = ( _1}.wC Q y l ,p. 
-ljtu(e''L~ +e-'iL, )(er3Lz -e-r3L1 )(e'~L. -e-r5L,) 
+r3~(e'iL: _ e -r,L, )(e'JL, + e-r3L, )(er5L1 _ e -r5L,) 
+f(e'iL, -e-r1L, )(e'3 L, _ e-r3L, )(e'sL, + e-r5L, )(ru-~) 
r, 
1jl11(e'JL, _ e-r3 L, )(e'sL, _ e-r5L,) 
-r
3
c;(e''L• -e-r1L, )(e'sL, -e-r5L,) 
_f(e''L, -e·"L, )(e''L' -e·•,L, )(111-~) 
r, 
4lUij f.( e'JL, _ e -rlL, )[ 2 _ er,L,e -r5L, _ e -r1L,er5L, ]( tJ1- £) 
r, 
+4liDj£rl( e'sL, _ e -r,L, )[ 2 _ e''L'e -r3L, _ e -tjL,er3L,] 
-4~r, f( e"L, - e -•,L, }[ 2- e''L, e .,,L, - e .,,,_,e,,L, ]( w- ~} 
r, 
Therefore, 
- "w(1 + e -z,L, )( 1- e _,,,L, )(1- e _,,,L,) 
+r3~(1- e_z,,L, )(1 + e _,,,L, )(1- e.z,,L,) 
+f(1- e·2oL, )(1- e_z,,L, )(l + e_z,,L, )(w- ~) 
r, 
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1jli1€ -tjL, (1- e -2rlL, )( 1- e -2r5L,) 
r3~e·•,L, (1- e_,,L, )(1- e"2''L,) 
- t; e-•,L,(l-e-'"L')(1-e-2''L')(111-~) 
r, 
and, 
leadmg to, 
and 
4!IDj f( J- f -l,,L, )[ 2e -,L, f -•,L, - f _,,,L, - f -l'oL, ]( !i7- s) 
r, 
+4liJ1j_c;r
3
(1- e -2rsLl )[ 2e -r1L,e -r3L, _ e-2r3L, _ e -21jL,] 
-4sr, r ( J- e -2•,L, )[ 2e -•,L, e -•,L, - e -2•,L, - e -2,,L, ]( !i7- s) 
r, 
+(1- e _,,,L, )(1- e _,,,L, )( 1-e _,,,L, J[( IIDi- sr,)- ;, ( !i1- s) J 
- "111( I + e _,,,L, )( 1-e _,,,L, )( 1-e _,,,L, ) 
+ r,c;( 1- e _,,,., )(I + e _,,,L, )( 1- e _,,,L, ) 
+ f(l- e -2oL, )(!- e _,,,L, )(1+ ,-,,,L, )( 111 _ c;} 
r, 
4fiT'if(l-e-2r1L, )[2e-'iL.e-r,L, -e-z,,L, -e-2r1L, ](~71-c;) 
r, 
+4li11j<;ij(l- e -2rsL, )[2e -lj4_e -r1L, _ e -2r1L, _ e -21jL,] 
-4c;r
1
f(l-e-21jL, )[ze-r3L,e-r,L, -e-zr,L, -e-2r3L, ](m-e;) 
r, 
+(I- e _,,,L, )(1- e _,,,L, )(1- e _,,,., J[( ~- c;r,)- %( 111- c;) J 
-'iLz (1 -21":!L, )(1 -2r,L,) 1jli1e -e -e 
_ r{:)e -rJL, ( l- e -2'i4. )( l- e -zr,L, ) 
_f, -•,L, (1- e -z,,L, )( J- e -l,,L, )( !i1- c;) 
r, 
4~f(l-e_,,,., )[z,-o<.,-•,L, _,-z,,L, _,-,,L, ](!i7-<;) 
r, 
+4liJ1j_9 j(l- e -2rsL, )[ 2e -1jL, e -r1L, _ e -2r1L, _ e -2'1L,] 
-4<;r, f ( 1- f -loL, )[ 2e -•,L, e -•,L, - f _,,,L, - f -z,,L, ]( li1- s) 
r, 
Appendzx5c 
+(I- e -zoL, )(1- e _,,,., )(1- ,-,,,L, J[(!IDi- sr,)- £(!i7- s) J 
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